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PREFACE

The idea for the industrial mineral forum was born through the

recognition that the geological occurrence of industrial minerals was

receiving little attention, both at open meetings and in the published

literature. Many recognized the need for more free exchange of geologic

knowledge related to industrial minerals. This need was finally fostered

through the efforts of Dr. Robert L. Bates who initiated the first forum

sponsored by The Ohio State University during the Winter of 1965.

And each succeeding year interest in the forum has grown, involving

more and more geologists and mineral producers, as well as other people

and industries allied with the industrial mineral field.

This volume is the published version of the papers and panel discus-

sion presented at the Fifth Forum on the Geology of Industrial Minerals

sponsored by the Bureau of Topographic and Geological Survey, Penn-

sylvania State Planning Board, at Harrisburg on May 1 and 2, 1969.

The forum was divided into three sessions covering the following themes:

Geology of Sand and Gravel Deposits; Can Industrial Mineral Produc-

tion Survive Urbanization and Conservation; and, Industrial Mineral,

Land Use, and Conservation Problems (a panel discussion) . Program

and meetings were organized and directed by Karl V. Hoover, jack Rein-

hart, and Arthur A. Socolow, Pennsylvania Geological Survey. The papers

have been edited only insofar as needed to preserve continuity of style

and format. Albert Van Olden, Cartographer and Peter Wilshusen,

Editor, Bureau of Topographic and Geological Survey, were chiefly

responsible for style and illustration processing.

Karl V. Hoover

in
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NORMAN K. OLSON, Division of Geology, South Carolina State

Development Board, Columbia, S. C.

Silica sand for glass production in a portion of the

Atlantic Coastal Plain

ABSTRACT

The Atlantic Coastal Plain of Virginia, North and South Carolina,

Georgia, and northeastern Florida contains immense reserves of

silica sand suitable for glass manufacture. Glass sand as used herein

refers to any silica used to produce containers, fibers, plate, or other

items of the glass industry.

Attention is directed only to the moderately consolidated to un-

consolidated quartz sand deposits ranging in age from Late Cretaceous

(?) to Holocene. Late Cretaceous (?) to late Eocene deposits, occur-

ring in the upper Coastal Plain, are poorly to moderately consolidated,

generally less uniform grain size, but possess fewer ground water

problems. The lower Coastal Plain deposits of Pliocene to Holocene

age, are unconsolidated and commonly well sorted, but the water

table is normally at or near ground surface.

Physical and chemical requirements specified for a glass manufac-

turer’s raw materials must be compared with transportation cost of

these raw materials. The predominantly marine origin of the Tertiary

and Quaternary glass sands provide both the restriction and uniformity

in size range so vital to quality control. Chief contaminants are

ferric oxide and various heavy minerals. Size, uniformity and purity

of the raw materials are especially critical in glass melts.

INTRODUCTION

Glass in its many forms requires silica as the chief ingredient, and

the principal variety is quartz sand, or silica sand. The desirable physical

properties of uniform, restricted size range are directly related to en-

vironment of deposition. The necessary chemical requirements demand

careful consideration of associated heavy minerals which are refractory;

the amount and distribution of ferric oxide; and the upper limits of

alumina, lime, magnesia and the alkalies. Quality control in the plant

begins with uniformity at the raw material source, and this should be

fundamental in the industrial geologist’s thinking.

3



4 NORMAN K. OLSON

The central purpose here is to relate some of the known occurrences of

silica sand in the Atlantic Coastal Plain from Virginia to northern Florida,

and to show the relationship of these raw materials to geographic

distribution of existing mines, sand plants, and glass production facilities

(Figure 1)

.

As of May, 1969, in the five-state area, there were eight glass sand

producers, and seven operators producing a glass grade quartz-feldspar

mixture. Among these glass manufacturers, ten produced containers, five

manufactured fibers, and two made pressed and blown (specialty) glass.

There were no manufacturers of flat glass in the region at that time.

Other types of silica for glass production—quartz sandstone, quartzite

and vein quartz—occurring in the southeastern United States, are reserved

for a later report.

The geology of glass sands should ordinarily be treated just enough to

gain an understanding of occurrence and distribution, estimated tonnages

and general quality. The economic geologist increases his usefulness to

management by thinking beyond the raw materials. In glass production,

for example, his concepts of potential markets, transportation patterns,

limiting costs, new uses, and other factors enhance his role. He becomes

even more valuable when he knows his management’s thinking sufficiently

to assemble these salient points into an easily understood presentation.

The writer is grateful to T. E. Shufflebarger, Chief Geologist, Penn-

sylvania Glass Sand Corporation, for editing the manuscript and pro-

viding constructive comments. Thanks are also due Dr. A. S. Furcron,

Director, Georgia Department of Mines, Mining and Geology, and H. S.

Johnson, Jr., State Geologist, Division of Geology, South Carolina State

Development Board, for release of unpublished data.

Appreciation is further extended to the following people. S. M. Pick-

ering, Jr. and
J.

R. Landrum, both of the Georgia Department of Mines,

Mining and Geology, performed, respectively, the photomicrography and

the physical and chemical analyses of the Georgia samples. Jack Bradley

and Mae Hall of the Georgia State Highway Department drafted the

maps and graphs. Miss Linda Shifflett of Southern Railway typed the

manuscript. Rate information was furnished by the Marketing Depart-

ment of Southern Railway.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

GENERAL STATEMENT

Nationwide the principal supply of glass sand comes from the Oriskany

Sandstone of Early Devonian age, and the St. Peter Sandstone of Early
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Ordovician age. The former is obtained from West Virginia, Pennsyl-

vania, and Virginia; the latter from Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas

(Murphy, 1960).

In the Southeast glass sand: is obtained exclusively from Paleozoic

Sandstone in Virginia (LeVan, 1968) ; is neither produced nor sold as

such in North Carolina; is mined from Tertiary (?) dune sands (Lex-

ington County) and Pleistocene marine sands (Marion County) in

South Carolina; is extracted from Ochlockonee River terrace sand of

suspected Pleistocene dune origin in Georgia, and from a kaolinitic sand,

yet unnamed, of Pleistocene age in northern Florida (Figure 1)

.

GEOMORPHOLOGY

Cooke (1931; 1936; 1943) and MacNeil (1950) provided extensive

regional data on the Quaternary shorelines and associated features for

the southern part of the area of investigation, including South Carolina,

Georgia, and Florida.

Details of the surface features of the area in this report are best under-

stood in South Carolina largely through the efforts of Colquhoun (1965,

1966, 1967, 1969) . An excellent summary of terminology and associated

problems for the entire Atlantic Coastal Plain is given by Colquhoun

(1965, p. 6-11). The Atlantic Coastal Plain there is subdivided into

upper Coastal Plain—Fall Zone to the Citronelile Escarpment (Orange-

burg Scarp) , and lower Coastal Plain—Citronelle Escarpment to the outer

edge of the Continental Shelf (Figure 2) . Colquhoun (1967) later desig-

nated even a middle Coastal Plain.

Colquhoun (1966) showed how similar soils generally underlie similar

landforms, and that a good soils map in selected areas can be of signifi-

cant use to the Coastal Plain geologist.

Contemporary distribution of silica sand in the Coastal Plain is be-

lieved by the writer to have originated with eustatic changes in sea level

before and during Pleistocene time. During glacial epochs, as sea level

was lowered, Coastal Plain streams became rejuvenated, developing

steeper gradients and increased energy in transporting their bedload.

Marine terrace materials left farther inland, were reworked, shifted and

ultimately transported seaward. Further discussion of thicknesses affected

by these geomorphic processes is given in the section on stratigraphy.

STRATIGRAPHY

The oldest potential glass sand in the region is that which occurs

stratigraphically above and below the commercial kaolin bodies south

of the Fall Zone in Georgia and South Carolina. The sand may be
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Figure 1. Glass sand producers and glass manufacturers in a portion of the

Atlantic Coastal Plain.

observed in the kaolin mines, particularly as overburden. Less is known
of the sand underlying the kaolin lenses, because most drill hole data

are in confidential kaolin company files.
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The sand and kaolin are still officially designated as part of the

Tuscaloosa Formation of Late Cretaceous age in Georgia and South

Carolina. Palynological data from one kaolin company in Georgia indi-

cate an Eocene age for some of its clay in areas mapped as Tuscaloosa

Formation.

Figure 2. Geologic features and selected glass sand localities in a portion
of the Atlantic Coastal Plain.
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Glass sand is produced from the “Sandhills” section along the Fall Zone

near Columbia, South Carolina (Figure 2) . The origin and age of these

unconsolidated materials are not exactly known but generally interpreted

as dune sand of post-Cretaceous age. Thicknesses 'in excess of fifty feet

are relatively common, and their areal extent covers parts of several

counties both southwest and northeast from Columbia along the regional

strike.

Other sand units of Eocene through Pliocene age are not now seriously

considered as having glass making properties.

The remaining sand units with glass making potential in the entire area

of this report are not everywhere distinguishable as either Pleistocene or

Holocene in age. They are grouped here merely as “Quaternary un-

differentiated” for convenience. Stratigraphic terms in current usage in

the five-state area are presented (Table 1) , but should not be interpreted

in this discussion as a formal stratigraphic correlation chart. Quaternary

information for North Carolina was taken from Stuckey and Conrad

(1958) . Similar data for Virginia were provided by Moore (1956)

.

Many sand units, originally deposited over the region as marine

terrace materials during the Pleistocene—and perhaps even Pliocene (Alt

and Brooks, 1965, p. 408, Fig. 1) —were later reworked by fresh-water

streams or formed into dunes, or by a combination of both wind and

water action.

Distribution of Quaternary sands in the seaward half of the Coastal

Plain along both major and minor drainages follows a consistent pattern.

Most of the large streams flow southeastward toward the Atlantic Ocean

(Figure 2) . The writer has observed unusually thick sequences of

quartz sand on the northeast side, or left bank, of these channels, and

commonly about one-tenth the 'thickness or less remains on the right bank.

Neiheisel and Weaver (1967) attributed similar anomalous distribution

of clay minerals to the Coriolis force. This is defined as “the apparent

force caused by the earth’s rotation which serves to deflect a moving

body on the surface of the earth to the right in the northern hemis-

phere. . .” (Howell and others, 1960) . No specific published references

could be located using the Coriolis force to explain anomalous thicknesses

of sand in the Coastal Plain.

Neiheisel (1966, p. 24) attributed the circulation of clay minerals in

the Charleston (South Carolina) harbor to combined control of bottom

friction and Coriolis force. Neiheisel and Weaver (1967, p. 1102) pre-

sented further evidence of the Coriolis force controlling distribution of

clay minerals in the same general area. Neiheisel (1969, personal com-

munication) stated he has observed unusual thicknesses of sediments on

the same northeast side in relatively small estuaries along the eastern
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Table 1. Stratigraphic nomenclature currently applied to exposures in a

portion of the Atlantic Coastal Plain.

< i

=> :o l

Z)

P I

NORTH SOUTH
VIRGINIA CAROLINA CAROLINA GEORGIA FLORIDA

Silver Bluff F Contemporaneous

carbonate and

sand deposits

(1) (1) (1)

Nansemond F. Pamlico F Pamlico F

Kilby F. (terrace) (terrace

)

Sedley F

(1) (1)

Caloosahatchee F

Upland gravel high level alluvial

and sand and deltaic deposits

Bone Valley F

Yorktown F Yorktown F. Duplin Marl Duplin Marl Choctawhatchee

St. Mary’s F

Choptank F

Stage
Alum Bluff Stage

Calvert F
Pungo River F.

Hawthorn F Hawthorn F
Tampa F Tampa Stage

Suwannee Ls
Cooper Marl Suwannee Ls

Byram F Byram F

Ocala Ls. Marianna Ls

Santee Ls. Barnwell F Ocala Ls.

Castle Hayne Ls. Castle Hayne Ls Barnwell F Clinchfield Sd

Nanjemoy F. McBeon F McBean F.

Aquia F.

(Not exposed) (Not exposed) Black Mingo F Clayton Ls. ( Not exposed

)

Patapsco F. Peedee F Peedee F
Black Creek F Black Creek F

Patuxent F Middendorf F Middendorf F Tuscaloosa F. ( Not exposed

)

(Tuscaloosa)

-

(I) Undifferentiated sands and gravels in several terraces, but of one or more mappable facies
complexes. Quaternary nomenclature for area in transitional stage of revision

seaboard, but the Coriolis effect is not apparent in large estuaries such as

Chesapeake Bay.

The writer believes unusually thick sequences of sand in the area of

this report can best be explained by deflection of currents by the Coriolis

force to the east when viewed on a map, therefore causing a consistent

accumulation on the left bank of southeastward-flowing streams.
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STRUCTURE

The Quaternary sands in the Atlantic Coastal Plain have a regional

strike somewhat parallel to the modern coast. The formations dip sea-

ward at a very low angle, generally a few feet per mile.

The structural framework of the region is controlled by three dominant

positive features— the Norfolk Arch, Cape Fear Arch, and Ocala Arch

(Figure 2) . An unnamed flexure (Gibson, 1967) is also indicated on

Figure 2. The last two features are known to have exerted a topographic

influence through late Miocene time. It is quite certain, therefore, that

the thickness and distribution of only the Tertiary sand units adjacent

to these uplifts would be affected. In southeastern Virginia, however,

Rogers and Spencer (1968, p. 102) attributed unusual thicknesses in the

Pleistocene—as much as 200 feet—to periodic movements in a probable

buried Triassic basin (Figure 2) .

GLASS SAND

GENERAL STATEMENT

The process of glass production is conducted in three stages (Ceramic

Industry Magazine, 1966, p. 138)

.

1. Raw materials are heated to a temperature sufficiently high that

the ingredients melt and react with one another to form glass.

2. Temperature is raised somewhat to cause the glass to become more

fluid, thus allowing the excess gases still held by it to pass off more

freely. This is called the “fining” process.

3. Glass is allowed to cool down to the working viscosity.

According to Bates (1960, p. 101) ,
quartz sand comprises 52 to 65 per-

cent by weight of the mix from which the glass is made. Ceramic Industry

Magazine (1966) stated up to 72 percent quartz sand. Much depends

upon the type of glass being made. Soda ash (Na2C0 3 )
and lime (CaO)

are the other major ingredients.

Murphy (1960) stated that for glass sands “appropriate source ma-

terials are more restricted than for any other industrial silica commodity

group they command higher prices and can be economically

shipped greater distances than nearly any other class of special sand.”

The only glass sand report published within comparatively recent

years in the area of this study was that prepared by Buie and Robinson

(1958) in South Carolina.
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PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

Uniformity of grain size, or diameter, within a restricted size range

is paramount. Shape of the particles reportedly has negligible effect on

the melting properties.

According to Ceramic Industry Magazine (1966, p. 188) , if the sand

grains are too fine, the batch foams excessively from large volumes of

carbon dioxide. Too fine sand also may cause a fine persistent seed to

form in the glass. Sand which is too coarse results in formation of batch

scum, that is, an undesirable residue of salts. If the sand grains are

uniformly coarse, they will at least decrease in size at a uniform rate;

but particularly detrimental are a few percent large grains among rela-

tively small particles (fines) where the latter are completely dissolved

first in the furnace, resulting in an unmelted fraction, or “stones” in the

melt.

Murphy (1960) reported that glass producers in the Midwest and East

require a sand all of which passes a 30-<mesh sieve, and a maximum of

about 2 percent passing the 140-mesh sieve. A reference sand for the

industry, Ottawa silica sand from Ottawa, Illinois, has roughly 35 per-

cent by weight retained on the 40-mesh (U. S. Standard) screen, and an

additional 37 percent retained on the 50-mesh screen (Figure 3) . Further-

more, the Ottawa sand has the confined size range important in the

melting process. Sand from 87 percent, by weight, of the entire sample

shown in Figure 3 was retained on three sieves—the 40-, 50-, and 60-mesh

sizes. Only 1.8 percent is coarser than 30-mesh size.

Bar graphs representing samples from Jeff Davis, Toombs and Wayne
Counties (Figures 3 and 4) ; and from the Dorchester, South Carolina,

and Clinchfield, Georgia, (Figure 5) areas provide examples of grain

size distribution. The Clinchfield Sand is basal upper Eocene (Jackson)

,

but all other examples are reworked Pleistocene marine terrace sands.

Size distribution can vary significantly within even the same deposit and

should be carefully checked. Sand from the Dorchester Bar (Figure 5)

is very fine grained, but quite restricted in its size range.

Teas (1921) discussed physical properties of glass sand in general and

compared them with Georgia sands. Wentworth (1930) presented by

far the most detailed account of screen analyses of Coastal Plain sands in

Virginia.

CHEMICAL REQUIREMENTS

Chemical specifications for glass sand become more stringent, never

static, with each passing decade. Uniformity in chemical, as well as

physical, composition remains of utmost importance. As long as there
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are silica sand producers to meet these exacting requirements, the pur-

chaser can insist on increasingly higher purity.

Ferric oxide is the most widespread critical contaminant. If the sand

grains are tinted, the iron oxide is most probably within the grain and

therefore impossible to remove economically. If the grains are coated
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with iron oxide, attrition scrubbing will remove a significant percentage.

Magnetic separation of iron-bearing heavy minerals such as ilmenite and

magnetite further improves the purity of the sand.

Glass manufacturers insist on the following standards for iron oxide,

as reported by Ceramic Industry Magazine (1966) .

Product Maximum percent Fe.20 3

Optical glass 0.015-0.016

Containers (colorless) 0.03-0.04

Containers (amber) 0.05-0.08

Plate glass (general) 0.15

Plate glass (window) 0.08

For glass fibers the specifications are variable from one plant locality to

the next. One company’s purchase standards, however, allow a maxi-

mum 0.1 percent ferric oxide by weight.

In addition to ilmenite and magnetite, other associated minerals must

be removed. Murphy (1960) mentioned detrital chromite, sillimanite,

kyanite, and secondary manganese oxide coatings as among the most

important.

Glass melting sand and flint (pulverized silica) used for glass fibers

can each tolerate 0.2 to 0.3 percent alumina. Other impurities, such as

lime, magnesia, alkalies and minor elements (phosphorous, arsenic,

:
sulfur, etc.) are variable depending upon the glass manufacturer.

Within the area of investigation, both Teas (1921) and Wentworth
1 (1930) report wet chemical analyses for individual counties of Georgia

and Virginia, respectively.

FIELD LOCALITIES

Many potential glass sand locations remain undeveloped in so large

a region as the Atlantic Coastal Plain. Localities shown in Figure 2 are

those where some analytical work has been performed. Prospective lo-

cations at this stage are confined to the Carolinas and Georgia. Went-

worth (1930) has indicated through numerous diagrams and detailed

explanation the coarse, gravelly character of the Quaternary sediments

in the Virginia Coastal Plain. No sand localities have been checked

there by the writer, but the outlook for glass sand appears the least

favorable in Virginia of any state in the area of investigation. In Florida

most existing glass sand pits are located along an axial trend correspond-

ing to the Trail-Mount Dora-Lake Wales Ridge complex (Figure 2; also
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Puri and Vernon, 1964, Figure 6) . Other potential glass sand localities

are probably present along this complex and other lesser ridges in Florida.

Some brief comments about a few known glass sand localities in the

Coastal Plain are presented in Table 2.

TRANSPORTATION

The single most important factor in exploiting a proven glass sand

deposit is the gross market situation. Freight rates on the material

commonly govern the maximum economical distance for most glass sand.

Glass sand is commonly shipped by rail in covered hopper cars to avoid

contamination. It is also bagged and shipped in box cars.

Some representative rate descriptions and published rates on glass

sand for Southern Freight Association territory are listed in Table 3.

These rates are naturally subject to change and are provided here only

as a general guide.

Table 3. Current rates in cents per ton, 2,000 pounds, on industrial sand
including X-259-B increases.

Miles

Sand, ground

or pulverized 1

Industrial sand, other

than ground or pulverized

2

100 377 195

200 450 263

300 515 315

400 573 368

500 648 420

“Description C3
. Sand, industrial, not ground or pulverized, (naturally) bonded or

unbonded, viz: Blast, core, core and foundry, engine (traction)
,

filtering, fire (fur-

nace)
, foundry, glass, grinding, molding (molding), polishing or silica (see Note 1,

this item)
, carload, in bags in closed cars, minimum weight 100,000 lbs.; in bulk in

closed cars or in open top cars with tarpaulin or other protective covering, minimum
weight 95 percent of marked capacity of car, but not less than 110,000 lbs. per car.

Note 7—Not applicable on sand, which has been processed (beyond washing and

screening) for decolorizing, filtering, water softening, or artificially or synthetically

bonding.

Note 2—When commodities named in this description are shipped in bags, actual

value of the commodity and the bags combined must not exceed $8.00 per net ton

at point of origin and so certified on bills of lading.”

Note: Rates subject to increases of five percent—minimum 10 cents per ton.
1 Commodity Rate Column 101.
2 Value not exceeding $8.00 per ton in closed cars. See Description C.

3 Commodity description quoted from Section 3, Supplement 86 to Tariff 388-K. (Rate

information furnished by Rates, Divisions, Commerce and Service Division, Marketing

Department, Southern Railway System.)
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FUTURE OUTLOOK

GLASS TECHNOLOGY AND MARKETS

New developments in glass technology are so many and varied they

would constitute a separate report. Increasing use of metal, paper and

plastic for containers, however, has taken some of the market formerly

dominated by glass (Chemical and Engineering News, 1964) .

Some new glass products developed by research and development

groups include glass foam, glass fiber-reinforced polyesters, glass fibers

woven into tire cord, floor and stairway gratings, and glassed steel. Still

other relatively new uses include optical fiber laser rods, ionic conduction

gl^ss, and semiconduction coated glass. An example of the last use cited

is a commercial light-and-heat-reflecting plate glass, introduced in 1963

by PPG Industries, Inc. It is used to either reflect or admit solar energy

striking windows. A fused metal oxide coating controls reflection (Chemi-

cal and Engineering News, 1964) .

Newest patents in glass include much lower percentages of silica or no

silica at all. A few product names, chief ingredients and respective per-

centages are taken from Ceramic Age (1969) and presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Some recent patents on glass resulting from industrial research.

PRODUCT COMPANY DESCRIPTION

1. Low-melting glass Fairchild Camera and

Instrument Corp.

Enclosure for semi-conductor

devices; composed of vana-

dium pentoxide (40 to 70

percent) , and lead oxide (20

to 40 percent)

.

2. Glass fiber Aerojet-General Corp. Fiber with high tensile

strength and high modulus

of elasticity; composed of

silica (54-57 percent) , and

alumina (24-27 percent) .

3. Glass-metal sealer Owens-Illinois, Inc. Sealing composition having

improved chemical durability

and a wide and high range of

coefficients of thermal expan-

sion. Seal is effected by

annealing the glass at 350-

500°C. Composed of phos-

phorous pentoxide (60-67

percent) ; and zinc oxide (4-

30 percent)

.
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Glass makers expect to recapture portions of the container market with

various plastic and silicone coatings. Increased compressive strength re-

quirements in the ‘flat glass’ market are being met with improved tem-

pering, and among these processes, chemically tempered glass. Improved

tensile strength, low coefficients of thermal expansion and inertness

contribute to new markets for ‘glass fibers’. Ultra-fine fiber and hollow

fiber for fabrics, chemical-fiber combinations in castings, and high-

strength fiber in cords are only a few new products for growing market

areas.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE PROSPECTING

New reserve requirements of glass sand in the area of investigation

can logically be expected as population growth accelerates, as allied in-

dustries continue moving into the Southeast, and as newly developed

glass products create more markets.

Glass sand reserves can be obtained by one or a combination of two

methods as follows:

(1) development of an existing sand operation capable of glass sand

production. Several sand plants now within the five-state area would

need only a sufficient sales volume to justify installation of scrubbers,

separation equipment, and the like. With most operations the

standard physical and chemical tests for a glass sand would have to be

applied.

(2) development of a new sand prospect. A few of the potential field

localities, each representing partial analytical work, have been dis-

cussed and illustrated (Figure 2, Table 2) . The industrial geologist

or consultant has several tools at his disposal such as geologic and

topographic maps, and published reports. Careful interpretation of

aerial photographs and soils maps ordinarily combine well to delineate

large, exposed sand areas. In many parts of the Southeast, thicker

upland sand sequences are marked by a predominance of certain

varieties of oak, locally called “blackjack” or “turkey” oak; very few,

if any, pine trees are present in these areas.

Above the water table reconnaissance drilling with a power auger

provides a quick means of evaluating the thickness locally. Below water

level sample recovery can be very difficult, if not impossible, unless the

hole is cased and special techniques are employed.
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SUMMARY

Glass sand within the Atlantic Coastal Plain is now being produced at

eight different localities in South Carolina, Georgia and Florida. Glass

sand-feldspar mixtures and by-product quartz sand are being sold to the

glass industry from an additional seven producers in North Carolina

and South Carolina.

In South Carolina glass sand comes from one plant near Columbia

from the “Sandhills” of post-Cretaceous age, and from another near

Nichols from Quaternary marine terrace material. In Georgia one pro-

ducer near Thomasville mines sand from the Ochlockonee River terrace

sand of Quaternary age. In Florida glass sand is extracted near Daven-

port, Plant City and Edgar from sands of suspected Pleistocene age.

Potential glass sand is present at many localities in the Coastal Plain.

A few that have fair to excellent possibilities are at New Bern, North

Carolina; Dorchester, South Carolina; and near Jesup and Normantown,

Georgia.

A total of 13 glass manufacturers are located throughout the five-state

area. Although most manufacturers purchase their glass sand within the

region, at least one imports its quota. Sand is utilized for glass containers

at ten plants; for fibers at five other facilities; and for pressed specialty

glass at two plants. No flat glass is manufactured in the five-state area

Each manufacturer sets individual physical and chemical standards.

All need uniformity in the size and purity of the sand more than anything

else. Sand predominantly within the 60- to 80-mesh size range is optimum

for containers, and that which is about 96 percent passing a 325-mesh

screen is desirable for flint glass (silica “flour”) to make fibers.

The industrial geologist needs to visualize his role beyond the prospect-

ing stage. Communication of geologic concepts in clear terms to manage-

ment is paramount. His value to his company and his client increases in

direct proportion to his understanding of the general market situation,

current producers in the area, and the transportation factors.

As Ian Campbell said in his GSA Presidential Address in Mexico City,

referring to the need for improved geological communication with the

public, “To a greater degree than we have yet, we must become (to use

the current vernacular) more ‘people-oriented’ ” (Campbell, 1969, p.

559).
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WILLIAM M. WEBB, Stonehenge Mining Co., Inc.,

Knoxville, Tennessee

Sand and gravel resources of the Ohio River Valley:

Lawrenceburg to Jeffersonville, Indiana.*

ABSTRACT

Broad Pleistocene terraces, whose surfaces stand 10 to 30 feet

above the modern flood plain of the Ohio River, contain potentially

valuable deposits of aggregate for the construction and allied indus-

tries. Between Lawrenceburg and Jeffersonville, Ind., the most ex-

tensive terraces are on the inside of meanders. Coarse gravel-bearing

outwash, from which a wide spectrum of aggregate materials could

be produced, constitutes at least part of many of these terraces.

Characteristically the coarsest material occupies the upstream end of

terraces, and the size and amount of gravel decrease downstream.

Overburden consisting of fine sand, silt, and clay, generally 3 to 20

feet thick, mantles the outwash. This overburden is overlain in some

places by aeolian sand as much as 25 feet thick.

INTRODUCTION

In the Midwestern states of Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan

nearly all sand and gravel deposits that have been used as a source of

aggregate for the construction industry are of glacial origin. In Indiana,

for example, more than 3,000 pits examined in an earlier study are in

deposits resulting from glacial processes (Patton, 1953, p. 92) . Some sand

and gravel has been produced from ice-contact deposits and proglacial

outwash plains but more than 80 percent of Indiana’s production has

been from proglacial valley trains.

In most outwash-plain deposits in Indiana, the gravel fraction is small

and, even where large, contains a high percentage of unusable particles,

mainly siltstone and shale. As a result, outwash-plain deposits are

utilized primarily as a source of sand. Sand and gravel are not abundant

in Indiana’s ice-contact deposits (Carr, 1965, p. 10), and thus such de-

posits are unattractive, especially for those seeking large reserves. By

contrast, most valley trains consist of a thick wedge of gravel-bearing

* Publication authorized by the State Geologist, Department of Natural Resources,

Indiana Geological Survey.
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Figure 1. Map of southeastern Indiana showing location of active sand and
gravel pits and areas mapped in detail.

outwash from which a wide spectrum of aggregate materials could be

produced. Where favorably located, such deposits should be included

among Indiana’s most valuable natural resources.

This report describes the late Pleistocene (Wisconsinan) valley-train

deposits in the Ohio River valley between Lawrenceburg and Jefferson-

ville, Ind. (Fig. 1) . Although these deposits are present throughout

much of the valley, remnants of Pleistocene terraces, with their relatively

thin cover of overburden, are the most promising areas to explore for

large aggregate deposits. These terraces constitute approximately 25 per-

cent of the alluvial land that forms a nearly continuous ribbon bordering

the river from Lawrenceburg to Jeffersonville. The remainder of the

alluvial land consists mostly of the modern flood plain. Six of the most

extensive terraces are upriver from Madison in Jefferson, Switzerland,

and Ohio Counties. Only two of the terraces are in the Madison-to-

Jeffersonville reach. Both are in Clark County.
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METHOD OF STUDY

During the summer of 1968 and the spring of 1969, members of the

Indiana Geological Survey drilled 82 auger holes into this alluvial ribbon,

principally in the Pleistocene terraces mentioned above. These borings,

drilled with a truck-mounted power auger equipped with 4-inch diameter

auger flights, generally penetrated the upper 25 to 35 feet of the Wis-

consinan valley train. Information from these borings (Tables 1 and 2)

,

supplemented by data from water wells, other test borings, and natural

and manmade exposures, allowed us to map the sand and gravel, sand,

and clay-silt facies of the valley train underlying these terraces. The
areas mapped in detail are shown in Figure 1. Auger hole locations are

shown in Figures 9 through 16.

TERRACE DEPOSITS

STRATIGRAPHY

After its inception during early Pleistocene time, the Ohio Valley

served as an important glacial sluiceway. Vast quantities of water and

sediment furnished by the melting ice entered the valley through the

Whitewater-Great Miami tributary (Walker, 1957, p. 11). Although the

age of the first outwash to enter this sluiceway is still in doubt, there

is general agreement that the majority of the terrace deposits are asso-

ciated with the maximum advance (Fig. 2) of the ice during Wisconsinan

time (Walker, 1957, p. 11).

The coarse valley-train outwash within the terraces consists of a se-

quence of intercalated sand and sand and gravel layers. Data from

water wells and auger borings indicate that this coarse outwash averages

about 100 feet in thickness. Individual gravel and sand bodies within

the outwash are generally thick. Where exposed the sand bodies are as

much as 20 feet thick and the gravel-rich sand units as much as 50 feet

thick.

In natural and manmade exposures the gravel-rich layers consist of

an unsorted, poorly stratified, unconsolidated mixture of sand and gravel

(Fig. 3) . Gravel-sized fragments comprise from 30 to 70 percent of such

deposits, and particles larger than half an inch are abundant. The
horizontal stratification shown in Figure 4 marks the position of zones

of carbonate-cemented material. Such zones, although common, are

thin and offer no problem during excavation.

The sand bodies consist mainly of coarse-to-medium sand (Table 3) ;

however, it is common to find a small amount of “pea gravel,” particles
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Table 1. Thickness of overburden and type and thickness of outwash drilled

in 82 auger holes along the Ohio River between Lawrenceburg

and Jeffersonville , Ind.

Auger

hole

Thickness of

overburden

(feet)

Type

of

outwash

Thickness of

outwash drilled

(feet) Remarks

Bottom land near Rising Sun, Ind. (Fig. 9)

.

1 Glacial till

2 6 Sand and gravel 19

3 2 Sand and gravel 23

4 38 Not encountered Recent alluvium

5 31 Sand 9

6 6 Sand and gravel 35

12 13 Sand 17

13 35 Not encountered Recent alluvium

14 15 Sand and gravel 10

15 6 Sand and gravel 29

16 4 Sand and gravel 31

17 4 Sand and gravel 31

19 Not encountered Glacial till

Bottom land near Patriot, Ind. (Fig. 10)

.

20 1 Sand and gravel 29

21 Not encountered Glacial till

22 6 Clay and silt 14

23 5 Sand and gravel 15

24 Not encountered Glacial till

25 Clay and silt 18

26 7 Sand and gravel 23

27 2 Sand and gravel 23

28 Clay and silt 25

29 9 Sand and gravel 21

30 6 Sand and gravel 24

Bottom land between Patriot and Florence, Ind. (Fig. 11).

31 10 Sand and gravel 20

32 5 Sand and gravel 15

33 13 Sand 17

34 4 Sand and gravel 26

35 6 Sand and gravel 24

36 10 Sand and gravel 20

37 6 Sand and gravel 14

38 6 Sand 24

39 5 Sand and gravel 25

40 30 Not encountered Dune sand and till

Bottom land near Florence, Ind. (Fig. 12)

41 11 Sand and gravel 19

42 Silt and clay 20

43 3 Sand and gravel 27

44 5 Sand and gravel 25

45 16 Sand 14

46 7 Sand and gravel 23
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Auger

hole

Thickness of

overburden

(feet)

Type Thickness of

of outwash drilled

outwash (feet) Remarks

47 4 Sand 26

48 11 Sand 19

49 10 Clay and silt 20

50 11 Sand 19

51 Clay and silt 20

52 7 Sand 23

Bottom land near Vevay, Ind. (Fig. 13).

53 Clay and silt 25

54 Clay and silt 25

55 11 Sand and gravel 24

56 25 Not encountered Recent alluvium

57 11 Sand and gravel 10

58 30 Not encountered Recent alluvium

Bottom land near Madison, Ind. (Fig. 14).

59 6 Sand and gravel 29

60 12 Sand and gravel 18

61 11 Sand and gravel 24

62 10 Sand and gravel 25

63 11 Clay and silt 14

64 9 Sand and gravel 26

65 11 Sand and gravel 19

66 7 Sand and gravel 23

67 18 Sand and gravel 17

68 16 Sand and gravel 14

69 9 Sand and gravel 21

70 9 Sand and gravel 21

71 22 Sand and gravel 10

72 21 Sand and gravel 9

73 8 Sand and gravel 22

74 11 Sand and gravel 19

75 14 Sand and gravel 16

Bottom land near Bethlehem, Ind. (Fig. 15)

.

76 7 Sand and gravel 23

77 11 Sand and gravel 19

78 9 Sand and gravel 21

79 7 Sand 28
80 13 Sand and gravel 17

81 11 Sand 19

82 11 Sand and gravel 19

83 12 Sand and gravel 18

Bottom land near Utica, Ind. (Fig. 16) .

84 21 Sand and gravel 14

85 8 Sand and gravel 22
86 13 Sand and gravel 20
87 25 Not encountered Recent alluvium
88 9 Sand and gravel 20
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Figure 2. Map of southern Indiana and adjacent states showing location of

major sluiceways and lllinoian and Wisconsinan glacial boundaries.

Modified from Thornbury, 1965, Fig. 12.7.

Figure 3. Photograph showing massive, gravel-rich layer exposed in gravel

pit 10 river-miles below Lawrenceburg, Ind. This face, about 30
feet high, contains approximately 60 percent gravel.
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Figure 4. Photograph showing gravel-rich layer exposed in gravel pit 13

river-miles below Lawrenceburg, Ind.
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one-third to one-quarter inch diameter, mixed with the sand. Gravel

fragments larger than half an inch are not common.

Although bands of fine sand, silt, and clay occur within the main

body of coarse outwash, they are thin and persist laterally for only a

few tens of feet. However, near the walls of the bedrock valley, especially

near the mouths of tributary streams, the body of coarse outwash inter-

fingers in places with extensive deposits of clay and silt. Most of these

sediments accumulated in slackwater areas created when the outwash in

the main valley blocked the mouths of these tributaries.

GRADATION

The valley-train deposits within the Pleistocene terraces that were

studied are notably coarse textured. The average sand to gravel ratio,

based on data from more than 400 samples, is 55/45. The coarseness of

the gravel fraction, those particles larger than 0.15 inches, is illustrated

in Figure 5. On the average 56 percent of the particles of the gravel

fraction are larger than 0.50 inches.

The amount and gradation of the gravel fraction do not remain con-

stant throughout the study area. Operators working upriver from Madi-

son, Ind., report that gravel constitutes from 50 to 70 percent of their

deposits. Downstream around Jeffersonville the proportion of gravel

has decreased to 30 to 40 percent.

Table 3. Some typical size analyses of sand samples from terraces along

the Ohio River between Lawrenceburg and Jeffersonville, Ind., show-

ing percentage retained on each sieve. Auger hole and sand and
gravel pit locations are shown in Figures 9, 10, 11, and 16.

Auger Sand and gravel

Sieve size holes pits

(U. S. Standard) 30 34 A C F

No. 7 15 29 12 12 15

No. 10 10 16 10 10 10

No. 14 5 8 11 9 7

No. 18 4 4 9 9 10

No. 25 2 3 10 10 8

No. 35 6 5 15 10 15

No. 45 10 6 10 12 10

No. 60 11 2 8 9 6

No. 80 6 4 5 9 2

No. 120 6 4 5 5 9

<No. 120 25 29 7 5 15
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28%

Figure 5. Histogram showing average size distribution of terrace gravel be-

tween Lawrenceburg and Jeffersonville, Ind. Amount retained on

sieves is shown as a percentage of the gravel fraction (>0.15 inches),

not of the entire sample.

River Miles

Figure 6. Graph showing decrease in amount of particles larger than 1.5

inches in diameter downstream in the Ohio River valley between

Lawrenceburg, Ind., and Louisville, Ky. Amount of material greater

than 1.5 inches in diameter is shown as a percentage of the gravel

fraction, not of the entire sample.
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A decrease in the proportion of particles larger than ly2 inches was

also noted (Fig. 6) . In the upstream part of the area such particles

comprise from 6 to 10 percent of the gravel fraction. In the middle of

the area they have decreased to about 5 percent and in the lower reach

to only 2 to 3 percent of the gravel fraction. No regional pattern is

apparent in the remaining gravel-size fractions.

As part of the effort to learn something of these changes in gradation

on one of the terraces, large samples of gravel were collected from the

wo abandoned and two active pits on the bottom land near Patriot, Ind.

Size distribution of the samples was determined by sieving, and the

results are included in Figure 10. If the samples present a true picture,

the variation in gradation within this small area generally follows the

same pattern as the regional or downriver variation. The coarsest ma-

terial is concentrated near the upstream end of the terrace. The amount

of coarse material lessens downstream, although on this terrace it is evi-

dent that the coarse sizes are abundant everywhere.

COMPOSITION

The fragments that comprise the gravel fraction are made up of the

various kinds of rock gouged out by the glaciers en route from Canada

and eroded from many of the formations that crop out along the valley

wall. Limestones, dolomites, sandstones, siltstones, cherts, and hard

crystalline rocks are all present. The average composition of the gravel

fraction based on a lithologic analysis of about 5,000 particles is illus-

trated in Figure 7. Limestone and dolomite are clearly the most abundant.

Igneous and metamorphic rocks account for 13 percent. Sandstone,

siltstone, and chert are present only in minor amounts.

OVERBURDEN DEPOSITS

FINE-GRAINED ALLUVIUM

Throughout that part of the Ohio River Valley studied for this report

the coarse valley-train sediments within the terrace remnants are overlain

by a sheet of alluvium as much as 20 feet thick. Fine sand, silt, and clay

are the main constituents in this sheet. Although some of this material

has been used as fill, most producers consider it merely as overburden

that must be scraped off in order to exploit the underlying sand and

gravel.

Present-day topography can be correlated with overburden thickness

(Fig. 8) . The thinnest and also the oldest overburden covers the highest
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Figure 7. Pie diagram illustrating the average composition of terrace gravel

between Lawrenceburg and Jeffersonville, Ind.

terrace remnant preserved within a given area. Thicker and relatively

younger overburden covers intermediate terrace levels, and the thickest

overburden covers the lowest terrace, which generally coincides with the

modern flood plain.

The sand and gravel lenses encountered in some auger borings drilled

through the overburden on the intermediate and lowest terraces are

probably lateral-accretion or channel-lag deposits that accumulated as

the stream migrated laterally across the valley. All available information

shows that they are less than 10 feet thick and contain more fine sand

and silt than the underlying coarse outwash deposits.

0 1 Mile

Dune sand

Figure 8. Generalized cross section showing facies of Wisconsinan valley-

train deposits and relation between present topography and thickness

of overburden.
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SAND DUNES

The fine-grained alluvium blanketing the Wisconsinan valley train

is overlain in some places by sand dunes. Prominent attenuated ridges

of sand generally parallel to the river are developed on the upstream
end of the high terraces located on the bottom land between Patriot and
Florence (Fig. 11) and the bottom land near Madison (Fig. 14). They
are generally between 100 and 300 yards wide and extend as much as

a mile along the terrace. They range from 10 to 30 feet in thickness.

No such ridges were observed on the lower terrace levels.

When compared with the other deposits that make up the valley fill,

the sand dunes are volumetrically insignificant. However, the tendency
for this material to accumulate locally in thick deposits makes it an
important component of the overburden.
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FACIES RELATIONSHIPS

The most useful tool in exploring for sand and gravel deposits is

a map showing the location of the deposits. Mapping in the detail

necessary to establish reserves, quality, and thickness of overburden would

require detailed augering and digging of test pits, which are not possible

for the large area considered here. Figures 9 through 16, however, show

those parts of the Ohio River terraces where commercial aggregate

deposits are most likely to occur. In these parts, mapped as sand and

gravel, the valley-train deposits generally contain from 25 to 70 percent

gravel, and the remainder is coarse to medium sand. Layers of sand and

layers of clay and silt undoubtedly exist within the sand and gravel areas.

However, information from auger borings and sand and gravel pits

suggests that the volume of these layers is small in comparison with the

volume of the gravel deposits.

Figure 10. Geologic map of the Ohio River bottom land near Patriot, Ind.

Bar graphs illustrate the variation in particle-size distribution of

the gravels within the sand and gravel facies Coarsest gravel is

concentrated in the upstream part of the bottom land.
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Figure 11. Geologic map of the Ohio River bottom land between Patriot and
Florence, Ind.

The parts of the terraces mapped as sand contain valley-train deposits

consisting primarily of coarse to medium sand. Gravel was encountered

in some auger borings drilled into the sand facies, but the amount was

generally less than 15 percent, and little if any of the gravel fragments

were larger than half an inch.

The parts of the terraces mapped as clay and silt and till, a compacted

mixture of material ranging in size from gravel to clay, lack aggregate

materials. Those areas mapped as recent alluvium generally coincide

with the modern flood plain. Although coarse-grained valley-train de-

posits underlie the fine-grained mantle of flood-plain deposits, the thick-

ness of this mantle (thicker than 35 feet in most places where measured)

is sufficient to make the underlying valley train of less economic interest

than similar deposits within the terrace remnants.
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BED-LOAD DEPOSITS

Although bed-load deposits in the present channel are still being

dredged, their status as an important source of aggregate appears to be

declining. As early as 1885 boulders on the upstream ends of islands

near Louisville, Ky., were used to construct levees and flood walls. “Is-

land” mining became widespread throughout the valley from Cincinnati

to Louisville. This activity reached its peak during the early years of

World War II when at least six dredges were operating upriver from

Louisville. Since that time dredging activity has decreased steadily, and

today only two companies are dredging.

Although the dredged areas are in time refilled, the fill consists mostly

of sand and silt admixed with coal, sticks, and other trash and will

remain an unsuitable source of aggregate in the foreseeable future.

Table 4. Some recent physical test data on gravel samples from terraces along

the Ohio River between Lawrenceburg and Jeffersonville, Ind. Test

data supplied by Indiana State Highway Commission, Division of

Tests and Materials.

Size No.

of

Physical test gravel* Minimum Maximum Average Number of tests

Bulk specific 2 2.50 2.74 2.61 7

gravity 5 2.54 2.68 2.62 12

Percentage abrasion 2 24.40 31.30 27.85 2

loss by weight 5 16.68 26.38 22.70 14

Percentage soundness 2 2.71 9.07 6.16 3

loss by weight 5 1.63 10.58 6.13 14

Percentage soft 2 0.02 1.20 0.62 10

materials by weight 5 0.10 3.00 0.48 12

Percentage 2 0.50 1.90 0.96 7

total chert by weight 5 0.50 3.90 1.63 12

Percentage 2 0.90 2.70 1.43 10

absorption by weight 5 0.90 2.70 1.56 14

*General requirements for coarse aggregate are tabulated in Indiana State Highway

Commission, Standard Specifications, 1969, p. 512-513.
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Figure 14. Geologic map of the Ohio River bottom land near Madison, Ind.

CURRENT EXPLOITATION

In addition to the two dredging operations upstream from Louisville,

five other companies are active in this region. Their pits are all on

high terrace remnants (Fig. 1) .

The processing plants associated with these pit operations are of high

capacity and are geared to produce a broad spectrum of coarse and fine

aggregate materials. By contrast, sand is the main product from the

dredging operations. Most gravels from this region tested for quality

pass Indiana State Highway Commission specifications for Class A aggre-

gate. Table 4 summarizes the results of recent testing. In addition to

meeting the needs of local markets around each pit these operations

supply much of the aggregate used in the metropolitan areas of Louis-

ville and Cincinnati. Inexpensive barge transportation also makes it
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Figure 15. Geologic map of the Ohio River bottom land near Bethlehem, Ind.

possible for some aggregate products to compete in market areas as far

away as Charleston, W. Va. Large amounts of sand are also transported,

by barge and rail, into the sand-deficient areas of central Kentucky. Thus

these deposits have assumed a regional as well as a local importance.

CONCLUSION

Gravel-rich outwash underlies at least part of many terrace remnants

along the Ohio River between Lawrenceburg and Jeffersonville, Ind.

The information gathered for this study on the facies distribution, com-

position, and size gradation of sand and gravel deposits and the thickness

of overburden should be of value to those seeking new sources of aggre-

gate in this part of the Ohio River basin.
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Figure 16. Geologic map of the Ohio River bottom land near Utica, Ind.
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HARRY L. SIEBERT, Connecticut Highway Department,

Weatherspeld, Connecticut

Connecticut's declining sand and gravel resources

ABSTRACT

Historically, adequate volumes of sand and gravel resources existed

in Connecticut. The better sources of sand and gravel are stream

and river valleys. Factors other than accelerated construction have

reduced the availability of these materials, such as: restrictive zoning,

reserving land for recreation, water supply, and highway alignments

constructed along lineal drainage basins. Urbanization has rapidly

reduced sand and gravel availability as these areas are favored sites

for industrial, commercial and residential development. A new and

not yet evaluated restrictive factor is the new clean water standards

which do not allow the direct introduction of fines from washing

into streams and rivers.

Current raw material prices in the "bank” are as follows: gravel

$0.10/c.y. to $3.00/c.y. and sand $0.10/c.y. to $1 .00/c.y. The price

range reflects the proximity of the "bank” to the urbanized belt in

Connecticut. The average cost per haul for sand or stone is $1 ,41/c.y.

It is possible to pay $5.00 per ton for gravel delivered to a construc-

tion site. Importing material from adjacent states does not offer

any economic advantages as their problems are similar. Conservation

of sand and gravel resources at this time is too late. Consolidation of

sufficient acreage to allow economic mining may be prohibitive.

Reservation of acreage for this purpose would not allow for orderly

planned land use. Substitution of "traprock” for the coarse aggregate

fraction to produce a processed gravel with sand has become feasible.

Crushing "traprock” and other rocks that will pass known laboratory

tests as, abrasion, specific gravity, etc., to coarse aggregate size and

possibly sand sizes to produce a processed gravel may become a reality

in the near future. Therefore it may be prudent to assure that ade-

quate reserves of "traprock” and other durable rocks be available for

use as aggregate for the future.

43
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INTRODUCTION

The preservation of land in its natural or near natural state in an

urban region is in conflict with the dynamic relationship of land modi-

fication by man. The conflict of land use increases rapidly and trends

geometrically with population increase. Obviously mineral exploitation

will decrease with increasing population to the detriment of mineral

users in this region. In order to obtain maximum land use benefits the

loss of mineral land through artificial restrictions requires that detailed

geology be known prior to changes in land use.

Integrated planning with geology is necessary to allow the orderly de-

velopment of low value natural resources. Without such integration

valuable mineral deposits will be lost prior to exploitation. The afore-

mentioned comments are not new and have been expressed by others

such as James Dunn (1969) and John Broughton (1966) . Hopefully

the difficulties of resource management in Connecticut may not be as

severe in other urbanizing areas if geology is integrated with planning.

GEOLOGIC SETTING

The topography of Connecticut has been developed by differential

erosion and substantially modified by the last glacial event, the Wis-

consin glaciation. Generally, ridges and drainage basins have a north-

south trend. Sand and gravel deposits in Connecticut are of a terrace

or valley fill type and glacial, glaciofluvial or lacustrine in origin and

they are the product of ice retreat (Flint, 1948) . The composition of

the deposits can be described as heterogenously sorted. Layering is com-

mon but not ordered, as related to a particular glacial deposit. In many

cases the near surface unit is gravel rich with greater than 50% of the

particles gravel sized. In the same unit, below the gravel rich layer,

particle size decreases downward. Pockets of gravel are found within

the finer sizes.

The highest elevation (2380 feet) is in the northwest corner of Con-

necticut. As the land surface elevation increases from South to North,

sand and gravel deposits are found above and below the water surface.

Along the coast where the water level is near sea level, sand and gravel

deposits are found below the water surface. Flanking the inland valleys

are kame terraces, eskers and other common glacial morphologic features.

Though there is a wide distribution of sand gravel deposits in Con-

necticut, the total volume is not great. This was observed in 1930, by

Flint, in the following quote “The glaciofluvial deposits of Connecticut

are scarce and restricted.” Information on sand and gravel exists on a
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statewide basis, but is not contained in a singular repository Contacts

between the stratified drift and till have been defined by many agencies

dealing with mapping of land surfaces. Since 1961 the State Highway
Department has been inventorying construction aggregate (sand and

gravel) availability and the areas outside the urban belt have been

mapped to date (Figure 1) .

POPULATION GROWTH

“The State of Connecticut has grown from a population of 238,000

persons in 1790 to 2,535,000 persons in 1960, with the most rapid growth

occurring in the last eighty years.” (Conn. Dev. Comm., 1964) . The past

population growth relates directly to the expanding employment climate

in the state. A high in-migration rate is the basic sustaining factor of

population growth. Historically, the year 1930 distinguishes the change

in citizenship of the in-migration. Prior to 1930, the migrants were

mostly foreign born, afterwards native born. A population variable,

the birth rate causes future predictions of growth rates to be difficult.

Presently the average family size seems to be decreasing in Connecticut
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and this reinforces the fact that migration is the sustaining factor in

population growth.

The population model used by the Connecticut Interregional Plan-

ning Program predicts a population increase of approximately 20 percent

per decade. Land occupation will have to increase rapidly to provide

the basic public services required by a rapidly increasing population.

Assuming the model correct and using 1960 population statistics as a base,

population will at least double by the year 2000 (See Figures 2 and 3) .

Figure 2. Population.
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The distribution of population growth is shown in Figure 4. Population

growth will follow the urbanized belt of Connecticut. Presently this

area is deficient in naturally occurring construction aggregate reserves.

This deficiency will be greatly magnified by the year 2000.

AGGREGATE PRODUCTION

Construction aggregates are obtained from naturally occurring sources

such as sand and gravel deposits and (or) from quarrying and crushing

of rock. Most traprock quarries are large and equipped with modern

crushing facilities capable of producing sized-aggregates. The excavation

of naturally occurring aggregate resources is variable, but may be de-

scribed as ranging from the “front-end loader and truck" type operation

to the permanent operations having modern facilities producing a

classified product. A large portion of the sand and gravel mined is

utilized, without processing, as a “bank run” product. In other cases

it is hauled to a central plant for classification by screening or washing.

Most naturally occurring material banks are worked with a high face,

such that caving will mix the material for use as “bank run” product.

Selective exploitation occurs where the deposit is large and the particle

SOUTHWESTERN

d/s"

80 90 2000

Figure 4 . Population trend projections by region, 1960-2000.
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size requirements of the product are defined. Deposits with a large areal

expression are required to allow multiple face exploitation. Products

produced are concrete sand and aggregate. The long term operations

are generally located outside the urban core (See Figure 4) where land

costs are low but longer marketing hauling distances. Conjunctive land

use operations give permanency to the operation; an example would be

increasing surface water reservoir storage capacity by excavating sand

and gravel.

The best value of sand and gravel deposits is in its close proximity to

an existing processing plant, with the haul distance less than four miles.

LAND USE

Connecticut being located in the region which Gottmann (1961)

described as “Megalopolis”, comprehensive planning is required. While

fully integrated planning for the State is not a reality at this time,

nearly every town has a planning and (or) zoning agency, (Figure 5) .

All towns within the urban core restrict the excavation of construction

aggregates. Restrictions are not severe in light of land use; typically they

require performance bonds, grading plans, and a final pit limit based

Figure 5. Local planning and zoning agencies in Connecticut.
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on the future usefulness of the land after excavation is completed. Such

restrictions tend to protect the public against the misuse of the land in

exploiting the deposit, but uniformity of restrictions does not exist.

Presently, 15 regional planning agencies have been defined and are active

in preparing recommendations for land use, but unification of planning

must be forthcoming to develop a rational plan of resource management.

VALUE

The value of land to be exploited varies greatly. From a study of con-

demnation awards typical per acre value are shown in Table 1. The
value of land capable of being exploited for construction aggregate

ranges from a low of $375 to a high of $8,775 per acre. Of this group,

all but two (Item 6 and 7) would excavate the land below the water

table, and the residual value of each would be high as commercially

zoned land. Item 6 was 5 miles from the center of Torrington, and Item

7, 7 miles from the center of Hartford. The shortage of this material

is more acute in the Hartford area and is reflected in the differences in

value. The Torrington area lies outside the urban belt with a marked

decrease in construction aggregate needs. Heavy construction has stabi-

lized in this region and land values for construction aggregate deposits

will also stabilize.

Items 1 through 5 are located in the eastern part of the state and not

near urban areas. The range in values reflects position relative to the

availability of construction aggregates. Items 1 and 2 have an average

yield-value of $1,052/per Acre, 1 and 5 an average of $1,1 10/per Acre

and 1 to 7 excluding 2 and 6 average $1,325/per Acre. Attempting to

place before and after values on such an area is difficult. If the gravel

land is excavated to below the water table outside the urbanized belt,

value per acre would be about $1,250. Land containing naturally occur-

ring aggregates within the urbanized belt, would not be so excavated,

as the chief value is in the value after excavation. Rarely in the remote

areas does the in situ value exceed $0.09 per cubic yard. Raw land should

not be valued as having construction aggregate potential unless it is

presently used for that purpose. The haul rates in Connecticut for sand,

gravel and stone are $0.45/per ton for any distance up to 4 miles, and

$0.06 per ton mile thereafter. Value of the material to the user is a

function of haul. For example, a ten mile haul is $0.81 per ton or $1.09

per cubic yard and if we include processing and other costs, then aggre-

gate costs approach the price of crushed stone. Most of the concrete

plants use crushed “Traprock” for the coarse aggregate and natural

sand for the fine aggregate. In bituminous mixes, “stone-sand” (manu-

factured sand) is presently being utilized by some producers.
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The value of material in the bank is shown by Figure 6. Due to declin-

ing reserves a constant increase in price has occurred for gravel whereas

the increase for sand and processed (washed or screened) natural sand

has not been as marked. Figure 7. These figures are selected bids from

our yearly contract awards for use by state agencies. A complete tabula-

tion of sand and gravel in the bank could not be made as less than 30%
of the vendors offer bids on these items in the year 1968. It can be as-

sumed that the lack of bids from some vendors indicates a short supply

situation. The bids offered indicate prices in the urban core are higher

than other areas in the State. The southern portion of the urban core

encounters the highest prices. A plot of construction volume (dollars)

against the price per ton of sand and stone shows an upward trend to

both curves. Since 1963 the volume of sand and since 1965 the volume

of stone produced has decreased. The decrease in volumes reflects changes

in types of construction, Figure 7, that is a decrease in heavy construction

and increase in building construction.

FUTURE PRODUCTION

As crushed stone is a major component of concrete and bituminous

mixes, the cost of stone will continue to increase. The price of sand and

YEAR

Figure 6. Value of sand and gravel by bid to State of Connecticut. (Modified

from U. S. Bureau of Mines Yearbooks 1958-1967).
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of sand, gravel and stone to construction activity

(Modified from U. S. Bureau of Mines Yearbooks, 1958-1967).

gravel in the urban belt will show a marked upward trend. Most of the

major traprock quarries are located in the urban belt which tends to

moderate prices. Future location of quarries are indeterminate as they

are restricted to a “quarry industrial zone”. A logical extension of the

rock product industry is the production of sand-sized material. This is

being accomplished in two quarries where bituminous product opera-

tions exist. As previously mentioned, one operation is presently producing

stone sand. From a survey of four major producers, three indicated that

within three years they would become producers of stone sand.

The northwest and northeast portions of the State are underpopulated

and have construction aggregate reserves greater than their present and

potential future needs. Only the Northeastern area has adequate reserves

and developed transport facilities to ship into the urban core. Presently

the Southwestern portion of the state is densely populated and lacks ade-

quate construction aggregate reserves. If properly developed, Southeastern

Connecticut has adequate reserves for the present and future, but the

rate of population growth will allow for internal consumption only.

The generalized material-flow picture is that material from the north-

western area will be shipped southward, and that from the northeastern

will be shipped westward in the northern portion of the urban belt.
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ADVERSE CONTROLS

Though the geology of sand and gravel in Connecticut has been known
since 1930, no integrated effort of development has occurred, causing

mineral land prices to increase rapidly. Since population tends to locate

on the more favorable land first, sand and gravel lands are the subject

of human occupation with the result that sand and gravel are in short

supply. Population increases, coupled with a per capita income, ranking

Connecticut in the top five states, raises the price) of land drastically. De-

mand for individual housing land increases with the amount of consum-

able income. The value of land is then a function of its occupational use

rather than mineral content. Sand and gravel deposits tend to be cov-

ered with buildings rather than used for mineral reserves. Once the

land is subject to residential use, zoning and planning tend to restrict

use and to keep areas of occupation intact. The high value of land

negates holding large reserves of sand and gravel for future use.

Clean Water Standards promulgated by the Water Resources Com-

mission restrict the processing of gravel and mining in streams where

the effluent will produce excessive turbidity. This is a new and unevalu-

ated control on processing and excavation at the present time and cannot

be appraised because specific turbidity values have not been established.

“Establishing “Channel Encroachment Lines” by the Water Resources

Commission can limit stockpiling operations, necessary to effectively

utilize the material mined. It also affects dredging operations by not

establishing channel encroachment lines restricting both dredging and

stockpiling. Again, this is a new control and unevaluated. The purchase

of aggregate bearing land considered favorable for open space projects

can cause construction aggregate resources to be lost for future use. This

program, like the forementioned is still in its infancy and the ultimate

effects are not known. In a few instances large exploitable areas have

been lost to future use. Competition in land use is exemplified by this

program.

The location of highways through valleys containing substantial sand

and gravel acreage can cause a loss of future reserves. In the future, the

problem can be minimized by locating highways away from areas of

substantial construction aggregate reserves. Watersheds in which dams,

with their resulting reservoirs, have been built can cause similar losses in

sand and gravel reserves. Conjunctive use could reduce this problem

with better planning.

CONCLUSION

It may be said that without integrated planning, land use has caused

areas of excellent sand and gravel reserves to be made unavailable for
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exploitation. Hopefully, other states will not make similar errors in

judgment. It is fortunate adequate rock is available in Connecticut to

use as a substitute for sand and gravel, even if mined underground.

In conclusion, in Connecticut adequate sources of crushable rock should

be reserved for rock product use by the combined effort of industry and

statewide planning. One mistake, in not planning the exploitation of

sand and gravel resources, should be enough.
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The Pennsylvania State University

Detailed Petrography-an aid in the evaluation of

gravel aggregates for freeze-thaw resistance

INTRODUCTION

During the summers of 1967 and 1968, seven gravels were collected

from sites distributed throughout northern and central Pennsylvania.

Glacial, glacio-fluvial, and fluvial gravels were all represented. These

were studied petrographically, in an effort to determine their response

to conditions of freezing and thawing, as aggregate in concrete. Their

actual response to freeze-thaw conditions, was measured according to the

method developed by Powers (1955)

.
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METHOD OF STUDY

SAMPLE ACQUISITION AND PREPARATION

Approximately 150 pounds of size 2B gravel were collected from the

stock piles at each site. A random sampling technique using ASTM
Standard Method D 75-59 (ASTM, 1966a) and ASTM Recommended

Practice C 295-65 (ASTM, 1966b)
, as guides, was followed, and every

stock pile available in the gravel size and type to be collected, was

sampled.
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In the laboratory, each sample was subject to two standard sorting pro-

cedures. First the Gilson sieve shaker was used to separate it into four

size groups: less than y2 inch, i/
2 to % inch, ^4 to 1 inch, and greater

than one inch. The extreme sizes were discarded (Figure 1) . Each of

the two remaining size groups was further separated into two specific

gravity groups: less than 2.50 and greater than 2.50. The size groups

were chosen for convenience in casting concrete cylinders. The specific

gravity separation was made because empirical evidence has pointed to-

ward a significant relationship between specific gravity and freeze-thaw re-

sponse :
: rocks—with a significant change in that relationship at about a

specific gravity of 2.50 (Larson, et al. 1968) .

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for sample fractionation.
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PETROGRAPHIC FRACTIONATION

Each of the four size-specific gravity groups was further sorted into

petrographic fractions, based on their estimated degree of resistance to

freeze-thaw conditions. Table 1 summarizes the criteria on which the

estimates were based. Rocks containing most of the characteristics of a

“sound” rock were considered freeze-thaw resistant. Those containing

one or more deleterious characteristics were estimated to deteriorate

under repeated freezing and thawing.

When possible, single lithologies were used in fraction. However, the

heterogeneity of most of the gravels made such single-rock fractions rare.

Most fractions consisted of combinations of rocks, estimated on the basis

of one or more criteria of Table 1, to be either “good”, “fair”, or “poor”

under repeated freezing and thawing.

At this stage in the study, time limitations made it possible to deter-

mine rock type only by hand specimen, occasionally supplemented by the

binocular microscope. After separation, fractions were chosen for testing.

This choice was primarily based on the amount of material present in

the fraction (at least three pounds, were needed in each of the two size

groups) and the space available in the testing equipment. An effort was

made to choose a range of rock type and aggregate groupings.

TESTING

Six concrete cylinders, 6 inches by 3 inches in diameter were cast. Each

group of cylinders contained two identical petrographic fractions, one

each in the size range of inches, and ^4-1 inch. The fine aggregate

was a combination of White Marsh gravel (#4 to i/
2

inch size) and

White Marsh sand (less than #4 size) , both known to be freeze-thaw

resistant. The concrete was 6 ± 1% air entrained. The cylinders were

cured in lime water at 70°F for two weeks and conditioned in a 35°F

water bath for three weeks, and then stored in a bath at 35 °F. Larson

and others (1968, 1969) discuss the detailed procedure for casting the

cylinders and running the slow freezing test.

The cylinders were tested for freeze-thaw resistance by the method

developed by T. C. Powers (1955) and modified by Larson and Cady

(1969) . Each cylinder was placed in a strain frame, and thus it was

suspended between two gage studs which had been cast into the concrete

(see Figure 2) . The upper gage stud was in contact with a linear

variable differential transformer (transducer) , which measured the dila-

tion of the cylinder in micro-inches.

The cylinders were subjected to twelve cycles of freezing and thawing,
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Figure 2. Cylinder in strain frame, ready for testing.

Table 1. Estimated Value of Rock Characteristics Under Freeze-thaw Conditions.

DELETERIOUS SOUND

WEATHERED FRESH
POORLY CEMENTED WELL CEMENTED
WEAK TOUGH
HIGH IN CLAY LOW IN CLAY
HIGH IN WEATHERED LOW IN WEATHERED
IRON MINERALS IRON MINERALS

POROUS LOW POROSITY
STRUCTURED UNIFORM
CHERT PRESENT CHERT ABSENT
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between which they were stored in the 35 °F water bath. During the

cycle, the cylinder was cooled in a kerosene bath from 35° to 15°F over

a period of four hours, or 5° per hour. During the test, the dilation of

the cylinder was measured by the transducer and recorded in microinches

on a continuous chart. The temperature drop in the test was similarly

recorded. It was established by testing of six cylinders devoid of aggre-

gate, that paste alone failed at a minimum of 488 microinches per 6-inch

cylinder.

After the twelve cycles were completed—a process requiring several

months—the cylinders were dried, and the one representing the median

dilation value was cut in half lengthwise for study. The cut face of one

of each of the two halves was sprayed with Krylon to enhance the litho-

logic and aggregate-paste differences for study.

PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF FRACTIONS

While the cylinders were undergoing testing, there was time to pursue

the detailed petrographic analyses of the rock types in the fractions (sam-

ple particles from all fractions had been saved for this purpose) .

Individual rock particles were studied under the binocular microscope,

using as a guide the procedure outlined by Mather and Mather (1950) .

The particles were also tested for relative toughness, using a hammer
and anvil, and were tested for their reaction to hydrochloric acid. Certain

rock particles were selected for thin sectioning—generally those with very

fine grain, interesting structure, indistinct composition or other character-

istics requiring higher magnification, and/or polarized light.

The thin section study included description of the grain or crystal

size and composition; composition and distribution of cement and/or

matrix (when present)
;
and structure, texture and porosity of the rock.

Porosity, however, was often obscured by the nature of the minerals

on the slide—hence, when reported, it was definitely there, but when

not reported, it may nevertheless have been a significant element.

The rocks which were not clearly identifiable in the particle study

were identified in the section. The results of this petrographic study

are presented in Table 2. (Rock definitions, as used in this report, are

explained in Table 3.)
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Table 2. Petrographic Description of Test Fractions.1—

Low rank graywacke with limonite spotting <2.50 specific gravity

Entire range of grain sizes—from fine sand to fine gravel—represented. Silica cement

and clay matrix moderately abundant in most rocks. Many particles weathered.

Moderately tough to weak, and moderate to very porous. A few biotite-rich quartzites

and arkoses (high in feldspar) represented.

2—

Low rank graywacke, conglomerate and quartzite—partially hematitic >2.50 sp. gr.

Low rank graywacke: Fine to coarse grained, moderately to poorly indurated—

frequently with hematite, clay moderately to highly abundant. Moderately tough.

Generally fresh, occasionally calcareous.

Conglomerate and quartzite: Medium to very coarse grained, very well indurated—

frequently with hematite (see Figure 3) . Very tough, fresh.

3—

Iron-rich graywacke and quartzites <2.50 sp. gr.

Coarse to fine grained rocks, generally well indurated with moderate to very minor

clay. Mostly weathered, moderate to very tough, porosity generally moderate (a few

particles have very high or very low porosity) . Composed largely of quartz, biotite,

and limonite, with occasional arkosic composition including feldspar and hematite.

Arrangement of limonite spots in some particles suggests lamination. Occasional

siltstone of low rank graywacke composition.

4—

Weathered sedimentary rocks <2.50 sp. gr.

Graywacke and siltstone: Medium to very fine grained, but largely fine grained.

Generally well indurated, with moderate amounts of clay and limonite. Mostly moder-

ately weathered, with a few fresh or highly weathered rocks represented. Weak to tough,

but most particles moderately tough. Moderately to very highly porous. Many
laminated: some contain large vesicles or fossils. Biotite is a common accessory mineral-

hematite and kaolinite are also found. Abundant limonite is common to almost all

particles.

Quartzite: Biotite-rich with limonite. Also very fine grained, nearly pure quartz

with limonite stain.

Carbonates: Limestone and dolmite, fresh to weathered. Frequently argillaceous

or arenaceous, and rich in limonite or hematite—often distributed in moderately

abundant pores.

Miscellaneous particles: Porous gypsum with dense limestone, partially fractured

chert with limestone, coquina, limonitic argillite.

5—

Dark, fine grained rocks >2.50 sp. gr.

Granite: Fine to medium crystalline, weathered. Moderate to tough, with moder-

ate to low porosity.

Dolomite: Medium crystalline, tough with low porosity.

Hornfels: A very fine-grained, dense, metamorphic rock. Fresh to partially wea-

thered; tough, with moderate porosity.

Siltstone: Generally high in clay (argillaceous)
,

frequently also high in sand

(arenaceous) . Some with carbonate cement.

Schist and phyllite: Fine grained, fresh to weathered. Moderate to tough, with

low to high porosity (related to the degree of weathering) . Composed largely of

biotite and quartz, with moderate to abundant clay in the phyllites.
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Table 2 (cont'd)6—

Calcareous rocks >2.50 sp. gr.

Limestone: Finely crystalline, fresh, tough, of moderate to low porosity. Some
particles contain sand, fossils, chert, and/or calcite crystals. May be dolomitic.

Limestone: Coarse grained, slightly weathered, very tough, with moderate porosity.

Contains abundant fossils, calcite crystals, chert and Jimonite-lined pores. May be

dolomitic.

Dolomite: Medium to finely crystalline, fresh, moderately tough, moderate to low

porosity.

Sandstone and siltstone: Fine grained, fresh, moderate to tough, low to moderate

porosity. Calcareous, with carbonate-healed fractures.

Sandstone: Fine grained, deeply weathered, moderate toughness, very high porosity.

Calcareous, with abundant biotite and limonite.

Limonitic calcarenite: Rounded silt-size grains of calcite, cemented by limonite.

7—

Weathered and inhomogeneous rocks <2-50 sp. gr.

Low rank graywacke: Medium to fine grained; hematite, limonite or calcite

cemented; micas abundant. Weathered to highly weathered, moderately tough, high

to moderate porosity.

Sandstone: Coarse to very coarse; nearly pure quartz sand. Moderately tough,

highly porous.

Siltstone: Highly weathered to fresh, weak to moderate toughness, moderate to

high porosity.

Siltstone: Hematite cement, no clay, abundant muscovite mica. Faintly laminated.

Quartzite: Coarse to very coarse grained, fresh. Moderate to tough, moderate to

low porosity. Biotite abundant in some particles.

Quartzite: Medium to fine grained, largely cemented by chert. Weathered, tough,

with moderate porosity. Some limonite, and abundant hematite in some particles.

Chert: Fresh and weathered; generally moderately tough to weak, and porous.

Some banded with limonite, or dark spotted.

Arkose: Fine to coarse grained, limonite cemented, highly argillaceous. Wea-

thered, weak and highly porous. Abundant micas and weathered feldspar.

Quartzite: Coarsely crystalline, fresh, very tough, with low porosity. Quartz content

approximately 99%, gneissic structure.

Phyllite: Very finely crystalline, very high in micas and clay. Fresh, moderately

tough with low porosity.

Argillite: Generally high in hematite, but may have calcite instead. May contain

silt. Some laminated.

Kaolinite: Weathered, very weak, highly porous. Fossiliferous and containing some

quartz.

8—

Iron-rich rocks >2.50 sp. gr.

Limestone: Medium to finely crystalline, fresh. Moderate to tough, moderate to

very low porosity. Some fossiliferous or with micas and minor limonite. A few highly

limonitic, clastic limestones (calcirudites)

.

Quartzite: All grain sizes, fresh. Tough with low to very low porosity. Some

calcareous or hematitic.

Graywacke: Fine to coarse grained, largely hematite or limonite cemented, moder-

ate amounts of clay. Weathered, moderately tough, with moderate to high porosity.

Some with biotite. Some slightly laminated.
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Table 2 (cont'd)

Siltstone: Generally cemented by limonite or hematite, moderate amounts of clay.

Fresh to moderately weathered, moderately tough.

Granite gneisses and granites: Medium and coarse grained, fresh. Moderate to

very tough, low to very low porosity. High in biotite and feldspar, some calcite.

Gneisses and granites: All grain sizes, weathered. Moderate to very tough, porosity

moderate to high. Considerable limonite.

Hornblende gneiss: Coarsely crystalline, highly weathered, tough.

Marble: Coarsely crystalline, partially dolomitic. Weathered, moderately tough,

low porosity. Contains pockets of limonite and kaolinite (?) .

9—

“Chert” >2.50 sp. gr.

(Note: All aggregates in this fraction were from the i/^-inch to 3^-inch size range.)

These particles were identified in hand specimen as chert and part-chert particles.

In thin section, they were revealed to include the following lithologies:

Limestone: Argillaceous, with abundant iron minerals, including siderite. Often

dolomitic, some high in chert. A few highly organic.

Siltstone: Carbonate cemented, high in clays and limonite or hematite. Generally

tough. May be fossiliferous.

Chert: A large variety—fresh and weathered, tough and weak, dense and porous.

Quartzite: Fine and medium grained, some weathered. Low porosity, very tough.

10—

Fossiliferous iron-rich siltstone >2.50 sp. gr.

Abundant fossil molds (see Figure 4) ,
highly porous. High iron content, but the

proportion of hematite to limonite varies from pebble to pebble. Moderately

micaceous with a relatively high clay content.

11—

Weathered feldspathic sandstones and low rank graywackes <2.50 sp. gr.

Feldspathic sandstone: Medium to fine grained, generally weathered. Weak to

moderately tough, very porous.

Low rank graywacke: Fine to medium grained, porous and weathered. Somewhat

micaceous, with minor limonite. Moderately tough.

12—

Low rank graywacke <2.50 sp. gr.

Fresh, dense. May have minor medium size pores with limonite. Clay and hema-

tite cement abundant.

Fine grained, porous, limonitic and weathered. Clay-rich and somewhat micaceous,

moderately tough.

Occasional sandstone and limonite.

13—

Low rank graywackes and siltstone >2.50 sp. gr.

Low rank graywacke: Fine and very fine grained, porous and weathered. Moder-

ately tough to tough.

Low rank graywacke: Medium grained, fresh. Scattered pores with limonite. Tough.

Siltstone: Moderately weathered, micaceous and argillaceous. Moderately tough.

14—

Assorted silicate rocks >2.50 sp. gr.

Quartzites: All grain sizes and very inhomogeneous in grain size; fresh, of very low

porosity. Very tough.
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Table 2 (cont'd)

Granites and granite gneisses: Medium to coarse crystalline. Generally fresh—some

with minor limonite.

Low rank graywacke: Medium to coarse grained, fresh, hematitic. Well indurated

by silica, clays moderately abundant, minor limonite. Tough. (See Figure 5) .

15—

Quartzose rocks >2.50 sp. gr.

Metaquartzite: Coarsely crystalline, somewhat fractured with a few large pores.

Fresh, very tough.

Low rank graywacke: Medium to coarse grained, fresh, very well indurated by silica,

very tough.

Quartz: Clear, fresh, crystals.

16—

Low rank graywacke >2.50 sp. gr.

Medium to coarse grained, occasionally fine grained; may be weathered. Both micas

and clays are moderately abundant. Iron content is low to moderate, varying from

pebble to pebble.

17—

Iron rich low rank graywackes, siltstones, argillites and shales >2.50 sp. gr.

Low rank graywacke: Fine grained, hematitic, partially weathered. Many porous,

moderately tough.

Siltstone: Fresh, very high in days, moderately tough.

Siltstone: Fresh and weathered. Fligh in clays and iron minerals (hematite when
fresh, and limonite when weathered) . Moderately tough.

Argillite: Arenaceous, with abundant iron minerals—may include chert. Moderately

tough.

Shale: Arenaceous, and very high in iron minerals. Tough.

18—

Sandstones, low rank graywackes, and siltstones >2.50 sp. gr.

Sandstone: Medium and coarse grained, highly weathered and limonitic. Fresher

portions contain abundant hematite. Highly porous, moderately tough.

Low rank graywacke: Fine to medium grained, weathered; high in clays, micas,

and iron minerals. Porous and tough.

Feldspathic sandstone: Coarse grained, with abundant feldspar. Very tough, with

low porosity.

Siltstone: Micaceous and weathered. Relatively weak.

19—

Low rank graywackes and feldspathic sandstones >2.50 sp. gr.

Graywacke: Coarse and medium grained, high in clays, iron minerals and micas.

Tough and highly porous.

Graywacke: Very fine grained, relatively fresh. Moderate amounts of clay and

iron minerals, may have abundant micas. Tough to very tough.

Feldspathic sandstone: Medium to coarse grained. Highly weathered, with abundant

limonite. Highly porous and weak.

20—

Quartzites, high rank graywackes, and sandstones >2.50 sp. gr.

Quartzite: Very fine grained, fresh. Very tough with low porosity.

High rank graywacke: Very fine grained, well indurated and high in feldspar and

iron minerals. Very porous, tough.

Quartzite: Coarse, fresh. Very tough with high porosity.
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Table 2 (cont'd)

Sandstone: Coarse grained, kaolinitic, with minor limonite. Well indurated but

very porous, moderate to very tough.

21—

Siltstone, sandstone, low rank graywacke and chert <2 50 sp. gr.

Siltstone: Hematitic, porous, tough. Can be highly fossiliferous.

Sandstone: Medium grained, kaolinitic, limonitic, and micaceous. Highly porous,

tough.

Chert: Arenaceous, limonitic and micaceous. Dolomolds abundant (see Figure 6) .

Some highly fossiliferous without dolomolds.

Siltstone: Hematitic and micaceous, highly weathered, and porous; weak.

Low rank graywacke: Fine to coarse grained, hermatitic and/or micaceous. Porous,

and partially weathered; moderately tough.

22—

Argillaceous low rank graywackes and siltstones <2.50 sp. gr.

Graywacke: Medium to fine grained, argillaceous, with varying amounts of iron

minerals (hematite to limonite) and micas. Fresh to moderately weathered, moderately

porous, moderate to very tough.

Siltstone: Highly argillaceous, fresh to weathered. Moderately porous and tough.

May be highly micaceous.

23—

Igneous rocks >2.50 sp. gr.

Granite: Coarsely crystalline, with considerable hornblende and biotite. Very tough.

Gabbro: Coarse to fine crystalline, consisting largely of diopside and olivine.

Diorite: Fresh and weathered, tough.

Figure 3. Thin section photomicrograph of quartzite cemented by hematite.

30x.
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Figure 4. Thin section photomicrograph of fossil molds in sandstone. Fraction

10. 30x.

Figure 5. Thin section) photomicrograph of a typical low rank graywacke. 30x,

crossed nicols.
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Figure 6. Thin section photomicrograph of dolomolds in chert. 30x.

Figure 7. Thin section photomicrograph of an iron-rich siltstone. 30x, crossed

nicols.
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Table 3. Rock Definitions and Grain Size Designations Used in This Report.

Quartz Pebbles Subrounded to rounded pebbles of pure, monocrystalline

quartz. May include some pure quartzites of structure so

indistinct as to be indiscernible from monocrystalline quartz.

Quartzite A tightly cemented, granular rock consisting of over 90%
pure quartz. Cement is usually silica, but may be partially

or, rarely, wholly hematite (see Figure 3) . Occasional meta-

quartzites are included in this report, consisting of inter-

locking crystals of quartz, without cement.

Sandstone A granular rock consisting largely of quartz, but may

contain up to 15% grains of some other composition. There

is little matrix between the grains. Grains are cemented by

silica, carbonate or hematite—or combinations of these—but

never as tightly as in a quartzite.

Grain Size

Designations Coarse— 1 /2 to 1 mm diameter

Medium— 1 /4 to 1 /2 mm diameter

Fine— 1/16 to 1/4 mm diameter

Graywacke A ‘dirty’ sandstone (see Figure 5) ,
often containing large

amounts of rock fragments and accessory minerals in addition

to quartz. A matrix of clays and sometimes micas, is

prominantly present. Cement may or may not be present.

High rank graywackes contain larger amounts of feldspars

and less chert than low rank graywackes.

Arkose A detrital rock consisting largely of angular grains of quartz

and feldspar and moderate amounts of clay. May be highly

hematitic.

Siltstone A rock of grain size less than 1/16 mm with a sandstone-

or graywacke-type composition (see Figure 7) .

Argillite A rock consisting largely of clay—may contain moderate

amounts of silt and other impurities.

Limonite A rock consisting dominantly of iron oxide with various

amounts of cjuartz sand and other impurities.

Limestone A carbonate rock consisting predominantly of calcite. The
limestones of this report are largely microcrystalline with

moderate amounts of larger calcite crystals and calcite-hlled

fossils. Occasional detrital limestones—consisting of rounded

limestone pebbles and/or shell fragments cemented by calcite

—are present.

Dolomitic limestone Similar to limestone, but consisting of over 25% magnesium

carbonate.

Dolomite A coarsely crystalline acidic igneous rock consisting largely

bonate.
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Table 3 (cont'd)

Chert Microcrystalline quartz. Includes varieties, such as chal-

cedony, jasper, etc.

Granite A coarsely crystalline acidic igneous rock consisting largely

of quartz, potassium feldspar and micas.

Diorite A coarsely crystalline intermediate igneous rock consisting

predominantly of amphiboles and/or pyroxenes and biotite

micas, with largely sodic and calcic feldspars.

Gabbro A coarsely crystalline basic igneous rock consisting pre-

dominantly of pyroxenes and olivine, and calcic feldspars.

Gneiss A metamorphic rock, coarsely foliated and generally banded

compositionally. A granite gneiss has a composition similar

to granite.

Schist A foliated, highly micaceous, metamorphic rock.

Phyllite A very finely foliated, argillaceous and micaceous metamor-

phic rock.

Hornfels A dense microcrystalline structureless metamorphic rock.

CYLINDER ANALYSIS

One cut face (see Figure 8) from the cylinder in each group with the

median dilation value was studied under the binocular microscope at x7

power. All aggregate particles y2 inch in longest dimension were studied.

This size choice eliminated only about 50 percent of the White Marsh

gravel particles, but assured the inclusion of nearly all the test aggregate

particles.

Figure 8. Cut face of a typical cylinder with a large dilation value.
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For each particle, the following observations were made:

1. Rock identification—eg. sandstone, siltstone, granite.

2. Essential rock characteristics—eg. degree of weathering, grain size,

porosity, iron-content.

3. Number of prominent fractures.

4. Tightness of bond with the paste—a measure of relative particle

expansion (see Figure 9)

.

5. Number of paste fractures caused by internal particle fractures

or particle expansion (see Figures 10 and 11) .

It became evident early in the petrographic study of the cut cylinders

that the number of internal fractures in a particle bore no relationship

to the soundness of the rock under freeze-thaw conditions. For example,

White Marsh gravel was highly fractured, and is sound. Also, it would

be impossible to determine whether a fracture was present before or after

the slow freezing test. Hence, the number of internal fractures unrelated

to visible mortar fractures is not presented in the data compilation.

Figure 9. Particle of low rank graywacke exhibiting internal fractures and
poor bonding with the mortar. Approximately 4.5x.
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DATA COMPILATION

The objective of the petrographic study of cylinders from the slow

cooling tests was to discover which rock types were contributing signifi-

cantly to the dilation of the cylinder as a whole. In an effort to check

out the validity of some of the criteria of soundness listed in Table 1,

the particle descriptions were grouped according to lithology and

dominant characteristics. Not all characteristics could be checked, due

to the small number of similar particles available. In order to make the

maximum number of lithologic comparisons possible, observations of

additional cylinders containing ledge rock particles were included. These

were taken from the original project from which this study of gravels

was derived (Larson, et al, 1969) . This procedure was considered valid

as individual lithologic types are compared here. Gravel fractions are

not compared. These lithologies and their characteristics are outlined

in Table 4 which includes some particles from ledge-rock sources. Column

(2) on Percent Expanded Particles includes only those expanded par-

ticles not causing moritar fractures.

Before Table 4 was compiled, initial observations made certain com-

parisons unnecessary, as the results were obvious. These observations

were:

1. The presence or absence of mica in rocks had no effect on their

soundness.

2. Medium and coarse grained rocks showed identical distributions

of response to test conditions, but fine grained rocks often differed sig-

nificantly from the medium-coarse grained group.

3. Fossils and fossil molds did not seem to effect test results. Elimi-

nation of the above factors, along with the internal particle fractures,

considerably simplified the comparison of other essential rock criteria

and lithologies. Table 4 was compiled to compare those characteristics

suspected to contribute to lack of rock soundness, and for which there

were enough particles studied to make a valid comparison.

The results of the comparisons in Table 4 were used to simplify

presentation of rock types in Table 5, and in describing the “Actual

Dominant Lithology” of each test fraction shown in Table 6. That is,

the descriptions are simplified to differentiate the rocks into those groups

significant to freeze-thaw soundness. Table 5, column (2) ,
Number of

expanded particles, excludes those causing mortar fractures.
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Figure 10. Mortar fracture resulting from particle fractures. Approximately 5x.

Figure 11. Mortar fracture resulting from particle expansion. Approximately 4x.
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Table 4. Cylinder Particle Comparisons.

Rock Type

(1)

Number of

Particles

(2)

Percent
Expanded
Particles

(3)

Percent
Mortar

Fracturing
Particles

(4)

Percent
Deleterious

Particles

Quartzite

Fine grained (less than 1/4 mm
dia.)

Quartzite

111 15.3 7.2 22.5

Medium & coarse grained (greater

than 1 /4 mm dia.)

100 1.0 3.0 4.0

Quartzite

Fine grained, fresh

54 16.7 11.1 27.8

Quartzite

Fine grained, weathered

37 18.9 10.8 29.7

Quartzite

Fine grained, non-porous

70 15.7 8.6 24.3

Quartzite

Fine grained, porous

21 23.8 4.8 28.6

Sandstone

Fine grained

68 2.9 8.8 11.7

Sandstone

Medium and coarse grained

63 7.9 4.7 12.6

Sandstone

Fresh

57 6.9 3.4 10.3

Sandstone

Weathered

73 4.1 11.0 14.1

Sandstone

Non-porous

37 2.7 10.8 13.5

Sandstone

Porous

90 6.7 6.7 13.4

Sandstone

Non-hematitic

85 2.3 7.0 9.3

Sandstone

Hematitic

39 10.2 2.6 12.8

Sandstone

Non-feldspathic

93 5.3 5.3 10.6

Sandstone

Feldspathic

37 5.4 5.4 10.8

Low rank graywacke

Fine grained

88 12.5 20.4 32.9

Low rank graywacke

Medium 8c course grained

68 13.2 4.4 17.6
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Table 4 (cont'd)

Rock Type

(1)

Number of

Particles

(2)

Percent
Expanded
Particles

(3)

Percent
Mortar

Fracturing

Particles

(4)

Percent

Deleterious

Particles

Low rank graywacke

Fine grained, fresh

46 13.0 13.0 26.0

Low rank graywacke

Fine grained, weathered

42 11.9 23.8 35.7

Low rank graywacke

Fine grained, non-porous

50 16.0 2.0 18.0

Low rank graywacke

Fine grained, porous

38 7.9 21.0 28.9

Low rank graywacke

Fine grained, non-hematitic

68 11.8 23.5 35.3

Low rank graywacke

Fine grained, hematitic

20 15.0 10.0 28.0

Siltstone

Non-hematitic

31 12.9 6.4 19.3

Siltstone

Hematitic

19 15.8 0.0 15.8

Argillite

Non-hematitic

22 18.2 0.0 18.2

Argillite

Hematitic

7 14.3 0.0 14.3

Siltstone 50 14.0 4.0 18.0

Argillite 29 17.2 0.0 17.2

Limestone 222 10.4 3.2 13.6

Chert 13 7.7 30.8 38.5
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Table 5. Summary of Cylinder Observations.

Note: Fg = fine grained (less than 1 /4 mm diameter)

Mg = medium grained (1/2-1 /4 mm diameter)

Cg = coarse grained (greater than 1 / 2 mm diameter)

(1) (2) V)
Number
of Par-

(4)

Number tides

Cylin-

Number of Ex- Causing 12th Cycle

of Par- ponded Mortar Cylinder
der # Rock Type tides Partides Fractures Dilation

1-1 Quartzite, Cg 1 0 0 2964

Sandstone 1 0 0

Low rank graywacke, Fg 3 0 1

Low rank graywacke, Mg 5 0 0

2-5 Quartzite, Mg & Cg 8 1 1 700

Sandstone 1 1 0

Low rank graywacke, Mg & Cg 7 1 0

3-3 Quartzite, Fg 4 0 0 1500

Quartzite, Mg & Cg 2 0 0

Low rank graywacke, Fg 4 0 1

Low rank graywacke, Mg 5 2 1

4-1 Quartzite, Fg 8 2 1 1600

Quartzite, Mg & Cg 3 0 0

Low rank graywacke, Fg 4 1 1

Low rank graywacke, Mg 3 1 0

5-3 Dolomite 4 0 0 180

Igneous rocks 6 1 0

6-3 Quartzite, Mg & Cg 4 0 0 330

Sandstone 5 2 1

Siltstone 2 0 0

Limestone 8 1 1

7-1 Quartzite, Fg 2 2 0 1080

Quartzite, Mg & Cg 5 2 0

Low rank graywacke, Fg 3 1 0

Siltstone 1 0 0

Argillite 2 0 0

8-2 Quartzite, Fg 3 0 0 240
Quartzite, Mg & Cg 4 0 0

Sandstone 4 0 0

High rank graywacke 2 0 0

Igneous & metamorphic rocks 2 0 0

9-2 Quartzite, Fg 1 1 1 340
Quartzite, Mg 1 0 0

Sandstone 1 0 0
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Table 5 (cont'd)

Cylin-

der # Rock Type

(1)

Number
of Par-

ticles

(2)

Number
of Ex-
panded
Particles

(3)

Number
of Par-

ticles

Causing
Mortar

Fractures

(4)

12th Cycle

Cylinder

Dilation

Limestone 6 1 0

Chert 5 0 0

10-3 Sandstone 11 1 1 370

Siltstone 10 0 0

11-5 Sandstone 6 0 0 330

Low rank graywacke, Fg 6 0 0

12-1 Sandstone 1 0 0 3410

Low rank graywacke, Fg 15 5 6 (11th cycle

Low rank graywacke, Mg 2 1 0
dilation)

Limonite i 1 0

13-6 Quartzite, Fg 2 1 0 1760

Sandstone 1 0 0 (11th cycle

Low rank graywacke, Fg 6 3 3
dilation)

Low rank graywacke. Mg 2 0 0

Siltstone 3 0 0

14-1 Quartzite, Fg 1 1 0 600

Quartzite, Mg & Cg 5 0 0

Low rank graywacke, Mg & Cg 2 1 0

15-4 Quartz pebbles 15 1 0 450

Quartzite, Fg 1 1 1

Quartzite, Mg 1 0 0

16-2 Low rank graywacke, Fg 2 0 0 550

Low rank graywacke, Mg & Cg 10 0 0

17-6 Sandstone I 0 0 540

Low rank graywacke, Fg 7 2 1

Low rank graywacke, Mg 1 0 0

Siltstone 8 0 0

18-1 Quartzite, Cg 1 0 0 1370

Sandstone 4 1 0

Low rank graywacke, Fg 1 0 0

Low rank graywacke. Mg & Cg 8 4 0

High rank graywacke 1 0 0

19-6 Sandstone 13 3 2 1480

Low rank graywacke, Mg 1 0 0

20-1 Quartzite, Fg 2 1 0 760

Quartzite, Mg 1 0 0
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Table 5 (coni'd)

(1) (2) p)
Number
of Par-

W

Number tides

Number of Ex- Causing 12th Cycle

Cylin- of Par- ponded Mortar Cylinder

der # Rock Type tides Particles Fractures Dilation

Sandstone 7 0 0

Chert 1 0 0

21-6 Sandstone 7 2 2 2870

Low rank graywacke, Fg 3 3 2

Low rank graywacke, Cg 1 0 0

Siltstone 1 0 1

22-1 Sandstone 6 0 0 3880

Low rank graywacke, Fg 8 0 0

Siltstone 3 1 1

23-4 Quartzite, Mg & Cg 4 0 0 1880

Sandstone 1 0 0

Igneous rocks 10 0 0
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Figure 12. Percent deleterious particles in individual test cylinders compared
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Sandstones

2.62
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DATA ANALYSIS

LITHOLOGIC CORRELATION

Before discussing the results of this study, it is important to remember

that the lithology of fractions at the time of their selection, was deter-

mined from a preliminary brief hand specimen inspection. This led to

some petrographic surprises during the subsequent detailed study of the

fraction lithologies, which only served to reemphasize the need for accu-

rate petrographic determination in the evaluation of gravel materials.

In several clear cases, rock was misidentified in hand specimen. For

example, on Table 6, see fraction numbers 2, 9 (a critical difference—

from chert to dominantly limestone) , 14, 19, and 22. In other cases,

detailed petrography was of great aid in clarifying the generalized hand-

specimen determined lithology, for example, in fractions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

17, 18 and 21. Most important, as will be later demonstrated, low rank

graywackes and quartzites were differentiated from sandstones.

The data of Table 4 were compiled with a view toward discovering

which lithologies were most deleterious under freeze-thaw conditions,

and which common rock characteristics affected their relative soundness.

The criteria of Table 1 were used as guides, with the modifications dis-

cussed under DATA COMPILATION. Several results of Table 4 are

unexpected, and others were already predicted. The basic lithologies,

in order of increasing soundness are:

Chert

Fine grained low rank graywacke

Fine grained quartzite

Argillite, siltstone, medium and coarse grained low rank graywacke

Sandstone, limestone

Medium and coarse grained quartzite

Two relationships here are entirely unexpected—the great difference

between fine grained and medium-coarse grained quartzites, and between

fine grained low rank graywackes and sandstones.

Traditionally, materials engineers have considered graywackes as sand-

stones, and considered both as sound rock under freeze-thaw conditions,

unless extensively weathered. From Table 4 it can be seen that although

weathering does somewhat reduce the soundness of both graywackes and

sandstones, it is by no means the dominant factor—whereas lithologic

type is. Here, more obviously perhaps than anywhere else in this study,
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the importance of detailed petrography in rock evaluation is demon-

strated.

The greatest difference in soundness within one lithologic group—

and the most unexpected—is that between fine grained and medium-to-

coarse grained quartzites. A similar, but less pronounced difference is

found in the low rank graywackes. No explanation for these differences

can be offered at this time, but they certainly are worthy of further

research.

Further analysis of Table 4 reveals the following relationships:

1. Among fine grained quartzites, weathering and visible porosity

have little influence on soundness.

2. Grain size in sandstones is not significant to soundness—hence

all sandstones were grouped for comparison of other characteristics.

3. Visible porosity and presence of feldspar has no influence on

sandstone soundness.

4. Weathering and presence of hematite may have a slight adverse

influence on sandstone soundness, but more data and more detailed

analysis of variables would be needed to establish the validity of such a

conclusion.

5. Among the fine grained graywackes, weathering and visible

porosity seem to have some adverse influence on soundness, but presence

of hematite apparently contributes to soundness.

6. A comparison of the influences (or lack of them) of the three

compared rock characteristics (weathering, visible porosity, and presence

of hematite) on the five detrital sedimentary rocks (quartzites, sand-

stones, graywackes, siltstones and argillites) reveals that these character-

istics may have small, but relatively minor, influences on rock soundness.

Hence they are not considered separately in subsequent analysis of data.

On Table 7, an attempt has been made to summarize individual cylin-

der lithologies into three soundness groups and compare them to

cylinder dilations—the soundness groups being defined as follows:

1. Highly deleterious—chert, fine grained low rank graywacke, and

fine grained quartzite.

2. Moderately deleterious—argillite, siltstone, and medium and

coarse grained low rank graywacke.

3. Other rocks—sandstone, limestone, medium and coarse grained

quartzite and miscellaneous other rocks.

A plot of the relationships of percent deleterious and highly deleterious

rocks with dilation, is presented in Figure 12, taken from the data of
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Table 7. Soundness Groupings of Individual Cylinder Particle Lithologies.

Cylinder

No.
Total

No.

of

Particles

i

Percent
Highly

Deleterious
Particles Percent Moder-

ately
Deleterious Particles Percent Other Particles Total

Percent Deleterious Particles

12th

Cycle

Cylinder
Dilation

1-1 10 30.0 50.0 20.0 80.0 2964

2-5 16 0.0 43.7 56.3 43.7 700

3-3 15 53.3 33.3 13.3 86.6 1500

4-1 18 66.6 16.7 16.7 83.3 1600

5-3 10 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 180

6-3 19 0.0 10.5 89.5 10.5 330

7-1 13 38.5 23.0 38.5 61.5 1080

8-2 15 20.0 0.0 80.0 20.0 240

9-2 14 43.0 0.0 57.0 43.0 340

10-3 21 0.0 47.7 52.3 47.7 370

11-5 12 50.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 330

12-1 19 78.0 1.5 11.8 89.5 3410*

13-6 14 57.1 35.7 7.2 92.8 1760*

14-1 8 12.5 25.0 62.5 37.5 600

15-4 17 5.9 0.0 94.1 5.9 450

16-2 12 16.7 83.3 0.0 100.0 550

17-6 17 41.2 52.9 6.2 94.0 540

18-1 15 6.7 53.3 40.0 60.0 1370

19-6 14 0.0 7.2 92.8 7.2 1480

20-1 11 27.3 72.7 0.0 100.0 760

21-6 12 25.0 16.7 58.3 41.7 2870

22-1 17 47.0 17.6 16.7 64.6 3880

23-4 15 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 1880

11th cycle dilation
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Table 7. A rough logarithmic relationship can be seen in this plot—one

meriting further investigation. As only a single cylinder from each

fraction (see Table 7) was used in demonstrating this relationship, it

shows a trend only, and a statistical analysis would not be valid. Since the

lithologic descriptions of the entire fractions (see Tables 2 and 6) do not

include detailed proportions or separations of grain sizes, these could

not be compared in the same way as the individual cylinder fractions—

such a detailed analysis of total fractions and all cylinders tested might

be a very rewarding study.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY CORRELATION

Observations seemed to indicate that the specific gravity of 2.5 was

perhaps not a valid one on which to divide aggregates with respect to

their freeze-thaw resistance. From Table 6 it can be seen that three out

of nine fractions of specific gravity less than 2.5 were sound, and one

was borderline; and nine out of eleven fractions of specific gravity greater

than 2.5 failed, and one was borderline.

In view of the fact that vacuum saturated surface dry (VSSD) specific

gravity measurements were available for all fractions, an effort was made
to discover whether another specific gravity value would have a more

predictable effect on the freeze-thaw resistance of a particular lithologic

type. A plot was made of the average cylinder dilation against the VSSD
specific gravity of each test fraction (see Figure 13) .

It can be seen from the graph that, among this limited number of

samples, at least, there is a relatively strong relationship between VSSD
specific gravity and cylinder dilation. The only two marked exceptions

being the sandstones of fractions 10 and 11. These rocks, however, are

the only two sandstones with readily visible, very high, coarse porosity.

Fraction 10 is highly porous in addition to containing a large number of

fossil molds, partially lined with limonite. (See Figure 14 and 15.)

Unfortunately, quartzites and low rank graywackes were not separated

into grain size groups, since there was no indication before testing of the

extreme difference in soundness of fine grained versus medium-coarse

grained quartzites and low rank graywackes. In addition, low rank

graywackes and quartzites were, in most cases, mixed with other rocks,

making interpretation of test results difficult. Sandstones are, likewise,

generally mixed with other rocks in the test fractions, and—with the

exception of fractions 10 and 11, discussed above—no conclusions can be

drawn about the relationship of their specific gravity to dilation.

No relationships can be clearly defined from Figure 13, therefore, but

it remains a possibly rewarding mode of comparison when more accurate

lithologic differentiations are made.
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Figure 14. Cut face of cylinder 10-3. The cylinder is six inches long.

Figure 15. Close-up of aggregate particle indicated by arrows in Figure 14.

Approximately 3x.
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CONCLUSIONS

It can be said, without reservation, from the results of this study, that

these Pennsylvania medium and coarse grained quartzites—when uncon-

taminated by fine grained quartzites or other rocks—are freeze-thaw re-

sistant. The data presented here on limestones—as well as abundant field

evidence, show them to be sound also.

Sandstones may be tentatively rated as fair, but they must be identified

accurately as pure sandstones, and fine grained low rank graywackes

may not be present. Not enough is known about high rank graywackes

or medium-coarse grained graywackes to extend an opinion.

Fine grained low rank graywackes, and fine grained quartzites, are very

deleterious, and their presence in any but very small amounts would

cause an aggregate to exhibit excessive freezing dilation. It is known

from many field observations that most cherts are also highly freeze-thaw

deleterious.

With the exception of grain size, rock characteristics—originally thought

to be at least as important as rock type—are surprisingly uninfluential on

freeze-thaw soundness. Little or no difference in soundness was discov-

ered with the presence or absence or micas, hematite, or feldspar. Only

in the case of two unusual sandstones 10 and 11—discussed in the specific

gravity correlation) was visible porosity—including that visible under

low magnification—significant. A slight decrease in rock soundness was

evident with weathering.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Before a test for the freeze-thaw soundness of gravels can be developed,

it would be most important in future research of this nature to study

fractions composed of single lithologies, preferably each with a single

dominant characteristic to be tested. Choice of the fractions should be

based on properties determined in advance by petrography and perhaps

other means of analysis. The following properties, which merit isolation

for testing, are suggested:

1. Clay content and type, determined by X-ray diffraction, DTA
analysis, or some other method. This may be a key to the deleterious

nature of low rank graywackes.

2. Porosity and permeability. A study of these properties might be

a key to the understanding of such anomalous fractions as 10 and 11.
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3. Pore size distribution. This would be a most promising study

toward an understanding of the quartzite and chert problems.

4. Grain size—especially among the quartzites and low rank gray-

wackes.

5. Relative amounts of grains and matrix and/or cement in granular

rocks—Of special importance in the graywackes.

6. Specific gravity. A study of the slow-freezing response of a series

of low rank graywackes (especially fine-grained) over a range of specific

gravities, would be most revealing.

7. Mineral composition—especially comparisons of cement composi-

tions (e.g. silica vs. carbonate vs. hematite) .

Once their properties are determined, rock groups based on single

properties could be freeze-thaw tested, in concrete cylinders, on a presence-

or-absence basis. A few such comparison pairs might be:

1. Clay-rich vs. clay poor granular rocks (essentially a comparison

of graywackes vs. sandstones) , where the grain size is kept constant.

2. Fine grained quartzites vs. medium-coarse grained quartzites.

3. Porous cherts vs. non-porous cherts.

4. Cherts of specific gravity less than 2.5 vs. those of specific gravity

greater than 2.5. (Note that the aggregate fraction from the slow freezing

test in this study which contained chert, 9, had a specific gravity greater

than 2.5 and was sound whereas most cherts observed in field use are

highly deleterious) .

Such a detailed study of rock characteristics might help to clarify the

disparities frequently encountered in attempting to evaluate mineral

aggregates with respect to frost sensitivity—and eventually will make

proportional analysis and accurate evaluation of gravel aggregates

possible.
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ALLEN R. KRUEGER, Alpha Portland Cement Co., Easton, Pennsyl-

vania

Alpha's sand and gravel deposit and processing plant

at Martins Creek, Pennsylvania.

ABSTRACT

The glacial deposits of the Delaware River Valley region contain

numerous deposits of sand and gravel, both valley train deposits of

stratified drift and outwash of Wisconsin age. At Martins Creek, Pa.

Alpha is processing for the commercial market the sand and gravel

contained in a typical Delaware River valley train. This deposit, which

now forms a terrace some 50 feet above the present river level, con-

tains abundant coarse gravel, with cobbles and numerous boulders.

Sixty percent of the material in the deposit averages greater than

4 mesh size. The source rocks for most of the material in the deposit

are those rock units which lie upstream from Martins Creek, within

35 miles of the site.

A thorough sampling and testing program made possible the design

of a processing plant which produces sand and gravel meeting the

rigid specifications of the Pennsylvania Department of Highways.

Sand is a relatively scarce resource in the Central Delaware Valley

trade area. To increase the supply of sand for this market, a cage

crusher and a cone crusher have been integrated into the plant system

to manufacture sand from some of the gravel in the deposit.

The plant design, which was based on a complete geologic investi-

gation of the deposit, is a good example of applied industrial geology.

INTRODUCTION

Alpha's Martins Creek sand and gravel deposit and processing plant

are of interest because:

1. The sand and gravel deposit is a Delaware River terrace deposit;

Delaware River terraces are among the main sources of sand

and gravel for the Eastern Pennsylvania region.

2. The Martins Creek deposit is representative of the Delaware

River terraces and has been more thoroughly examined than

many of the glacial deposits in the area.
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3. Sand is a relatively scarce resource in the Central Delaware

Valley region. Alpha’s plant is designed to manufacture sand in

large quantities by crushing a portion of the gravel in the deposit

to sand size.

4. The plant design was based on a thorough sampling and testing

of the deposit. The plant is very efficient and its design is a good

example of applied industrial geology.

LOCATION

Alpha’s Martins Creek sand and gravel operation is located i/
2 mile

southeast of Martins Creek, Pa., on the east side of Pa. Route 611. It

is seven miles north of Easton, the county seat of Northampton County.

New York is about 60 miles to the east, and Philadelphia is an equal

distance to the south (Figure 1)

.

Figure 1. Index map of Alpha's Martins Creek sand and gravel deposit.

GEOLOGIC SETTING

The Martins Creek deposit is located in the Great Valley Section of

the Valley and Ridge physiographic province. The Appalachian Moun-

tain Section of the Valley and Ridge Province lies to the north and the

Delaware River flows southward out of the mountains into the Great
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Figure 2. Physiographic Provinces.

Valley at the Delaware Water Gap. The Reading Prong of the New
England Province lies a few miles to the east of the Martins Creek site

(Figure 2)

.

The bedrock in the immediate deposit area (Figure 3) is Ordovician

Jacksonburg limestone, the well-known “Cement Rock” of the Lehigh

Valley cement district. Northward, up the Delaware River from the

deposit, the Ordovician Beekmantown limestone and dolomite and Mar-

tinsburg Formation (shales and slates) are exposed in the valley floor of

the Great Valley Section. Stratigraphically and topographically above

these formations are Shawangunk Conglomerate and Bloomsburg sand-

stones and shales, and then the remainder of the Silurian section and

rock of Lower and Middle Devonian age which are mostly carbonates.

Eastward are Pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks of the Reading Prong.

Downstream, there are Ordovician limestones and dolomites, Cambrian

dolomites, limestones, and quartzites, and Pre-Cambrian Gneiss.

This portion of Pennsylvania has been subjected to Illinoian as well

as Wisconsin glaciation. The limit of Wisconsin ice sheet advance,

according to Ward (1938) is shown on Figure 4. A valley glacier extended
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Figure 3. Geologic sketch map.

down the Delaware River Valley from the edge of the ice sheet, just

east of Martins Creek, Pa., to a point 1 mile south of Riegelsville, Pa.

(Figure 1)

.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPOSIT

The sand and gravel deposit at Martins Creek is a valley train deposit

of stratified drift formed during the retreat of the Wisconsin ice. As the

Wisconsin ice melted and retreated, the south-flowing meltwater streams

were overloaded with rock debris from the ice; the aggrading stream

filled the valley from wall to wall at Martins Creek with a deposit of sand

and gravel to a thickness of 65 feet. The average elevation of this valley

train terrace is 235 feet above sea level. It forms a terrace some 50 feet

above the present river level. The bedrock valley, as inferred from

topography, and verified by our drilling is a U-shaped valley. This lends
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support to Ward’s (1938) premise regarding the presence of a valley

glacier tongue extending down the Delaware Valley.

After the deposition of the valley train terrace, downcutting began

which was followed by another period of terrace building at an elevation

about 20 feet below the top of the main terrace. The lower (younger)

terrace is composed of fine sand, silt, and clay, which probably are

channel lag deposits of Recent age (Davis, et al, 1967) . The valley is

presently being deepened which has progressed to a point where only a

small portion of the younger terrace remains. Mean river level is at

about 185 feet and top-of-rock in the deposit area is about 170 feet above

sea level.

Two distinct depositional periods are observed in the valley train

terrace. During a hiatus in deposition, which occurred at elevation 205

feet, a small channel was cut and later filled largely with sand. This

channel, which parallels the present Delaware River channel, is 350 feet

wide and 10 feet deep. A zone of relatively extreme weathering, two to

five feet thick, is present at about 200 feet, or just below the depositional

break. This zone is characterized by leaching of the carbonate rock

LEGEND

Terrace and Outwash

Kama

Terminal edge of ice

Martins Creek site

Figure 4. Surficial geologic sketch map.
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fragments in the deposit. A similar zone occurs at elevation 230, just

below the present terrace surface. The leached carbonate fragments in

these zones are deleterious and their elimination from the finished

product was a consideration in plant design.

Figure 5. Typical cross section through Martins Creek sand and gravel deposit.

The principal rock types in the deposit are Shawangunk conglomerates

and quartzites, Bloomsburg sandstones, various types of chert and cherty

carbonates, the source of which is probably rock from the lower Devonian,

carbonates from the Jacksonburg and Beekmantown formations, and

various crystalline rocks. From a review of Figure 2, it can be noted

that the Devonian cherty carbonates and the cherts in the deposit repre-

sent rocks from the most distant sources. Most of the rocks are from bed-

rock sources less than 35 miles upstream from Martins Creek. A typical

cross section through the deposit is shown on Figure 5.

SAMPLING AND TESTING PROGRAM

The entire deposit area was mapped by plane table and alidade at a

scale of 1" = 100'. FLoles were drilled, using a fish-tail bit, to determine

thickness of the deposit and the nature of the bedrock surface as well as

to provide qualitative information concerning the stratigraphy of the
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deposit. This drilling did not provide representative samples which

could be used for laboratory investigations.

Sampling was done by digging test-pit holes at selected locations with

a G-1000 Gradall. Test-pit samples were subjected to laboratory testing

to obtain the following types of information on the deposit.

1. Freeze-thaw resistance

2. Abrasion resistance

3. Size gradation (washed and unwashed)

4. Washing loss

5. Percentage of Organic matter

6. Percentage of silt and clay

7. Petrography

8. Fineness modulus of sand

9. Strength comparisons (standard cubes versus concrete cubes made

with Martins Creek sand)

10.

Chemical analyses of sand and gravel

RESULTS OF SAMPLE TESTING

Our sampling and testing program enabled us to acquire a thorough

understanding of the nature of the deposit; and with this knowledge,

we were able to design a processing plant for this particular raw material

which we consider as efficient as any sand and gravel plant of similar

capacity in the county.

Table 1 shows the size gradation of samples taken from the main

(older) terrace. The deposit averages 60 percent or more material

greater than 4 mesh size.
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Table 2. Size gradations of lower terrace samples.

Screen Size Percent Passing

B U V
No. 4 91.5 99.2 100.0

8 90.0 94.8 100.0

16 87.8 88.4 99.9

30 86.5 83.0 99.6

50 78.7 50.0 92.2

100 53.6 23.6 42.0

The younger (lower)

sand and gravel. Thus,

leave the younger terrace

Samples of gravel and

for the common oxides,

for the gravel and sand

terrace is not suitable for making commercial

the quarrying operation has been designed to

in place.

sand were subjected to wet chemical analysis

The average results of these chemical analyses

sizes are as follows:

Gravel Sand

Si02 63.0% 76.0%

A1o03 4.9 6.3

Fe 203 2.2 2.7

CaO 9.6 3.7

MgO 5.6 2.6

The following are the averages for other tests performed on the Martins

Creek deposit:

Fineness modulus of sand 2.9

Los Angeles Abrasion test 22.8% loss after 500 revolutions

Sodium Sulfate Soundness 1-82% loss after 5 cycles

Organic impurities Plate $:2

Concrete strength comparison 5950 psi after 28 days for the Martins

Creek sample versus 5000 psi for the

standard.
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PROCESSING PLANT

The sand and gravel ratio for the Martins Creek deposit is about 40

percent sand and 60 percent gravel. Our preliminary market area studies

indicated that the demand would be just the reverse of this—60 percent

sand and 40 percent gravel. One design problem then was to build a

plant which could utilize more than one-third of the gravel for manu-
facturing into sand. Also, we decided that our basic plant should be

designed so that all products would always meet the most rigid specifica-

tions—those of the Pennsylvania Department of Highways. To accom-

plish our objective, the necessary equipment had to be installed first to

eliminate the weathered carbonate fragments, and secondly to put at

least two crushed faces on 85 percent of the gravel particles produced.

Many sand and gravel plants consist of little more than screening and

washing facilities. A distinguishing feature of the Martins Creek process-

ing plant is its integrated, high capacity crushing equipment. In order

to make sand from gravel, a 200 horsepower 48-inch cage crusher and a

150 horsepower 48-inch FC cone crusher are used to reduce gravel to

sand size. In addition, there is a 75 horsepower jaw crusher which is used

to crush the plus two-inch size gravel. The plant capacity is 300 tons

per hour input. The 425 horsepower in crushing equipment is unusual

and expensive in terms of capital and operating costs and this made it

all the more important that the plant be designed to operate with a

minimum number of personnel—always a good idea, anyway.

The processing plant, which was largely engineered and supplied by

L. B. Smith, Inc., Harrisburg, Pa., is a stack-up plant, 94 feet in total

height (Figure 6) . There are many who are of the opinion that a saw-

tooth design is superior to stack-up. Like most things, the smart way

is to take each plant on its own merits and design a processing plant for

the specific deposit rather than work from a preconceived point of view.

The stack-up is well suited to this deposit.

The overburden averages 4 feet thick and consists of soil, wash from

the slope, and highly weathered sand and gravel. This overburden is

removed by a contractor with non-company equipment. Stripped over-

burden is used in shaping land forms according to a plan for reclamation

of the quarry area. The quarrying is done with a Caterpillar 966 (4 yard)

front-end loader which feeds bank run material into a field hopper. The

bank run material is fed from the hopper over a series of movable field

conveyors to a permanent conveyor which moves the raw material to an

18" x 36" Cedarapids jaw crusher, adjusted to a closed side setting of two

inches. From the crusher, the material is conveyed to the top of the

stack-up where it is discharged onto two inclined Simplicity 4' x 12'

triple-deck sizing screens.
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Figure 6. Flow diagram Alpha Portland Cement Company Martins Creek sand
and gravel plant.
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Overs from the top two screen decks go to a 200 horsepower Frog

Switch 48-inch cage mill. The purpose of the cage mill, a type of impact

crusher, is to put crushed faces on the gravel and to disintegrate the

soft “yellow” fragments (mostly weathered carbonate rock) . Third deck

overs from the Simplicity screens go to a metering bin, from which they

are sent either to the sand section or to the gravel section; throughs are

shunted off for processing through the sand section of the plant. Cage

mill product is sized on an intermediate 4' x 14' triple-deck horizontal

Cedarapids screen. Top-deck overs (plus 2") are recirculated to the

cage mill for recrushing. Overs from the two lower decks go to two

Eagle 36-inch coarse material washers which give a final scrubbing to

the gravel particles. Throughs from the intermediate screen go to the

sand section.

Final sizing is done by Cedarapids triple-deck 4' x 14' horizontal

screen, which can produce 3 gravel sizes. There are three gravel stock-

piles which are fed by belt conveyors. Additional stockpiling is done

with a 15-ton end-dump truck.

The sand system consists of a 36-foot wide Eagle Autospec sand classify-

ing tank, a 54-inch Eagle sand dewatering screw classifier, conveyors, and

a radial stockpiler. Any excess gravel can be crushed to make sand by

passing the gravel through a Telsmith 48-inch FC cone crusher. Crusher

discharge from the Telsmith FC cone crusher is returned via the main

conveyor belt and passes through the plant for reprocessing.

Plant processing water is obtained from an abandoned limestone quarry

located on the property. Plant waste water is returned to the abandoned

quarry (we are forming quite an interesting delta there, by the way) ;

and therefore, we neither take water from nor return water to the Dela-

ware River.

This plant can make one type of sand, three types of gravel, and one

type of subbase at any one time. There are a total of seven plant per-

sonnel consisting of the plant manager, a general clerk, one quarry loader

operator, one stockpile loader operator, and three utility men. There

is no plant operator as such. The plant is so highly automated that one

man, the quarry loader operator, is all that is required to get the raw

material from the deposit, through the plant, and into the finished

product stockpiles.

Alpha is aware of the problems usually associated with mineral

processing plants. We think we have minimized most of them in our

Martins Creek sand and gravel plant. For example, the quarry operating

procedures include a plan for reclamation and development of the

worked out quarry areas. The reclamation phase is carried on con-

currently with the active extraction of the deposit. Eventually, we will
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have an enlarged water area with attractively shaped and planted banks.

The plant itself is well back from all public roads and cannot be seen

by the highway travelers and can be seen from only a selected few resi-

dences in the immediate area.
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Averill Park, New York

The role of applied geology in producing high friction

aggregate

ABSTRACT

Research sponsored by the Highway Research Board led many
states to propose the adoption of a high friction aggregate specifica-

tion in the spring of 1968. It was established that the coefficent

of friction of some asphaltic concrete pavements after the passage

of millions of vehicles was below acceptable standards. The New
York State Department of Transportation Physical Research Report

No. 67-3 established a positive correlation between the coefficient

of friction of an asphaltic concrete pavement and the percentage of

silt and sand size insoluble residue in the coarse aggregate of the top

course of the pavement.

The current New York State Department of Transportation specifi-

cations 51 -F and 51AC-F for high friction coarse aggregate in the top

course are as follows:

(1 ) A carbonate rock that has more than 10% plus 200 mesh
insoluble residue in hydrochloric acid, or

(2) A blend of greater than 20% non-carbonate aggregate

(defined as having not less than 80% insoluble residue)

and less than 80% of a standard N.Y.S.D.O.T. M4 coarse

aggregate with no insoluble residue limits.

Many geologic factors were and will be involved in the development

and initiation of the program.

In the early stages, it was necessary to evaluate all potential aggre-

gate strata in New York, considering lithologic factors such as rock

type, mineral composition, texture, and grain size relative to road wear

and tendency to polish. Economic factors such as potential for effi-

cient production and prospective new quarry sites for supplemental

high friction aggregate were also considered.

The program requires each producer to submit a geologic report

outlining areas of high friction aggregate, and to locate the aggregate

by painting quarry faces to assure quality control throughout the

production season. State engineering geologists will supervise the

105
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systematic sampling of the aggregate. Rapid staining techniques

allowing technicians to handle routinely a large number of samples

have been initiated by these geologists. Future research and re-

evaluation of the program should depend heavily upon the geologists’

evaluation and field observation of pavements.

INTRODUCTION

Geologists have been very active in New York and across the United

States in helping to solve the problem of production of satisfactory skid-

resistant aggregate. This paper is a review of the problem of skid-

resistance of asphaltic pavement and the role of geology in helping to

find economically and technically reasonable solutions.

Abnormal slipperiness of pavements caused by the polishing of mineral

aggregates by traffic has been observed for at least four decades (Kummer
and Meyer, 1967) ,

but it was not a major concern prior to 1950. Since

then, because of a gradual increase in vehicular speed, a progressive in-

crease in traffic density with a resultant increase in pavement wear and

aggregate polish (Figure 1) , the skidding accident rate reached propor-

tions that could no longer be ignored. Figure 2 is from the National

Cooperative Highway Research Report #37. Vehicle speed is plotted

on the X axis, pavement wear on the Y axis and tire pavement friction

on the Z axis. Note that as the average speed increases, the average

friction of the pavements effectively decreases.

Early in 1968 New York and other State Highway Departments started

to write new specifications in an attempt to assure minimum skid

resistance for highway surface courses.

THE PRINCIPLE CAUSES OF PAVEMENT SLIPPERINESS

Figure 1. Principle causes of pavement slipperiness (After Kummer and Meyer,

1967).
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VEHICLE SPEED
Figure 2. Vehicle speed, pavement wear and tire-pavement friction (After

Kummer and Meyer, 1967).

RESEARCH INDICATES FACTORS INFLUENCING

SKID RESISTANCE

The extensive research program referred to above was sponsored by

the American Association of State Highway Officials in cooperation with

the Bureau of Public Roads at the Pennsylvania State University. The
resulting report entitled “Tentative Skid-Resistance Requirements For

Main Rural Highways” summarized the skid resistance of various high-

way surfaces and recommended a tentative minimum coefficient of

friction.

This report established that skid resistance is a function of the geometry

of the highway surface, the pavement design, the maintenance procedures,

the vehicle and tire design, the aggregate materials, and the speed limits

for wet pavements. Figure 3 modified from the report indicates the

tremendous decrease in friction with increased speed on a wet pavement.

Tests and accident frequency reports indicated that polishing of the

aggregate of asphaltic road surfaces by traffic is responsible for a decrease

in the coefficient of friction and the resultant increase in the accident rate

as illustrated in Figure 4. Later research conducted by the New York

State Department of Transportation (Burnett, Gibson and Kearney,

1967) and others indicated that many carbonate aggregates polished

rapidly to give a particularly low skid resistance.
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THE MATERIALS INVOLVED

New York State Department of Transportation asphaltic top course is,

by weight, approximately 91-94 percent aggregate materials and 6-9

percent asphaltic cement. The aggregate gradation for the top course

or type 1A mix is as follows:

Screen Size General Limits, % Passing

l" 100

W 95-100 COARSE AGGREGATE
'A" 65-85

Vs" 32-65

#20 15-39

#40 7-25 FINE AGGREGATE
#80 30-12

#200 2-6

Research by the New York State Department of Transportation

(Burnett, Gibson and Kearney, 1967) and the National Crushed Stone

Association (Gray and Renninger, 1966) demonstrated that the coarse

aggregate fraction (that is plus i/
8 inch material) primarily controls the

slipperiness of the pavement. The primary concern, therefore, is with

the material retained on the 1/2", 14 " and i/
8
" sieves—the coarse aggregate.

ESTABLISHING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COARSE
AGGREGATE SOURCES IN NEW YORK STATE

Both gravel and crushed stone are acceptable sources of coarse aggre-

gate in New York State. Since crushed stone is produced from bedrock,

research data from crushed stone are more reproducible than from

gravels. Therefore, the initial research and the resultant specifications

were concerned primarily with crushed stone.

There are approximately 80 New York State Department of Trans-

portation approved crushed stone sources. At least 32 different geologic

formations are quarried with some formations consisting of up to ten

members.

The following variables were geologically evaluated for each quarry:

(1) The extensive field skid data obtained from tests by the New
York State skid trailer on roads constructed with aggregate

from each quarry.
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Figure 3. Tire-pavement friction on wet and dry pavements (After Kummer
and Meyer, 1967).

(2) The chemical and physical properties of rocks which have

“high friction” aggregate characteristics.

(3) The average skid resistance of the normal aggregate from each

quarry and what potential a portion of its stratigraphic section

might have, as a “high friction” aggregate.

(4) The relevant economic factors regarding cost of “high friction”

aggregate—transportation costs depending upon the number of

sources and their location, increased production costs, potential

costs to the State of New York due to liability for slippery

pavements, and potential loss of revenue and especially loss of

competitive position by the producer.

The New York State Department of Transportation had excellent

records for reference. In 1962, primarily through the efforts of Paul Bird,

Engineering Geologist for the New York State Department of Transpor-
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Based on 517 rural test sites

Figure 4. Coefficient of friction related to accident frequency (After Kummer
and Meyer, 1967).

tation, the State required that all producers submit an annual geologic

report outlining the areas and the rock types to be quarried during the

coming production year. This put the responsibility of quality control

where it is in most industries, with the manufacturer.

Each producer, in preparing and submitting the annual quarry report,

is required to complete a topographic map of his quarry area, with a

maximum 5-foot contour interval, and to indicate the area of proposed

operation in plan view and in cross section. It is the geologists’ respon-

sibility to lay out a core drilling program and to do the logging and

mapping necessary to establish stratigraphic continuity and structural

relationships.

Each year following the initial quarry report the producer is required

to update his contour map, to indicate in map plan and in cross section

the material removed, and to present any new data.

These N.Y.S.D.O.T. requirements have greatly facilitated quality con-

trol for the crushed stone in New York by greatly reducing geologic

unknowns. Crisis situations have been reduced to a minimum.

Eighty reports are submitted each year. The current New York State

Department of Transportation file now consists of more than 600 geologic
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quarry reports. The geologic core logs contained within these reports

and the previous work such as the New York State Department of Trans-

portation report entitled GEOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW
YORK STATE QUARRIES (1961) gave the Department sufficient raw

data in their files to analyze the problem immediately and begin the

process of developing a tentative skid resistance specification.

PRODUCERS' REACTION

During the period of development of the specification, the New York

State Crushed Stone Association played an important and constructive

part. The Technical Committee of the New York State Crushed Stone

Association, which consists of individuals from member companies, re-

viewed the research with the Department of Transportation officials

and made recommendations which greatly influenced the development

of the specification. In addition, the New York State Crushed Stone

Association retained the firm of James R. Dunn 8c Associates, Inc. to

review the entire subject of skid resistant aggregates including the

research conducted by New York State and other organizations.

Meanwhile, the producers individually began to look for new rock

sources which would have met the extremely stringent specifications that

the Department first presented. At first only sandstones, quartzites, crys-

tallines (siliceous igneous and metamorphic rocks) and slags were being

considered for high friction aggregate. This would have made only 19

of the 80 state quarries acceptable for use in the top course of asphaltic

pavements.

It would have been necessary for each limestone and dolomite pro-

ducer to locate a skid resistant non-carbonate source within an economic

trucking distance of its existing operation. There was so much sudden

exploration activity of this nature that we made as many as five re-

connaissance site evaluations from light aircraft in a single day.

The geologic flight evaluations were followed up by held study. Several

sites are now optioned by firms awaiting the final outcome of the high

friction aggregate research and specifications.

The exploration was demanded by economic factors. For example,

road building contractors depend heavily on the cost and availability

of the aggregate in their bid proposals. Therefore, a company could

be at a disadvantage if it had to depend on a competitor for high friction

aggregate. To complicate matters, the Department of Transportation

initially spoke of instituting the program in June of 1968, which placed

a severe time pressure on the producers.
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Figure 5. Coefficient of friction related to various lithologies (After Burnett

and others, 1967).

SKID RESISTANCE AND ROCK TYPE

Experimental data published by the National Crushed Stone Associa-

tion (Gray and Renninger, 1966) and the New York State Department

of Transportation (Burnett, Gibson and Kearney, 1967) and field data

indicated that some carbonate rocks retained their high coefficient of

friction characteristics with wear while others had a tendency to polish.

Further, the data showed that siliceous igneous and metamorphic rocks
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gave high coefficients of friction results initially and generally quite

satisfactory results with wear. All of the lithologies have a tendency to

polish slightly with traffic wear (Figure 5) . Some uniform fine-grained

igneous rocks and some homogeneous hard sedimentary rocks such as

chert, ultimately polish from tire wear to the point approaching in-

tolerable limits.

As a result of research sponsored by the American Association of State

Highway Officials in cooperation with the Bureau of Public Roads

(Kummer and Meyer, 1967) ,
pavements with a coefficient of friction of

0.37 are tentatively considered satisfactory.

CARBONATES

Research by Mr. Joseph Gray of the National Crushed Stone Asso-

ciation (Gray 8c Renninger, 1966) indicated that the carbonates that had

the best skid resistance characteristics contained sand and silt size in-

soluble residue. The New York State Department of Transportation’s

research yielded the data illustrated in Figure 6. A strong positive corre-

lation exists between skid resistance of pavement and the amount of

plus 200-sieve-size acid-insoluble material in the coarse aggregate.

PERCENT INSOLUBLE RESIDUE RETAINED

ON NO. 200 SCREEN

Figure 6. Coefficient of friction related to insoluble residue (After Burnett

and others, 1967).
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Of particular interest to geologists is the fact that nearly all of New
York State’s clolostones reportedly have more than 10 percent silt

and sand size (plus 200 mesh) insoluble residue, but the limestones rarely

contain over 10 percent silt and sand size insoluble residue.

Differential hardness of the surface of heterogeneous carbonate aggre-

gate particles continually exposes a new surface with traffic wear. This
type of wear has been called sacrificial (Figure 7) . A carbonate rock

SANDY DOLOMITE - SACRIFICIAL AGGREGATE

Figure 7. Sacrificial wear on surface of differential Hardness.

of this type has given the best long-range skid resistance to date at the

National Crushed Stone Association laboratory (personal communication

with F. Renninger, National Crushed Stone Association geologist)

.

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW YORK STATE SPECIFICATION

The Department of Transportation sampled the stockpiles of each

carbonate rock quarry, conducted insoluble residue tests, compared the

results with the available structural and stratigraphic data, and related

the whole to the field skid test data. Each quarry was then notified

which, if any, of their stratigraphic intervals would yield high friction

aggregate (Item 51-F and 51AC-F) . Because of the high cost of trans-

porting aggregate and because the industry has shown itself to be re-

liable in such matters, the Department of Transportation will allow

some producing companies to quarry selectively and to process high

friction aggregate. They will also allow blending of non-carbonate

aggregates.

The New York State Department of Transportation’s specification for

“high friction” aggregate is summarized as follows:
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1. Crushed limestone and dolomite that have an acid insoluble

residue content (plus 200 mesh) of not less than 10 percent (excluding

particles of chert or similar siliceous rocks) are acceptable. Where more

than one geologic stratum is quarried, each stratum shall meet this re-

quirement. This is referred to in layman or quarry terms as the sand

paper resistance type of “high friction” aggregate (Figure 8) .

2. Crushed sandstone, granite, chert, trap rock, ore tailings, slag

and other similar materials are acceptable. These non-carbonates may be

used in toto or as a high quality aggregate blend (see number 3) .

3. A blend of 20 percent non-carbonate and 80 percent low in-

soluble residue carbonate is acceptable. This has been referred to as

stud type resistance by Department of Transportation personnel, drawing

the comparison with the relatively new snow tire design (Figure 8)

.

Further, the producer had to indicate in his 1969 quarry report

whether he was going to produce Item 51-F and 51AC-F aggregate.

Producers who had to selectively mine and produce the aggregate had

to indicate the areas on the cross section and topographic map. In

quarries for which we completed the geologic report, the areas to be

selectively quarried for high friction aggregate were indicated by paint-

ing the boundaries on the quarry faces. In most instances and especially

in structurally complex areas, a field conference for the purpose of a

feasibility evaluation of production procedures was held.

SAND PAPER RESISTANCE
> 10% + 200 MESH INSOLUBLE IN EACH PIECE

QUARTZ

OR OTHER
NON-CARBONATES

SILT SIZE OR GREATER
STUD RESISTANCE
>20% HARD, RESISTANT

NON-CARBONATE

CHERT-
GRANITE

TRAP ROCK'

NON-CARBONATES

0 CD
o

LIMESTONE

4V
Figure 8. Sand paper and stud resistance.
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PRESENT STATUS

1. Nineteen quarries which produce non-carbonate aggregates have

a non-carbonate acceptance which means their stone can be used alone

as a high friction aggregate or as a high quality blend additive as

outlined above.

2. Approximately 23 carbonate quarries can produce high friction

aggregate directly from their normal production.

3. Approximately 13 quarries may produce high friction aggregate

by selectively mining and processing.

4. Approximately 20 quarries did not have an economic quarriable

interval which would yield high friction aggregate.

EXAMPLES OF PROPOSED SELECTIVE MINING

1. Numerous producers in the Hudson River Valley are selectively

mining either silty limestone or a silty-sandy dolostone in an isolated

portion of the quarry to be shot and processed separately.

2. Several western New York producers are obtaining a blend of

non-carbonate and carbonate rock in the face by quarrying a portion

of the cherty Onondaga limestone formation where it contains enough

chert to yield a finished product of more than 20 percent chert.

3. One or more producers are quarrying selectively a layer of sand-

stone with low residue limestone. The combination of the limestone and

sandstone yields a finished product of more than 20 percent sandstone.

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
QUALITY CONTROL

The “policing” action is primarily conducted by the Department of

Transportation at the bituminous plants. Samples of the aggregate

materials are taken daily and forwarded to Albany.

George Toung, Engineering Geologist, N.Y.S.D.O.T., has initiated

new aggregate staining techniques after Friedman (1959), allowing

technicians to routinely separate carbonates and non-carbonates making

it possible to rapidly check a large number of samples.

The Department will conduct extensive research and field evaluation

studies of the new pavements made with the high friction aggregate.

The New York specification is referred to as tentative and there will most

likely be many changes as new information is gathered.
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WILLIAM D. SEVON, Pennsylvania Geological Survey, Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania

Palmerton Sandstone as a source of sand in Carbon

and northeastern Schuylkill Counties, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT

Nearly half a million tons of general use and refractory sand are

produced yearly from the Middle Devonian Palmerton Sandstone at

several quarries between Little Cap in southeastern Carbon County

and Andreas, 16 miles to the southwest in Schuylkill County. The
Palmerton is a massive, white, very coarse- to very fine-grained,

variably indurated, quartz sandstone which has been complexly folded

into a series of overturned anticlines and synclines. The sandstone is

variably cemented with silica and ranges from friable to quartzitic,

often within a few tens of feet. The unit has a well developed joint

system which dominates the outcrop appearance of the sandstone and

aids in rock disintegration. The sandstone crops out almost con-

tinuously along the crest of Stony Ridge between Little Cap and

Andreas.

Silica usually constitutes over 98 percent of the sandstone, but

hematite and clay are contaminants which locally affect sand quality.

Hematite and silica cementation markedly affect sandstone quarry-

ability, while structure is critical in quarry location. Ideal quarry

sites occur in plunging antiform structures, while plunging synform

structures and linear ridges are successively less desirable sites.

Continued utilization of the Palmerton Sandstone as a source of sand

will depend on consumer demand, development of new markets and

reduction of increased production costs resulting from unfavorable

geologic factors.

INTRODUCTION

The Middle Devonian Palmerton Sandstone (Swartz and Swartz, 1938;

Willard, 1939) is an important source of high quality sand which is

currently quarried and processed at several locations in northeastern

Pennsylvania. In each of the quarrying operations, favorable and un-

favorable geological factors affect the utilization of the sandstone.

This paper will review the geology of the sandstone and relate the

geology to several quarrying operations in Carbon and northeastern

Schuylkill Counties (Figure 1) .

119
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GEOLOGY

GENERAL

The Pa'lmerton Sandstone crops out more or less continuously along

the crest of Stony Ridge between Little Gap and Andreas, 16 miles to the

southwest (Figure 2) . This outcrop belt is unique in northeastern

Pennsylvania since to the south all Devonian rocks have been eroded,

while to the north the Palmerton and its adjacent units occur below
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the surface at depths of a few hundred to several thousand feet. The
Palmerton often forms the crest of Stony Ridge as a narrow wall of rock

projecting 30 to 50 feet above the surrounding topography. The success

of this sandstone as a ridge former is partly due to its own character

and partly to the character of its adjacent rock units.

ADJACENT ROCK UNITS

The stratigraphic position of the Palmerton Sandstone is indicated

in Figure 3. The Palmerton is underlain by highly siliceous siltstones

of the Schoharie-Esopus Formation (formerly the Bowmanstown chert of

Willard, 1939) (Epstein, Glaeser, and Sevon, in press) . These siltstones

are well bedded, fossiliferous in the upper half, extensively jointed and

gray in color. The Schoharie-Esopus Formation is underlain by the

Ridgeley Formation, the local equivalent of the Oriskany. The Ridgeley

is a massive, fossiliferous, conglomeratic, quartz sandstone. Both of these

units are generally less resistant to erosion than the Palmerton.

The Palmerton is overlain by cherty, argillaceous limestone and cal-

careous shales of the Onondaga Formation. Between Little Gap and

Lizard Creek (Figure 2) the Hazard paint ore (Hill, 1887) occurs near

the base of the Onondaga Formation. This thin unit contains about 34

Devonian

Middle

Marcellus shale

Onondaga limestone

Hazard 'paint ore'

Palmerton sandstone

Schoharie-Esopus siltstone

5»_

CD

O
_l

Ridgeley sandstone

Figure 3. The stratigraphic column related to this report.
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percent iron carbonate and has a significant relationship to the Palmer-

ton Sandstone which will be discussed later. The Onondaga Formation

is deeply leached throughout the area and has generally been extensively

eroded.

PETROGRAPHY

Throughout its occurrence in northeastern Pennsylvania, the Palm-

erton is a white, moderately well- to well-sorted, variably indurated,

very coarse- to very fine-grained, quartz sandstone ranging in thickness

from about 100 feet at Little Gap to about 60 feet at Andreas (Figure 2) .

The bulk of the sandstone is composed of quartz grains ranging in

size from 0.062 to 2.0 mm in diameter. Figure 4 shows the grain size

distribution in 10 samples of the Palmerton Sandstone. The analyses

indicate that the Palmerton Sandstone is generally well sorted and has

an abundance of grains in the range between 1 and 2 mm in diameter.

The sandstone usually has a small percentage of grains larger than

sand size. These grains are generally less than 14 inch in diameter and

pebbles larger than i/
2
inch in diameter are rare.

Thin sections (Figure 5) of the Palmerton indicate that the sandstone

is composed almost exclusively of monocrystalline and polycrystalline

quartz grains and some chert grains. There are usually 2 to 4 times

as many polycrystalline quartz grains as monocrystalline grains. Almost

all of the quartz grains are highly strained and many of the grains are

highly fractured. Most of the grains are well rounded (Figure 6) ,

although this is often obscured by silica cementation

Two typical chemical analyses (Table 1) of sandstone from quarries

at Little Gap indicate the purity of this unit. The alumina and other

contaminants are related to clay material which sometimes occurs in

the interstices of the sandstone. This clay can be mostly removed by

washing the sand after disaggregation, thus yielding a sand which is

over 99 percent silica.

Hematite is a serious contaminant in the Palmerton Sandstone between

Little Gap and Lizard Creek (Figure 2) . The occurrence of hematite

in the Palmerton Sandstone corresponds to the areal distribution of the

Hazard paint ore found in the overlying Onondaga Formation. The iron

was presumably leached from the paint ore and deposited in the sand-

stone by percolating solutions. The hematite occurs most often as inter-

stitial cement such as is shown in Figure 6. The hematite also occurs

as concentrations along bedding and joint planes as well as filling in

stylolitic seams. Although the hematite occurs mainly in the lower part

of the sandstone, its presence constitutes a major impurity which gen-

erally results in waste rock.
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Variations in silica cementation make the induration of the sandstone

quite variable. A sandstone such as shown in Figure 6 has silica cementa-

tion at grain point contacts only, resulting in a rock which is generally

weak and disaggregates readily either naturally or artificially (Figure 7)

.

The pores of such a rock may be filled with clay, which adds little to the

rock strength, or with hematite, which forms an excellent cement. How-

ever, the hematitie rock is generally too impure for utilization.
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Figure 5. Typical grains constituting the Palmerton Sandstone. Note also the

quartzitic texture. Sample is from near Palmerton. M = monocrys-

talline quartz; P = polycrystalline quartz; C = chert.

Table 1. Chemical analyses of two samples of Palmerton Sandstone from

Little Gap. Analyses furnished by North American Refractories

Company, Little Gap.

A B

SiO, 98.75% 98.64%

alo3 0.12 0.23

TiO, 0.02 0.02

Fe20 3 0.73 0.79

CaO Trace Trace

MgO Trace Trace

Na.O 0.02 0.02

k 3o 0.02 0.01

Ignition loss 0.34 0.29
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Figure 6. Well rounded quartz grains cemented with hematite in a Palmerton
Sandstone sample from near Palmerton. Q = quartz; H = hematite.

In areas where silica has been extremely mobile, the Palmerton Sand-

stone often has a quartzitic texture such as is shown in Figure 5. Original

grain boundaries and pore space have been destroyed by grain inter-

penetration and silica cementation. The sandstone resulting from such

intense solution and redeposition is extremely hard and difficult to dis-

aggregate. Figure 8 shows a talus slope developed from rock of this

type. Similar rock has been used locally for building stone.

Unfortunately, the variation in cementation is not predictable. Quarry

operators find that induration often varies considerably within a few

hundred or even a few tens of feet. The zone of most intense cementation

corresponds to the area containing hematite in the sandstone, that part

of Stony Ridge between Little Gap and Lizard Creek in which the

Hazard paint ore occurs (Figure 2) . To the northeast and southwest of

this cementation zone, Stony Ridge is much less well developed, pre-

sumably because of a lack of silica cementation in the sandstone.
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OUTCROP

In outcrop the Palmerton Sandstone is generally massive and lacks

defined bedding planes. The massiveness of the sandstone is broken by

the well developed joint system shown in Figure 9. A great variety of

joint orientations have been observed, but the most abundant joints

have orientations parallel to or normal to bedding strike and dips more

or less normal to bedding. These joints provide planes of weakness for

natural and artificial breakdown of the rock.

Figure 7. Talus of sand resulting from natural disintegration of poorly ce-

mented Palmerton Sandstone in a Refractories Sand Company quarry

at Andreas.
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Figure 8. Talus of blocks resulting from natural disintegration of quartzitic

Palmerton Sandstone near Palmerton.

Figure 9. Joint system in Palmerton Sandstone outcropping along Stony Ridge

about 2 miles east of Palmerton.
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STRUCTURE

Structurally, the Palmerton Sandstone has been roughly treated. The
map pattern (Figure 2) gives some idea of the folding, but Figure 10

presents a clearer picture of its complexity. Many of the folds are over-

turned and all plunge either to the northeast or the southwest. Pre-

sumably it was this intense folding which developed the joint system as

well as the strained and fractured sand grains within the sandstone.

Figure 10. Block diagram showing structural complexity of Palmerton Sand-

stone between the Lehigh River and Little Gap. Modified from

an unpublished original by J. F. Wietrzychowski.
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Figure 11. Map patterns (upper set) and cross sections (lower set) of three

structural settings common throughout the Palmerton outcrop belt in

the report area. These structural settings are rated for quarry site

desirability as follows: A, poor; B, good; C, best. Cross hatch

pattern indicates area of potential sandstone removal.

These structures control the suitability of quarry sites in the Palmerton

Sandstone. Figure 11 shows map patterns and cross sections of three

common structural settings which occur throughout the Palmerton out-

crop belt. Although in reality these structures are often overturned anti-

clines and synclines, they are here called antiforms and synforms for

simplicity. Part A (Figure 11) indicates a steeply dipping linear ridge,

the least desirable quarry site because the thickness of the unit, generally

less than 100 feet, dictates a long narrow quarry while the weak nature

of the adjacent units dictates a relatively shallow quarry.

Part B indicates a more desirable structural setting for a quarry site,

the plunging synform. Considerably more sandstone could be quarried

here if the amount of overburden is small. Quarry walls are no problem

and some attention to backfill with the overburden could minimize its

detrimental character. The most extensive quarryable area occurs at

the nose of the plunging fold.

Part C indicates the most desirable quarry site, the plunging antiform.

In such settings very little or no overburden exists and a large area of

sandstone can be quarried.
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GEOLOGY OF EXISTING QUARRY OPERATIONS

Although production figures and some other basic data were supplied

by quarry operators, the conclusions about the relevancy of the local

geology to the quarry operations are entirely those of the writer.

North American Refractories Company at Little Gap (Figure 2) pro-

duces about 100,000 tons of sand per year for refractory brick. The
quarrying and processing operation comprises blasting, drop balling,

crushing to 5/16 inch by block and secondary crusher, washing, screening,

and drying. The finished sand is stockpiled and transported by railroad

as needed.

Figure
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The Little Gap quarry (A, Figure 12) is situated at the eastern edge

of the zone of Hazard paint ore occurrence and contains a minimal

amount of hematite. The quarry site embodies all the most favorable

attributes of the Palmerton Sandstone. The sandstone is over 98 percent

silica and washing the crushed material removes the clay contaminants

yielding a sand over 99 percent silica. Cementation varies, but the sand-

stone reacts favorably to disaggregation and, since breakup into coherent

angular fragments is preferred for refractory purposes, some silica cemen-

tation is a requisite. Structurally, this quarry is ideally sited on a plung-

Figure
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ing antiform with no overburden. This company is expanding its

operation to include markets other than refractory sand, and has an

excellent site for future development to the west of its current operation

(B, Figure 12)

.

Prior to its closing in the fall of 1968, the Alliance Sand Company at

Palmerton (Figure 2) produced between 200,000 and 300,000 tons of

sand per year for black top, raw concrete, masonry sand, pebbles, etc.

The sand production involved blasting, block crushing, secondary

crushing, roll crushing, washing and screening. The sand was blended

to meet specifications, stockpiled and dispersed by truck. Structurally,

Figure
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the Alliance quarry site is ideal and has potential development in both

antiform and synform structures (Figure 13) . The main quarry opera-

tion occurred in the synform and would have eventually encountered

excessive overburden as the operation moved toward the Lehigh River.

The antiform has no overburden and is structurally an ideal operational

site.

However, there are petrographic problems at the Alliance quarry.

The quarry is in the area of greatest development of the overlying

Hazard paint ore and a large amount of hematite present in the sand-

stone results in much waste rock. Likewise, silica cementation is abun-

dant and much of the sandstone is quartzitic and therefore difficult to

crush. One or both of these geological factors, either the presence of

iron or excessive cementation, may have contributed to the present

inactivity of the Alliance quarry. (Note: This quarry resumed opera-

tion in the latter part of 1969) .

The Refractories Sand Company operates quarries at Germans and

Andreas (Figure 2) . All of these quarries are southwest of the Hazard

paint ore zone and contaminating hematite does not occur in the sand-

stone. The Germans quarry produces about 100,000 tons of sand per

year, while the Andreas quarry produces between 100,000 and 150,000

tons per year. The sand from both quarries is used mainly for black top,

raw concrete, cement block mix, trap sand, etc. Some of the sand from

Andreas is used for refractories, but less than 10,000 tons were sold for

this purpose in 1968. The operation involves blasting, drop balling,

crushing, roller crushing and screening at both sites and flotation at

the Germans site. All of the sand is blended to specifications, stockpiled

and dispersed by truck.

The Refractories Sand Company has three active and one inactive

quarry sites. The inactive quarry (A, Figure 14) contains a high quality

and easily quarried rock, but the site occupies an unfavorable structural

position which gives rise to excessive overburden and a long linear

quarry (Figure 15) . One of the currently active quarry sites (B, Figure

14) treats a similar quality rock, but in a synform position in which the

overburden is excessive in the center of the quarry (Figure 16) . This

overburden will cease to be a problem at the nose of the plunging fold,

but dumping of waste has created more overburden in the center of the

current quarry site. The second active quarry site is similar to the first

in both quality and structural position (A, Figure 17) and has relatively

little overburden to be removed for further exploitation. The final

quarry site has recently (1968) been opened into a desirable plunging

antiform structure (B, Figure 17) and is exposing a high quality and

easily quarried sandstone.
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Figure 15. South dipping Palmerton Sandstone with overlying Onondaga and
Marcellus Formations in inactive quarry at Andreas.

Figure 16. Synform structure in Palmerton Sandstone exposed in active quarry
o Refractories Sand Company at Andreas. Note excessive over-
burden in center of synform.
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Figure 17. Map of Palmerton Sandstone in the Germans area. A = synform

quarry site; B = antiform quarry site.

The only adverse geological factors at the Refractories Sand quarries

are a relative fineness of the sandstone, lack of pebble size material, and

a slight lack of cementation which allow most of the sandstone to break

down completely into its constituent grains. These factors create a sand

deficient in coarser sizes.

SUMMARY

The utility and quarryability of the Palmerton Sandstone as a source

of sand are closely related to the geology of the sandstone, and, ulti-

mately, as the most favorable supplies become spent, the utilization of

this sandstone will depend upon the development of methods for over-

coming the problems of the less favorable supplies and the development

of new markets for the less desirable sand. Urban expansion is not

anticipated as a problem with siting of any of these quarries, but in-

creasing attention to landscape preservation and restoration could create

additional problems for such quarry operations in the future.
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industrial minerals.*

ABSTRACT

As expanding urban areas encroach upon known industrial mineral

deposits, new sources must be found. Geologic principles provide

fundamental guides in this search, and expertise in this field is

constantly increasing.

Many industrial mineral deposits are clastic or chemical sediments,

and efficient prospecting requires an up-to-date knowledge of the

processes that control their depositional patterns. For example, ad-

vances in paleoclimatology provide new insight into the migrating

patterns of past climates and their influence on the location of

chemical and organic sediments. Exploration programs for bauxite,

bedded barite, diagenetic clay and bentonite, carbonate rocks, dia-

tom ite, gypsum, peat, phosphate, salines, and zeolites are among
those that can benefit from these studies.

Considerable progress has also been made in the understanding

of processes that control chemical sedimentation and of the diagene-

sis that alters sediments shortly after burial. These low-temperature

chemical reactions have been in the past interpreted largely from

empirical observations because laboratory studies were unable to

duplicate many of the reactions at low temperatures within reasonable

lengths of time. Laboratory innovations in the study of slow crystal-

lization processes and increasing use of thermodynamic extrapolation

now provide more knowledge of the probable diagenetic mineral as-

semblages, and the place where they should be found in a given

geologic setting.

INTRODUCTION

The keynote of the Fifth Forum on the Geology of Industrial Minerals

is: “Can industrial mineral production survive urbanization?” Although

the answer to this question has to be “yes,” it won’t be easy, some opera-

tors are going to go out of business, and many others will be forced to

* Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological Survey
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relocate. In many areas, cities are encroaching upon known deposits.

In others, supplies of currently mined industrial minerals are being

exhausted. Both situations require that the operators find and move to

new deposits, and it is obvious that the role of the company geologist in

this transition will be an important one. To prospect efficiently, he will

have to know the areas generally favorable for deposits of the material

produced by his company. Once suitable deposits are found, he will need

to evaluate specific properties with respect to transportation, markets,

land costs, and size relative to initial capital investment and the probable

economic position of other competitive operators. An increasingly im-

portant consideration is the proximity to populated areas and the prob-

able long-term relations with them as they expand. These restrictions

do not apply equally to all industrial mineral deposits, but they are

applicable to most. This limitation contrasts sharply with the situation

faced by most geologists working for metal-mining or oil companies

whose products have high values relative to the cost of transporting them

to market; they know that if they find a deposit of the right grade and

size, it can and will be mined or drilled, almost regardless of where it is.

Because of the very competitive nature of the industrial mineral in-

dustries, company geologists are going to be hard pressed to locate the

best deposits. Furthermore, many industrial mineral operations are in

the hands of relatively small companies, and an added threat of com-

petition to them comes from the current trend for large oil and mining

companies, who are well staffed and sophisticated in the use of geology,

to buy into fields such as the industrial minerals industries. To stay

competitive, therefore, it is essential that geologists from companies—

both small and large—be given the opportunity to become more fully

aware of the geologic habits of the materials they are seeking and put to

use all present day geologic know-how.

This paper describes and illustrates the use of some types of geologic

expertise that I suspect are not being used to best advantage in explora-

tion programs today. I am dividing them into three categories. The first

category includes those sources of published and otherwise available

geologic information that is not being fully utilized because the mana-

gerial staffs of many companies either are not aware of the value of com-

petent geologic advice or do not schedule enough time for the geologist

to collect the information on which it must be based.

The second category includes those background geologic studies that

are not being fully applied because geologists have failed to recognize the

relation between these topics and their commodities. In many instances,
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this is because their daily work load does not allow them to stay abreast

of recent work; in others, it is because they consider these studies too

academic. This paper centers around this category, and three fields are

mentioned as examples: paleoclimatology, diagenesis, and chemical

sedimentation.

The third category includes new techniques based on new or improved

laboratory equipment. These techniques offer the possibility of more
efficient existing operations, the identification of new products, and the

improvement of present benefication methods.

PUBLISHED GEOLOGIC INFORMATION

One example of the first category will illustrate my point although

many others are described elsewhere (Gillson, 1960; Bates, 1960; Camp-
bell, 1967; McAnulty, 1968; and Reeves, 1968) . Approximately 22 percent

of the United States is covered by modern, semi-detailed, geologic maps,

mostly published by State and Federal Surveys. While this coverage is

less than desirable, nothing that even approaches full utilization of the

available maps and reports is being made by the industrial mineral

industries. Most geologists realize the value of such data, but those who
supervise geologists commonly lack an understanding of their importance

or of the time it takes to assimilate the information such maps and re-

ports supply. Unfortunately, it is probably also true that some company

geologists have not yet learned how much practical value can come from a

full knowledge of available maps, or the extent to which they reveal

the geologic setting of the material they are producing.

The process of collecting information on a subject or area can be a

time consuming one, and geologists working for industrial mineral

organizations should be certain they are making full use of the knowl-

edge of published data that already exists in the staffs of City, County,

State, and Federal geological organizations. Most of these governmental

groups are not permitted by law, or do not have enough personnel, to

make studies of individual sites for companies, but commonly their mem-

bers can offer sound advice and suggest the best publications for the

company geologist to read. In addition, consulting geologists who already

have much of the necessary background knowledge are available in many
parts of the country, and studies followed by specific recommendations

from them may save exploration and operating costs that are many times

the amount of their fee.
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BACKGROUND GEOLOGIC STUDIES

APPLICABLE TO EXPLORATION

The second of the three categories in which I see room for improve-

ment is the one I want to discuss in most detail: the available knowledge

from background fields of geologic study that are either so new, or that

have advanced so dramatically in recent years, that many geologists have

not had time to realize how closely they relate to the deposits their

company is mining.

PALEOCLIMATOLOGY

One of these fields in which great strides have been made during

the last few years is paleoclimatology—that is, the study of past variations

in climate. This field is important to use because knowledge of the

position, extent, and character of past climatic belts permits the geologist

to narrow his target when exploring for industrial minerals deposited

under conditions that were affected by climate. A partial list of such

substances would include bauxite, residual clays, carbonate rocks, diato-

mite, gypsum, peat, phosphates, salines, zeolites, and underclays asso-

ciated with coal, and may include bedded barite. Obviously, any

geologist exploring for deposits of these or similar substances should

become informed on the recent advances in this field. If he doesn't, his

counterpart in a competing company may—and find the good deposits

first.

For many years, differences in past climates were suspected because

of the anomalous distribution of certain plant and animal fossils. But

it was difficult to determine whether the anomalous finds—such as evapo-

rites and palm-leaf fossils in the Arctic—were due to migration of the

poles or continental land masses, or to a broadening of the climatic

zones so that they enveloped larger parts of the world. Within the past

few years, however, studies of paleomagnetism have located the magnetic

poles during most segments of geologic time. This work has, among

other things, shown that continental drift probably did occur, and that

the widths of the climatic ‘belts may have always been about the same

as now. One of the first accounts of these developments was by Briden

and Irving (1963) who summarized the positions of the paleomagnetic

poles, and the relative positions of most of the continental land masses

for specific geologic periods. They also plotted all known contemporane-

ous occurrences of evaporites and other sedimentary climatic indicators.

Similar information was used by Sheldon (1964) who points out that

inasmuch as modern deposits of phosphate are restricted to latitudes be-

tween 0° and 40°, the most favorable rocks for older phosphate deposits
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would be within this belt of paleolatitudes. Hite (1967) relates similar

paleomagnetic data to the distribution of marine potash deposits. There-

iore, a geologist exploring for deposits of a substance whose distribution

was controlled by temperature, and thus by latitude, can greatly improve

his chances of success by concentrating on those rocks deposited in the

favorable belts of paleolatitude. The approximate favorable latitudes

can be determined from the papers cited and other papers listed in their

bibliographies.

DIAGENESIS OF SEDIMENTS

Another field in which great advances have been made within the past

few years has been the study of processes causing diagenesis—the chemical

and physical changes that sediments undergo during and after their

accumulation, but before consolidation takes place. Many materials

being mined by the industrial mineral industries are largely or totally

formed by these reactions; these include clays, bloating shales, phos-

phates, sulfur, bauxite, zeolites, and some saline deposits. The nature

and degree of lithihcation of many other materials is also determined

by these processes.

Progress in understanding diagenesis has partly come from the in-

creasing number of careful geologic held studies of diagenetic products,

and partly from laboratory and theoretical investigations. Examples of

held studies include those by Patterson and Hosterman (1960) ,
Huddle

and Patterson (1961), and Hosterman (1969a, 1969b) on the clays of

eastern Washington, Kentucky, and Pennsylvania; the large number of

papers that describe the phosphate rocks of the Phosphoria Formation

(McKelvey and others, 1959; Sheldon, 1963) ; the zeolite and authigenic

potassium feldspar studies by Hay (1966) ,
and bv Sheppard and Gude

(1965, 1968) ; the study by Pdtterson (in press) of bauxite in Hawaii;

and the study by Jones and Madsen (1968) of the Carlsbad potash dis-

trict of New Mexico. All of these relate the distribution, grade, and

quality of the mineral commodity to the overall geologic setting. This

gives one a start in recognizing the factors that were important in the

formation of the commodity and therefore assists in locating other areas

that are favorable for prospecting.

Theoretical studies of diagenetic processes are also becoming more

fruitful. The thermodynamic relations between minerals provide some

ways in which we can predict the direction of change that will take

place in rocks whenever their physical environment is altered. The
application of thermodynamics to practical problems will become more

common as data become available for more minerals and as more
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geologists and geochemists become familiar with the technique of using

them. Papers that illustrate how this approach can be used to solve

specific problems related to diagenesis are those by Krumbein and Gar-

rels (1952), Christ and Garrels (1959), Garrels (1960), Zen (1961,

1965) , Eugster and Smith (1965) ,
and Helgeson and others (1969)

.

Experimental laboratory work on diagenetic processes is also progress-

ing. The problem in the experimental approach, however, is that the

reactions being studied are extremely slow, and, at actual earth surface

temperatures, often require geologic time to take place. This has gen-

erally necessitated that the experiments be carried out at higher tem-

peratures to speed up the reactions, the results then being extrapolated

to earth-surface temperatures—with the hope that the extrapolations are

valid. Attempts have been made to check these results using different

techniques, but the experimental problems are great.

CHEMICAL SEDIMENTATION

Considerable progress has been made within the past decade in ex-

plaining the processes involved in chemical sedimentation—the accumu-

lation of solid materials formed by crystallization from sea or lake waters.

Many industrial minerals are the results of such processes, for example,

limestone, dolomite, barite, phosphate, strontium, and all the salines

including gypsum, potash, borate, salt, sodium carbonate, and sodium

sulphate. The brines left behind after certain chemical sedimentation

and diagenetic processes have occurred constitute sources of bromine,

calcium chloride, iodine, and lithium. The search for any of these

brines must take into account the crystallization and diagenetic processes

that were responsible for their existence, and recent advances in both

fields should be of interest to many geologists involved in exploring for

resources of this type.

Field and mineralogical studies of such chemical sediments are numer-

ous. Potash deposits are among those that have been studied more

extensively, and the observations commonly show that the initial

deposition of potassium-bearing salts is a complex process, not easily

related to laboratory phase data. Some studies also show that potassium

is capable of a significant amount of post-depositiional migration, as

shown by the 1968 work by Jones and Madsen (1968) on the Carlsbad

area in New Mexico, and this is a characteristic of potash deposits that

the exploration geologist must be aware of. Such complexities, however,

stimulate further work that will eventually lead to a more sound basis

for prospecting.

Deposits of natural sodium carbonate are another type of chemical

sediment that have been studied in detail. For example, large deposits
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of the mineral trona, found by accident in 1938 at Green River, Wyo-
ming, have been studied extensively, and clues to the existence of those

deposits have been showing up ever since—aided, to be sure, by hind-

sight. Thick beds of another sodium carbonate mineral, nahcolite, were

again found by aacident in oil shales from the same formation in the

Piceance Creek Basin of Colorado. If neither of these deposits had been

found, I think we have reached the stage today where a high likelihood

of such layers at depth would be recognized from outcrop data. This

is because the chemioal sediments cropping out around the edge of both

basins includes minerals that theoretical considerations show are most

likely to have crystallized, or formed diagenetically, from waters that

had a very high sodium carbonate content. Had some company geologist

noted this, he might have been the first to obtain sodium leases and

find some of the nahcolite deposits. Another sodium mineral found in

those rocks is dawsonite (NaAL (C03)
(OH) 2) ,

which occurs in rich

oil shales in thick zones having average concentrations of about 10

percent (Hite and Dyni, 1967) . As is well known, it is being investigated

as a potential source of aluminum, which would be a by-product of the

extraction of oil from the oil shales for which the basin is best known.

If found practical, the possibilities for production of aluminum, in

addition to sodium carbonate, would be enormous.

The relatively insoluble chemical sediments such as limestone and

dolomite have also been investigated extensively, and the results are in

the geologic literature, especially publications of State Geological Sur-

veys and preceding publications of the Forum on the Geology of Indus-

trial Minerals. Each investigation helps narrow the area in which

deposits of these types are likely to be found, and also helps define the

geological conditions that are responsible for high-grade deposits. They

are all chemical sediments, however, and a full knowedge of recent

studies of the processes of chemical sedimentation is therefore essential

for any geologist charged wilth the responsibility of prospecting for such

deposits.

Until recent years, laboratory studies of chemical sedimentation from

concentrated solutions, and the mechanics of crystallization from such

solutions, were relatively rare. Chemists generally preferred to work

with very dilute solutions—far from the concentrations where they would

crystallize any of the materials in which we have an interest. An excep-

tion would be the numerous phase studies, but much of the published

information is old and not adequate by present standards. It predates

the use of X-ray diffraction as a means of identifying the precipitated

phases, and the partial pressure of C02
—-and therefore the pH of solu-

tions—was not carefully controlled. More recent phase studies by chemi-
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cal companies are undoubtedly better, but most of tihem have not been

published New techniques of studying structures in solutions are also

becoining available, and should further our knowledge of how chemical

sediments actually crystallize and what factors affect their precipitation.

Both will lead to a better ability to predict in what geologic setting they

should be found.

NEW INSTRUMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The third category of methods which I suspect are not being used

to best advantage includes the new, or greatly improved, instrumental

techniques now available. Wider use of them would undoubtedly im-

prove the operating efficiency of the mineral industry and might help

identify potential new by-products or suggest new and better methods of

processing.

For example, wet chemical analyses of a product have for years pro-

vided the standard basis for appraising its quality. While this method is

still the best way in certain situations, other techniques are available

which may be more rapid and simple, and possibly more accurate. Some

also provide the user with data on the actual mineral makeup of the

product rather than a reconstruction based on analytical results. Among
the instrumental techniques that I consider potential substitutes are

X-ray diffraction, X-ray flourescence, atomic absorption, automated spec-

trochemical techniques, infrared (IR) absorption, and differential ther-

mal analysis (DTA)

.

Another advantage arising from these improved methods of instru-

mental analyses is the increased likelihood of recognizing other compo-

nents in the mined material that could be extracted at a profit. It was

improvements in techniques of emission spectroscopy 'that allowed the

rare-earth components of the Florida phosphates to be identified as

possible by-products (Altschuler and others, 1967) ,
and it was X-ray

diffraction techniques that allowed the dawsonite in the oil shales of

the Piceance Creek Basin to be identified as a potential by-product of

the extracted oil (Smith and Milton, 1966) . In addition, a more detailed

knowledge of the mineral and chemical composition of the ore may

well lead to new techniques of processing it at less cost.

Electron microscopes and electron microprobes are very useful tools

in investigating the microchemical and microphysical properties of sub-

stances. Variations in the quality of industrial minerals from one site

to another are commonly due to differences that must be resolved at these

scales, and such devices may help remove us from the trial-and-error

tradition that we have had to live with for years. The electron micro-
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scope and microprobe are too expensive for companies to purchase unless

a great deal of benefit is expected, but they are available in some areas

at universities or consulting institutes on a contract basis.

Potential uses of computers in the industrial mineral industries are

described elsewhere in this volume (Dunn and Wallace, 1969).

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, I have discussed a variety of subjects. They ranged from

a plea for more complete and effective use of published geologic maps

and reports; through a discussion of the benefits that can come from a

knowledge and appreciation of background fields such as paleoclima-

tology, diagenesis, and chemical sedimentation; to a brief mention of

some of the newer instrumental techniques. To some extent, it all can

be summarized by a single, relatively simple statement: An industrial

mineral company cannot expect to continue operations—and stay com-

petitive—without the help of the best geologic advice available. That

advice must be based on more than a knowledge of the geology of the

operating mineral properties. It must include an awareness of the more

recent advances in our expertise regarding the fundamental geologic

processes that were involved in the formation of that commodity. Our
expertise in many industrial mineral fields has broadened significantly

within the past few years, and much—perhaps most—of it has not yet

found its way into the textbooks used in many of our colleges and uni-

versities. In other words, a geologic competency of the kind needed

can be acquired only if company geologists are encouraged and given

the facilities and time to read the available literature, to study the broader

aspects of the geologic setting they are working in, and to learn the

geologic habits of the material they are looking for.

In the few years I have been in contact with the problems of industrial

minerals, I have been forced to the unhappy conclusion that relative to

the metallic and organic fuel industries, the industrial mineral industries

have been most deficient as users of geologic know-how. At the same

time, the dollar contribution of the industrial mineral industries to the

total mineral production of the United States is approximately twice

that of the entire metals industries, and is an important segment in the

economy of every state and virtually every large community in the nation.

The lack of geologic expertise is in part due to the nature of industrial

mineral deposits. It is also a result of the fact that geologists working

in this field must juggle more than the average number of variables;

they have to keep in mind such things as transportation costs, marketing
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conditions, land costs, patterns of urban expansion, and state and federal

leasing laws—in addition to the geologic complexities.

To a large extent, though, I think the deficiency is due to the lack of

a “tradition” for using geology in the industrial mineral industries. In

some instances, this takes the form of not having professional geologists

on the payroll and using instead employees trained in other disciplines

for jobs that geologists should do; in others, it results in the assignment

of trained geologists to tasks that do not take full advantage of their

knowledge. Presumably, this practice is perpetuated by a widespread un-

awareness of successful applications of geologic techniques to industrial

mineral problems. This may be due in part to the fact that the success

stories that do exist have not received the publicity afforded successes in

other segments of the mineral industry, and in part to the lack of

“glamour” conveyed by the attitude of the average economic geology

professor toward the industrial mineral industries (Reeves, 1968) . One

must admit, also, that success stories are not as common as they could be.

I am quite certain that this is largely because there are too few geologists

who have been encouraged, allowed, and (or) required by their em-

ployers to become broadly trained in the industrial mineral field. It is

professionals who do have this background that are most likely to convert

basic geologic principles into examples of economic success.

Until recent years, this deficiency in the use of geology in the industrial

mineral industries was also attributable to the lack of a sound scientific

basis for much of the work. Within the last decade, however, the

scientific level of this field has improved greatly, and I am quite certain

that the industrial mineral companies that stay competitive and expand

will be those that take full advantage of these advances in their future

plans and operations.
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Mineral resources, computers and the environmental

context

ABSTRACT

Research is currently being conducted at Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute to determine the potential of computer and mathematical

techniques in planning for mineral resource development and utiliza-

tion. The multidisciplinary group includes researchers in the field

of mathematics, geology and architecture with management engineer-

ing the coordinating thread. The nonprovincial orientation of the

program is further maintained by integrating the research activities

into the context of the broader needs of the sociologic environment.

The methodology currently being employed is computer simulation.

This approach consists of translating the characteristics of an urban

region into a form amenable for computer analysis and constructing

a model of the usage of these materials over time under differing

planning environments. The test area for the initial phase of the

study is the Capital District area of New York and its hinterlands.

Input for the computer model include data on the geology of the

region, proposed transportation systems, mineral extraction, and

demographic characteristics as well as development and plans. The

geologic input consists of an inventory for each of the 1200 square

miles of the quantity and quality of the stone and sand and gravel

resources. The economic impact of new specifications, new concepts

of raw material use, new construction techniques, and new transporta-

tion modes can all be determined quickly and alternate plans ana-

lyzed with the simulation technique.

The ultimate purpose of the ongoing research program is to inte-

grate the non-replenishable components of our environment, in par-

ticular mineral resources, into the broad spectrum of problems which

society must attack in an environment of competitive land use and

rapid sociologic change.
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

For the past three years a group of researchers in the Management
Engineering Department in cooperation with the Geology Department

at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute have undertaken a computerized

simulation study of mineral aggregate resources for the Capital District

of New York State (Albany, Troy, Schenectady) . Financial support was

received from the United States Bureau of Mines with additonal help

from the National Science Foundation and Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute.

The purpose of the research is to give a numerical dimension to the

problems of developing mineral resources peripheral to urban areas.

Flopefully this information will be helpful in making best land use

evaluations in a competitive land use environment—a process we call the

“Conservation Balance.”

The use of computers for various purposes in land use planning has

become widespread with large amounts of data stored in computer-

usable form. For example, a land use inventory is on computer tape

for New York State for 1965 through 1985 (Transportation and Planning

Department of the State of New York, Capital District Transportation

Study) . In a world rapidly being computerized it is obviously critical

that something as basic as mineral resources should be similarly studied

to whatever extent possible. Not to do this is to take the chance that

mineral resources will ultimately receive little consideration by such

groups as planners and conservationists much to the economic detriment

of the general public.

The technique used to study aggregate resources in the capital district

is a computer simulation model. A computer simulation model is a com-

puter program which, when given initial data, describes (or simulates)

a real life situation.

Although the work has been directed toward evaluating an environ-

mental problem for the capital district test area, it should be stressed

that the techniques developed have a general applicability to other

urban areas and, more generally, to any mineral commodity.

THE TEST AREA LAYOUT

The area chosen for study is a 1200 square mile rectangular block which

is 40 miles in a north-south direction and 30 miles east-west (Figure 1) .

The base map is a set of ly% minute, 1:24000 topographic maps.

On these maps are placed every known crushed stone and sand and

gravel resource which is of such quality as to be capable of supplying
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Figure 1. Geologic sketch map of study area.

needs for portland cement concrete, asphaltic concrete, snbbase or fill.

The quality and quantity of each resource is indicated on the map. The
resources were found by an analysis of soil maps and bedrock and sur-

ficial geologic maps and by topographic analysis. In addition, the

position of all crushed stone and sand and gravel operations have been

located and noted on the maps along with the reserves for each operation.
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As a check on the exact location of operating quarries and potential

resources, aerial reconnaissance was conducted on two separate occasions

by geologists, a technique which proved very effective.

Certain assumptions about quality and tonnage must be made in such

a resource analysis. For instance, all of the Helderberg and Onondaga
limestones are considered to be satisfactory for aggregate as are the

Rensselaer graywacke and certain sandstone layers in the Normanskill

formation. In detail, however, some of these units may contain layers

which are unsatisfactory for certain purposes.

The quantity of potential crushed aggregate is a problem which is

linked to such questions as: What is a quarry site? What may be con-

sidered to be a potential resource? Obviously a resource is a variable

thing depending upon transportation, competition, need, and method

of operating among other things. If one adds the possibility of under-

ground operations, the potential resource becomes truly enormous,

appearing to be enough to supply the area for well over 50,000 years.

Sand and gravel resources are also complex to evaluate as to quality

and volume. Assumptions have to be made that the gradations, sound-

ness and distribution of the sand and gravel vary in certain predictable

ways. For instance, high quality state-acceptable concrete sands are

assumed to occur in and be adjacent to the Rensselaer Plateau area

where much of the aggregate is reworked Rensselaer graywacke, a hard,

recrystallized quartz-rich rock. Conversely, the areas underlain by Nor-

manskill shales are assumed to be overlain by inferior, shale-rich sands.

In additon, the wind blown sands covering the bed of old glacial Lake

Albany are assumed to be uniformly too fine for most fine aggregate,

but generally satisfactory for masonry sand—a minor use. Generalizations

of this type are statistically valid, on a regional basis, but in detail

errors are inevitable.

Another assumption is that the average depth of sand and gravel

deposits is 27 feet. This number is used because it enables us to assume

that each square foot of sand and gravel land represents one cubic yard,

therefore, an acre is assumed to contain about 43,000 cubic yards of re-

source. The 27 feet of assumed thickness is realistic but on the low side.

With all of the above assumptions, it turns out that there is no lack

of fill quality, subbase quality or asphaltic concrete quality sand and

gravel. However, there is a shortage of fine aggregate of quality suitable

for use in portland cement concrete—that is according to current New
York State Department of Transportation specifications. (An incidental

and further complicating feature is that local users, following ASTM
specifications for fine aggregate, can use much fine aggregate which is

rejected by the New York State Department of Transportation.)
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Figure 2. Topographic base with grid and quarry site for computer reading.

To summarize the geologic factors: The quantity of aggregate ma-

terials is very large with no great shortages likely, except in portland

cement grade fine aggregate. Generally shortages of materials will not

result from an inherent lack of resources, but from sociologic or economic

pressures. An incidental but very good example of the severity of such

pressures is the Long Island area where there is enough sand and gravel

to supply the New York metropolitan market for 22,000 years but one

major producer has gone out of business because of his inability to

replenish reserves. Other producers are precariously close to the same fate.

Geologic data have been placed on the topographic maps (Figure 2)

and the maps overlain by a grid system primarily of square miles but

locally of one-quarter or sixteenth square mile where supply or demand
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Figure 3. Computer grid showing quarry site and demand areas.

is complex. In this greatly simplified figure you can see how data are

plotted. Circles (Q) are supply points; sand and gravel resources are

outlined along with potential quarry sites (PQ) . Demand areas and the

types of demand are also noted as areas outlined in black and labeled D.

The computer sees this gridded area as a square of plusses and minuses

for each square mile of the gridded area (Figure 3) . A generalization for

a square mile with a quarry shows the following information.

Type of quarry.

Percent of sand.

Quality of fine and coarse aggregate.
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Expected life (tons)

.

Maximum yearly output (tons)

.

Fixed cost of establishing and operating quarry ($/ton) .

Remaining life of processing plant in years.

MINERAL RESOURCE DEMANDS

A prime input requirement for the computer simulation model is the

amount of sand, gravel and crushed stone which will he needed at any

given time in an area. This information must be translated into the

demands for each square mile of the grid system.

The use of economic indicators such as gross national product to fore-

cast mineral aggregate consumption yields questionable results, especially

when applied to the rectangular market areas needed for the computer.

For our purposes, it is imperative that a more molecular approach be

used, i.e. the activities per unit of land that dictate aggregate use must

be analyzed. Using this approach, if we wish to know the amount of

aggregate that will be consumed in certain small geographic regions (one

mile grids) , we must first know the construction and development plans

for this region; therefore, we must know not just how much land will be

devoted to a certain use in any given year (for example, residential use)

,

but also the nature of the construction that will take place (i.e. one

family units or apartments, wood frame or unit construction) .

In the event of revisions, such as zoning changes, etc., the simulation

approach has the advantage of permitting a rapid dollar evaluation of the

impact of changes in these projected activities on the availability of

common mineral resources.

STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL

The purpose of the model, given input parameters and grid character-

istics, is to evaluate a specified set of decisions for demand of aggregate

materials for planned construction projects. For example, one decision

might be to allow local political entities to control the usage (or more

typically non-usage) of aggregate reserves; another decision might be to

adopt a regional plan to match the demand with the supply at the lowest

cost. Each decision rule (implemented through time on the computer)

yields a different but parallel timepath of events and can be evaluated

in dollar terms.

The computer model can essentially be divided into two functional

areas: The data processing portion and the segment modeling the decision
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processes. The data processing function conducts the numerous searches

required for the simulation. For example, if it is desired that a quarry

be found which will supply an ongoing project at the lowest cost, all

quarries must be searched to find one. This section of the model also

handles all cost accounting arising from usage of the minerals and keeps

records of all transactions that take place during the operation of the

computer simulation.

Three major sets of decision rules are identified in the simulation

model. The first set are the decisions which are made when a quarry

operator desires to self-preserve his operation because an active quarry

has been zoned out or physically depleted. Included in these decisions

are the problems of where to establish the new operation and the type

of operation required.

The second set of decisions concerns the problem of locating a new
quarry when demand over-taxes existing ones. Again, location and type

of quarry are among the variables investigated.

The third major set of decisions concerns the assignments of quarries

to projects. The major hypothesis assumed in this assignment process

is that the quarry which can supply the given project at the lowest total

cost (cost at quarry site plus transportation cost) will be assigned. This

is done providing, of course, that it will supply the proper quality ma-

terial and that it has a long enough remaining life to do so.

This discussion of the model’s structure is, by necessity, very general

and describes its operation in overall terms. Flow charts and detailed

programming information are available upon request.

OUTPUT OF THE MODEL

The generated output of the simulation model can be divided into

two general categories: (1) changes in the grid status, and (2) yearly and

cumulative operation results.

At the beginning of each year, the location of the weighted geometric

centers of demand for processed sand and gravel, unprocessed sand and

gravel, and crushed stone are printed, along with any changes in -the

status of specific quarries (Table 1)

.

A special message is also recorded whenever the reserves of a quarry

are depleted and a new quarry is opened because of demand requirements.

Yearly and cumulative operational data are then recorded (see Table

2) . This includes cumulative costs, distances and production for various

items.

Finally, production figures at each new quarry are then printed. At

the user’s option, production figures for all quarries can also be displayed.



Table

1.

Status

of

quarries.
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Table

2.

Cumulative

operational

data.
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This output information is obtained for each of a set of possible plan-

ning decisions concerning the production of or demand on the aggregate

materials in a region. Planning officials can then evaluate more precisely

the effects of their decisions (or lack of them) on the costs of construction

in their area.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT

It is the belief of the authors that to consider mineral resources without

being aware of the total physical and socio-economic environment of man
is to be unrealistic. Mineral resources are a part of man’s needs and to a

geologist they may seem like an enormously abused and very important

part. A management scientist sees them somewhat differently. He may
see them as a cost problem or an urban systems analysis problem, and he

is likely to fit them into a broader socio-economic context. Most im-

portant, a mineral commodity expert must always be aware that to a

mayor concerned with pressing and immediate racial or housing prob-

lems, for instance, a potential shortage of a mineral in ten or fifteen

years may not seem to be too great a problem.

How can we keep our perspective, see the total environment? It is

presumptuous to think that any one man can see the total environment;

the best he can do is attempt to maintain balance.

Balance is achieved at Rensselaer by placing the Mineral Resource

Planning Program under an Urban-Environmental Studies Program. The
program is guided by an advisory committee with professors from the

Schools of Architecture, Humanities and Social Sciences, Management

and Science. The importance of man’s physical environment is presented

by the environmental engineer and the geologist, but in the broad con-

text, socio-economic decisions must, at times, be made which are seem-

ingly unsound if only the physical environment is considered.

It must always be clear that mineral resources studies are a part of a

broader program in environmental geology and environmental studies

in general. The purpose of such studies is to present the factual data

required for decision-making. Whenever socio-economic decisions are

made which are potentially at odds with man's physical environment, it

is hoped that such decisions will be made with full knowledge of the

reciprocal influence of man and nature. The computer can give quanti-

tative information which will help to make land-use decisions which

will take into consideration resources which until recently have largely

been ignored.
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Long range planning for aggregate materials in metro-

politan New York

ABSTRACT

A long range mineral aggregate resource study of the Metropolitan

New York Area, conducted for the New York State Office of Planning

Coordination, indicates that current reserves of sand and gravel are

inadequate to meet future anticipated demands beyond 1985. The
reserves are not being replenished, nor can they be readily replenished

in the present sociologic environment.

About 9 to 1 3 million tons of sand and gravel are produced annually

in Nassau and Suffolk Counties, Long Island, with approximately

half going into New York City markets. The present reserves of sand

and gravel on the lands of operating producers are approximately

162,000,000 tons. The estimated needs for New York City and

Nassau and Suffolk Counties to the year 2000 are 700,000,000 tons.

The estimates are based on the projected population growth and the

trends in per capita consumption of sand and gravel.

The pressure of suburban expansion and increasingly restrictive

zoning threatens to cut off the supply both to local and New York

City consumers.

The ironic result will be that, although Long Island is possibly

the largest single source of high quality sand and gravel in the

United States, the construction industry will be forced to import sand

and gravel or use the less desirable stone from outside sources at a

considerable increase in cost.

The author proposes a choice of possible zoning ordinances and

conditions under which the operators would be permitted to produce

sand and gravel to the benefit of the operators, the local residents, the

town and the two counties, and ultimately, the residents of the whole

Metropolitan New York region.

INTRODUCTION

Kahn and Wiener (1967) in their recent book “The Year 2000” foresee

the urbanization process carried to the extreme. They postulate three

165
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gargantuan “megalopolises,” the Boswash (Boston-Washington)
, Chi-

pitts (Chicago-Pittsburgh)
,
and Sansan (San Francisco-Santa Barbara) .

The Boswash megalopolis, already heavily populated, may contain about

80 million people, or almost one quarter of the United States’ population

by the year 2000.

Cities historically are centers of manufacturing which process raw

materials obtained from peripheral sources. Because, initially, cities

were rather compact, the low-value bulk materials such as sand, gravel

and crushed stone could be obtained from sources a relatively short

distance from the points of use. However, the urban spread has changed

this. For the present, even though the sources have been pushed further

back, innovations and technology have kept pace to keep the cost at a

relatively constant low level. Inevitably, however, as the transportation

distances increase, so must the costs.

The quantity of mineral aggregates arriving, mostly by barge, in the

Greater New York Metropolitan Area is slightly over 12 million tons

annually, the total divided about equally between sand and gravel, and

crushed stone. As is characteristic of developed metropolitan areas, the

average amount used has been about the same over the last several years

and, barring major urban renewal, another world’s fair, or major destruc-

tion, the demand for aggregate for the area should remain fairly constant

or rise only slightly.

The present sources of crushed aggregate for Metropolitan New York

are portions of New Jersey and Connecticut, and the lower Hudson River

region of New York State.

The principal sand and gravel source for the Greater New York Metro-

politan Area is Long Island. Minor sand and gravel comes from the

New Jersey and some from the Connecticut shore. However, both

Coastal New Jersey and Connecticut are importers of sand and gravel,

and, at least for the present, can be discounted as having major effect

on New York markets.
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GEOLOGY OF LONG ISLAND

What makes Long Island such a prolific producer of sand and gravel?

Long Island is, in fact, a huge sand pile produced by the combination of

the Pleistocene glacier terminus and the winnowing, washing, and gen-

eral beneficiation of the morainic deposits by the many glacial streams.

Figure 1 shows the generalized surficial geology of Long Island.

The most conspicuous features of Long Island are two moraines, the

older Ronkonkoma moraine to the south, and the younger Harbor Hill

moraine to the north. A cross section illustrating the depth and extent

of Pleistocene sand and gravel is given in Figure 2, and is taken from

Lloyd Point to the north to Jones Beach in the south.

Associated with the moraines are most of the gravel, cobbles and

boulders found on Long Island. The intervening areas contain mostly

sand. The sand is principally quartz and feldspar, usually more than 95

per cent by volume; the gravels are largely lithic fragments composed of

quartz, granite, metamorphic rocks, and Triassic siltstone and sandstone.

As determined by the standard New York State Department of Trans-

portation soundness tests, the quality of the sand and gravel is consistently

high.

PRODUCTION OF SAND AND GRAVEL ON LONG ISLAND

Over the years, Long Island has produced an average of 12 million

tons of sand and gravel annually. However, the production has been

falling off in the last several years (Table 1) . It is instructive to com-

pare the sand and gravel production on Long Island with that in the

neighboring states and in the United States in general. One of the means

of comparison is the per capita production. In this age of more, bigger,

and faster cars and expanding population, most of the sand, gravel and

stone produced goes for construction of highways, buildings, and homes,

the need for which is related to the number of people demanding them.

Thus, per capita production, which is synonymous with per capita con-

sumption, is a means of comparison.

The per capita production in the United States as a whole is shown

in Figure 3. Every year each one of us uses more sand and gravel. T. he

current figure is about 5 tons a year, used largely in our equivalent allot-

ment of concrete or bituminous pavement.
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Table 1. Sand and gravel production in Nassau and Suffolk Counties (Source

:

U. S. Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook).

YEARS PRODUCTION
Thousands of tons

VALUE
Thousands of dollars

1956 12,375 11,745

1957 10,920 9,983

1958 no data no data

1959 11,509 13,832

1960 10,929 13,839

1961 12,586 13,723

1962 13,131 14,266

1963 12,394 11,898

1964 10,672 9,878

1965 9,169 10,171

Table 2. Regional distribution of Long Island sand and gravel shipped by

barge 1965-1966 in thousands of short tons.

Percentage

Distribution

1965 1966 1965-66 Average

New York City 2,600 2,600 54.0

New Jersey 1,500 1,100 27.0

Connecticut 500 500 10.0

Westchester County 190 200 4.0

Hudson River 100 120 3.0

Long Island 140 90 2.0

TOTAL 5,030 4,610 100.0

A similar rising trend is seen in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut

(Figure 4) . However, the per capita production is significantly lower

the more densely developed and urbanized the state is. In fact, when we

compare per capita consumption figures for the Greater New York Metro-

politan Area itself (not shown)
,
the figures over the years are virtually

constant. Figure 5 shows the per capita production in Suffolk and Nassau

Counties, the two major producers on Long Island, as well as the pro-

duction of sand and gravel from the four New York counties adjacent to

and to the north of the Greater New York Metropolitan Area.

The per capita production shows a decline in all three cases, an anoma-

lous situation compared with the National and State figures. This can,

in part, be explained by a very rapid growth of population, not matched

by a commensurate highway construction program in the last few years.
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The total quantity of concrete grade sand and gravel on Long Island

is estimated to be over 250 billion tons, enough to supply all of the

present and future predicted markets for more than 22,000 years. These

reserves were readily available around the year 1700 when Long Island

was largely populated by Indians. However, the population growth and

consequent urbanization have since spread a horizontal grout curtain

over most of the deposits, sterilizing them to the infectious bite of the

power shovel.

The major single cause of loss of sand and gravel reserves is adverse

zoning which may completely prevent sand and gravel production or may

require a permit for an operation, and this, in the current emotional

environment, is usually tantamount to preventing new operations.

Although, to a large extent, the producers have brought public indig-

nation upon themselves because of unsightly or dangerous operations,

much of the present zoning is probably an excessive reaction to the prob-

lem. For instance, no new sand and gravel operation has been allowed

in Nassau County in the last ten years, although theoretically the local

laws permit it. The only areas in which an operation is allowed even

by permit are zoned industrially. However, the industrially zoned areas

are not always best suited to sand and gravel production.

What is the effect of repressive zoning on the Greater New York Metro-

politan Area? Most of its aggregate materials are received by barge. To
supply sand at the accustomed rate of approximately 6 million tons an-

nually, the sand and gravel sources must be located on or near tide water.

Dredging of sand off the Long Island banks has been carried out success-

Figure 3. United States per capita production of sand and gravel in tons

per person (Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook).
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Figure 4. Per capita production of sand and gravel by states in tons per

person (Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook).

fully, but local town boards, in cooperation with conservationists inter-

ested in protecting fish, crustaceans, shell fish and birds, have successfully

prevented new operations. These are valid reasons for regulating offshore

sand and gravel production, but they may not be valid for outright out-

lawing of them.

TRANSPORT OF SAND AND GRAVEL

Consider the present trend of sand and gravel movement on Long

Island (Figure 6) . The volume of barge transportation, vital to the

Greater New York Metropolitan Area, and the cheapest long-distance,

low nuisance bulk transport available, has been declining, while the

volume of truck transport has been increasing.

Most of the barge sand and gravel (Table 2) is destined for New York

City—54 percent. The next largest consumer is New Jersey—27 percent.

This is in itself very noteworthy because much of New Jersey is underlain

by abundant sand and gravel deposits. Most of the sand and gravel

goes to the urbanized northeast parts of the State.

Other minor users of barged Long Island sand and gravel are West-

chester County and the Hudson River Area. Some sand is transhipped

between Long Island ports, into the more urbanized western Long Island.

As shown in Figure 6, the truck transportation has been increasing.

However, trucks are only a means of local distribution of sand and gravel,

and therefore important to the immediate area of the sand and gravel

operation only. For instance, the average truck haul is six miles, the

longest thirty miles. Barging, however, will remain as the most important
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method of transportation to much of Manhattan and Brooklyn, for to

add the number of trucks that would be required to supply New* York

City needs to the present congested traffic would be near disastrous.

YEARS

Figure 5. Per capita production and consumption of sand and gravel in Nassau

and Suffolk Counties and the combined production in Orange,

Putnam, Rockland and Westchester Counties (Source: U. S. Bureau

of Mines Minerals Yearbook).
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The one other large volume—low nuisance method of land transport,

the railroad, has remained about constant. The train transport at present

is not competitive. However, with large height cars of about three times

the capacity of today’s cars, and the advent of unitized trains such as

those now being used for coal and iron ore, rail transport could come
into its own. But also, with improvement of the cars must come the im-

provements of the rail bed and the entire Long Island railroad system*,

which, for the present at least, does not seem to be forthcoming.

1958 I960 1962 1964 1966

Figure 6. Sand and gravel produced on Long Island by mode of transport

1958 to 1966 (Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook).

FUTURE DEMAND AND SUPPLY OF SAND AND GRAVEL

As stated earlier, Long Island contains over 250 billion tons of sand

and gravel. Yet, our survey has indicated that the current producers

have remaining reserves of 162 million tons. Based on the present rate

of production, and consumption, these reserves will suffice to satisfy sand

and gravel needs to the year 1985. The shortages will be felt first by the

Greater New York Metropolitan Area, then by the more urbanized por-

tions of Long Island. Eastern Long Island is probably self-sufficient to

well past the year 2000.

The Long Island Railroad is primarily a commuter line.
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CRUSHED STONE RESOURCES

About half of the annual 12 million tons of aggregate material coming

into New York is crushed stone. The stone is barged from points along

the Hudson River and from New Jersey, and is shipped by unitized train

from the Connecticut River Valley.

The rock used is trap rock from the diabasic intrusives west and north

of New York and north of New Haven, from the Helderberg limestones,

and the folded crystalline dolomites and marbles along the Hudson River.

The crushed stone sources are much more extensive than sand and

gravel, and they are presently somewhat outside the maximum pressures

of urbanization.

Crushed stone and manufactured sand may eventually replace natural

gravel and sand from Long Island in New York markets. It is now com-

petitive and used in many applications formerly the sole province of

sand and gravel. However, natural sand is far preferable for many uses

because of its superior workability and ease of packing in portland

cement concrete.

PRESERVING SAND, GRAVEL AND STONE

AS NATURAL RESOURCES

The present trends of urbanization and zoning are having a generally

adverse effect on the natural resources of sand, gravel and stone. Much
as there is a sensible plan for governing and preserving natural resources

of timber, water and wildlife, consideration should be given to devising

an integrated plan for the long range economic utilization of sand, gravel

and stone in an environment of severe land use competition.

As sources are pushed further out, the costs of bringing the material

to the point of use increase. For instance, the average cost of sand and

gravel at the plant on Long Island is $1.00 and $1.50 respectively, but

delivered dockside in New York City, the cost is $2.65 and $3.20 re-

spectively (April, 1965) .

Some political entities such as Fairfax County in Virginia, have taken

positive steps to conserve aggregate resources by introducing zoning plans

which outline and set aside mineral resource areas. Ultimately, state-wide

or regional mineral resource planning is probably needed, because the

counties peripheral to metropolitan areas feel little responsibility to sup-

ply their big neighbors with aggregates at their own inconvenience.

As an example of a mineral resource policy, the Province of Ontario

is moving toward legislation that would set aside certain areas within
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the Province in which extraction of aggregate materials would be not

only permitted but encouraged. The areas will be determined by the

geological staff of the Ontario Department of Mines. A similar plan

has been implemented in Southern California in the San Fernando Valley

(Goldman, 1959)

.

In summary, failure to take action leading to a policy for mining of

common mineral resources could lead to excessive costs for mineral

aggregates and to rapid and needless depletion because of non-in tegrated

zoning laws and conservation pressures. The present reaction against

excesses of the mineral industry should be replaced by enlightened and

long-range controls by political entities in cooperation with the mineral

industry.
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LAWRENCE F. ROONEY and CL^RTIS H. AULT, Indiana Geological

Survey, Bloomington, Indiana

Potential limestone and dolomite resources of northern

Indiana 1

ABSTRACT

The northern one-sixth of Indiana has about 28 percent of the

state’s population but no stone quarries or mines. The southern five-

sixths of Indiana has about 90 quarries. Extrapolating this last figure

on the basis of area, northern Indiana would seem to be able to

support at least 10 quarries because the construction and agricultural

industries in northern Indiana are as large as or larger than those in

comparable areas in the southern part of the state. Northern Indiana,

however, of which the western part is highly urbanized, imports its

fluxstone from Michigan and its crushed stone and agricultural lime-

stone from quarries along its southern boundary in Indiana and from

quarries in Illinois and Ohio. Much slag is used as aggregate in

northwestern Indiana but gravel deposits are scarce.

Little attention has been paid to the possible production of lime-

stone and dolomite in northern Indiana because they are generally

buried under thick glacial drift or thick drift and shale. Some areas

of thin drift are known, however, and the discovery of thick beds of

anhydrite and gypsum in LaPorte and Marshall Counties allows us

to consider limestone as a potential co-product from a gypsum mine.

The urban character and lack of quarries in northwestern Indiana are

such that it may be economic to mine limestone alone. Crushed

stone, ground limestone, and agricultural limestone bring premium

prices. A study of cores taken through about 80 to 140 feet of lime-

stone overlying the evaporite unit in LaPorte and Marshall Counties

indicates that the rock would make class A aggregate, agricultural

limestone, and a portland cement raw material. One bed of limestone

16 feet thick is 99 percent CaCO.s where sampled and could be used to

make ground limestone.

1 Published with permission of the State Geologist, Indiana Geological Survey.
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INTRODUCTION

Since God first made woman out of man, philosophers have been fasci-

nated by paradoxes. This paper is born out of a paradox. Indiana is a

state riddled by limestone quarries and burdened by limestone buildings.

Yet the most populous part of the state contains no quarries or mines.

But not for long. This is a time of aggregates revolution, as well as sexual

revolution, and northern Indiana will not remain inviolate. Shafts will

be sunk.

This study embraces a second paradox. The interaction between the

symbiotic growth of urban areas and industrial mineral production is

generally one of exclusion: mineral producers are driven farther and

farther from the urban centers. This study, however, proposes intrusion

of mineral production into an urban area from which mineral production

has been wanting for geologic and economic reasons having nothing to do

with urban growth.

A large part of Indiana’s population is concentrated in a few counties

(Figure 1) . Northwestern Indiana, which according to demographers in-

cludes fifteen counties, has been the fastest growing part of Indiana since

1900 (Indiana State Board of Health, 1961, p. 11) in terms of population.

In 1900, the extreme northwest counties (Lake, Porter, LaPorte, St.

Joseph, and Elkhart—hereafter referred to as the five-county area, Figure

1) ,
which include the East Chicago-Michigan City and South Bend-

Elkhart megalopoli, contained somewhat more than half the population

of the fifteen-county area. In 1960, they contained more than 80 percent

or slightly more than one million people. In 1966, population density

of the five-county area was 431 persons per square mile, 3.2 times the

population density of the state. Our report is concerned mainly with the

five-county area but much of our information is relevant to the northern

two tiers of counties— the five counties listed above plus Starke, Marshall,

Kosciusko, LaGrange, Noble, Steuben, and Dekalb (Figure 1) —hereafter

referred to as the twelve-county area.
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Figure 1. Map of Indiana showing counties having a population of more
than 100,000 on July 1, 1967 (data from Indiana State Board of

Health) and five-county and twelve-county areas discussed in report.
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CURRENT MINERAL PRODUCTION IN NORTHERN INDIANA

Although the central subject of this paper is crushed limestone and

dolomite, any study of the economic feasibility of mining limestone

must take into account the present or potential production of limestone

(and dolomite) and of materials that compete with limestone and lime-

stone products. For reasons that will be apparent, this study also must

consider the present and potential sources of gypsum used in northern

Indiana.

All limestone, dolomite, and gypsum used in northern Indiana are

imported. Lime, cement, and gypsum board are produced there, but the

raw materials are shipped from Michigan. Sand and gravel and slag,

including expanded slag, are the only major aggregate materials produced

locally. Because the area is substate size, most production statistics are

unavailable, and many of the data given below are estimates.

FLUXSTONE, CEMENT, AND LIME

One of the nation’s largest pig-iron and steel complexes is located near

Gary, Indiana. In 1965, about 3.8 million tons of limestone and dolomite

were used by these integrated steel plants (U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1967a,

p. 312) . Insofar as we are aware, virtually all of this Huxstone was and

continues to be imported from Michigan.

The only cement plant in northernmost Indiana is operated by the

Universal Atlas Cement Division of U. S. Steel Corp. in Gary. Its re-

ported capacity is 7.7 million barrels per year (Rock Products, 1969, p.

50) . Its major raw materials are slag produced in the steel mills and

limestone imported from the Rogers City quarry in Michigan via Lake

Huron and Lake Michigan.

The only active lime plant in Indiana is Marblehead Lime Co.’s plant

adjoining the Universal Atlas cement plant. The lime plant, which

went into operation in 1966, was reported to have a capacity of about

1,000 tons of pebble lime per day to be enlarged in 1968 to 1,500 tons

per day (Rock Products, 1967, p. 53) . Its raw material is high-calcium

limestone, also from U. S. Steel’s Rogers City quarry and unloaded by

the same facilities serving Universal Atlas (Herod, 1967, p. 119-120).

SLAG

In 1967, pig iron and steel were produced in Lake County by the

Inland Steel Co., Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co., and the U. S. Steel

Corp. (U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1967a, p. 311) . The large amount of slag

produced as a by-product can be used as aggregate, lightweight aggre-
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gate, soil-stabilizing material, roofing grannies, and the raw material for

cement and mineral wool, but where crushed limestone is available at

near-average cost slag cannot compete for most aggregate and agricultural

uses. Most of the air-cooled slag that is not used by the steel mills around

their plants or as railroad ballast, which can be shipped long distances,

is probably used in extreme northeast Illinois and northwest Indiana.

For example, most of the air-cooled slag obtained by the Indiana State

Highway Department is used in Lake County as subbase and compacted

aggregate (Don Mason, LaPorte District Engineer, personal communica-

tion) . Some air-cooled slag used as highway aggregate is shipped by rail

as far east as South Bend. Expanded slag is shipped by boat or rail as

far as Ohio, and much of it is shipped to the neighboring states of Illinois,

Wisconsin, and Michigan.

According to H. K. Egglestone of the National Slag Association (per-

sonal communication) about 3.7 million tons of air-cooled slag and 1.1

million tons of expanded slag produced annually in the Chicago-Gary

region might be considered available aggregate resources. The Bethlehem

Steel Co. has installed a large, new steel-manufacturing plant in the

Burns Harbor area, Porter County, which will probably add about 1

million tons of air-cooled expanded slag to the market in 1970 (H. K.

Eggleston, personal communication) . The Midwest Steel Corp. is also

completing a plant at Burns Harbor. The U. S. Bureau of Mines reported

that total production of slag in Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan in 1966

was 5.98 million tons, including 3.86 million tons of screened, air-cooled

slag.

The Indiana State Highway Department lists only two sources of slag

for highway use: Gary Slag, Gary, and Beemsterboer Slag and Ballast

Co., East Chicago (Lockhart, 1969) .

SAND AND GRAVEL

Northwestern Indiana contains large deposits of sand but very little

gravel. Much of the sand is either dune sand that is too fine to meet

aggregate specifications or other sand that contains a substantial amount

of soft material, generally shale fragments. For example, the largest

sand and gravel pit in Lake County produces material 95 percent sand

and 5 percent gravel (Burkhardt, 1966, p. 111). According to the pro-

ducers of sand and gravel in LaPorte and St. Joseph Counties, the deposits

being worked there average about 70 percent sand and 30 percent gravel.

In 1967, about 2.3 million tons of sand and gravel were produced in

the five-county area for use as aggregate. (Sands produced for other

purposes such as molding, glass manufacture, and sandblasting are not

included in that figure.) Although sand and gravel and crushed stone
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are in part competitive aggregates, they are largely complementary, and

in areas where both crushed stone and gravel are produced the lower

price of gravel does not destroy the market for crushed stone.

AGRICULTURAL LIMESTONE

Northern Indiana contains some of the most productive farm land

in the country. The parent materials for this rich soil were born of

the broken, crushed, and granulated rock pushed and carried into In-

diana by ice sheets that moved down from Canada some tens of thousands

of years ago. In 1967, 721,000 acres in the five-county area and 1,582,000

acres in the twelve-county area were in crop (including winter wheat)

.

The need for agricultural limestone in the five-county area ranged from

1.3 tons per acre in Elkhart County to 2.3 tons per acre in Lake and

LaPorte Counties in 1962 (Hood and Stivers, 1964, p. 9-11) . Agricultural

limestone is a general term that includes dolomite. In northern Indiana,

a substantial amount of marl and some slag is also used as a liming

material.

The average need for agricultural limestone for both the five- and

twelve-county areas was about 2 tons per acre. Some recommended

limestone application rates have increased since 1962 (Eldon Hood,

Purdue Agronomy Dept., personal communication) and the above

averages are probably somewhat less than would be recommended

today. If croplands in northern Indiana need reliming at least every

5 years, the continuing need for agricultural limestone in the five-

county area is at least 288,000 tons per year. About 136,000 tons of

liming materials were used in this area in 1964 according to the U. S.

Bureau of Census (1967, p. 312-321), and about 239,000 tons were used

in the twelve-county area. The latter figure includes most of the marl

produced in Indiana for that year, which was about 86,000 tons (U. S.

Bureau of Mines, 1965, p. 380)

.

To encourage farmers to maintain and improve their soils, the federal

government pays 50 percent of the cost of agricultural limestone spread

on fields. In the five-county area about 21,000 tons of limestone and

5,000 cubic yards of marl were used in 1967 for which cost-share support

was provided, and in the twelve-county area about 52,000 tons of lime-

stone and 16,000 cubic yards of marl were used (Robert E. Averitt, U. S.

Dept, of Agriculture, personal communication) . The cost-share rate is

established on a county basis, and thus the average cost-per-ton of agri-

cultural limestone in a county can be estimated from the cost-share rate

published by the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service

(ASC) . The estimated average costs of agricultural limestone in the 12

counties are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Cost-share rate and estimated average cost of agricultural limestone

spread on fields in northern Indiana.

Estimated cost of

agricultural limestone

County

Cost-share rate

(dollars per ton)

spread on fields

(dollars per ton

)

1. Elkhart S2.80 S5.60

2. Lake 1 .90 3.80

3. LaPorte 2.30 4.60

4. Porter 2.00 4.00

5. St. Joseph 2.90 5.80

6. Dekalb 2.30 4.60

7. Kosciusko 2.10 4.20

8. LaGrange 3.60 7.20

9. Marshall 2.20 4.40

10. Noble 2.40 4.80

11. Starke 1.90 3.80

12. Steuben 3.50 7.00

Our spot-check (see Table 2) of the actual prices charged for agri-

cultural limestone spread on the fields within a few miles radius of the

stockpiles confirms the prices implied in the cost-share rates.

Table 2. Representative prices for agricultural limestone spread on the fields

in northern Indiana in 1969.

Location Prices per ton quoted by dealers

Elkhart County S5.80 (dolomite from Indiana)

7.00 (finely ground dolomite from Ohio)

LaPorte County 4.65 (dolomite from Illinois)

Porter County 4.00 (dolomite from Illinois and Indiana)

7.00 (limestone from Illinois)

13.00 (finely ground, high-calcium limestone

from Indiana)

Steuben County 6.75 (dolomite from Indiana)

St. Joseph County 4.60 (dolomite from Indiana)

The above cost includes the cost of limestone spreading which normally

ranges from $1.25 to $1.50 per ton.

As indicated in Table 2, agricultural limestone is imported into north-

eastern Indiana from Ohio as well as Illinois and the Indiana counties to

the south. The specifications that agricultural limestone must meet in
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Figure 2. Map of northern Indiana showing location of active crushed stone

quarries, potential surface and underground limestone deposits, and
potential sources of shale for expanded aggregate.

Ohio to obtain government subsidy differ from Indiana specifications,

most significantly in that in Ohio the stone must be more finely pulver-

ized. In February 1969, the sources of agricultural limestone shipped

into northern Indiana from Ohio were: The Ohio Lime Co. and the

Standard Lime and Cement Co., Woodville; the Basic Bulk Dolomite

Co., Maple Grove; the National Gypsum Co., Gibsonburg; and the }. E.

Baker Co., Millersville. The sources in Illinois were quarries near

Thornton, Pontiac, and Manteno (Purdue Agronomy Dept., 1969)

.

CRUSHED STONE

All crushed stone used as aggregate in the twelve-county area is im-

ported from the south or west. A large part of the stone is shipped by

rail and truck from quarries located along a belt that runs from Newton

County on the west through Allen County on the east (Figure 2) . We
refer to this belt as the “Mad Mole Line” because allegedly one would

have to be mad to dig for stone north of that line. Most stone quarried

along the belt is Silurian and Devonian dolomite. Stone from Newton

County is from Ordovician strata turned up on end by what is currently

believed to have been a meteorite impact. Over most of these quarries
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the overburden is thin and easily removed, in some instances at a profit.

In a few quarries on or near the Mad Mole Line considerable overburden

of unconsolidated material, and in some quarries bedrock as well, must

be removed. For a recent description of the economic geology of the

Devonian and Silurian rocks, the reader is referred to Bulletin 37 (French,

1967) of the Indiana Geological Survey.

Much stone is shipped by rail and truck into northwestern Indiana

from northeastern Illinois, especially from Material Services Division

Thornton quarry, reported to be the second largest quarry in the United

States (Rock Products, 1968, p. 60). Stone is produced from a Silurian

reef and makes class A aggregate.

We do not know how much crushed stone is used in northern Indiana

because no statistics are kept on the shipment of crushed stone into the

area. We were unable to learn the amount of stone used by the state

and county highway departments in a given year, but the amount thus

used probably fluctuates widely (according to highway contracts) as it

does in other parts of the country. The amount of stone used for other

construction purposes probably fluctuates less and increases at a steadier

rate dependent upon the increase in population; thus, perhaps our best

estimate of minimum crushed stone consumption can be obtained on a

per capita basis.

In 1966, the average per capita consumption of crushed stone in the

United States was 2.6 tons. In Indiana it was 3.6 tons. It is fair to assume

then that in 1966 between 2.5 and 3.4 million tons of crushed stone would

have been used in the five-county area and between 3.3 and 4.6 million

tons in the twelve-county area if it had been available at average cost.

It is probable, then, that the present market for crushed stone in the

five-county area is about 3 million tons and in the twelve-county area

about 4 million tons per year.

Because stone is a bulky, heavy, and cheap commodity, transportation

becomes a large part of its cost when it is shipped more than a few miles.

For long distances water and rail transport are the cheapest (Figure 3) .

Very little crushed stone for sale as aggregate is now shipped by water into

northern Indiana but such shipment via Lake Michigan is possible in

the future. Some stone is shipped into northern Indiana by rail and stock-

piled at various locations and then trucked additional distances. More

stone is not shipped this way probably because of the capital cost of

siding and unloading facilities. For example, some stone is shipped by

rail from quarries in Indiana through LaPorte County into Michigan

but none of it is unloaded in LaPorte County. Rail rates themselves

appear to be negotiable and vary within a given area but are reported

to be 0.92 cents per ton-mile with a $1.84 per ton minimum in northern
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Figure 3. Graph showing average tariffs in Indiana for highway, rail, and
water transport of mineral aggregates (from French, in press. Fig. 4).

Indiana (French, in press) . One operator, however, reports that the

rate for stone shipped into South Bend from Fort Wayne and other

points is $1.46 i/
2 per ton in ten-car lots. He reports that the cost of

unloading is about 40 to 50 cents per ton (more when the stone is frozen)

compared to a reported cost of 15 to 25 cents per ton to unload barges

of 600 to 800 tons capacity on the Ohio River.

For short distances truck transport is the cheapest—and in most cir-

cumstances, regardless of distance, it is the most convenient. The average

economic limit of truck transport is often estimated at 30 miles but such

a limit can be radically changed by a number of variables. In parts of

northern Indiana, trucks can compete with rail transportation because

they haul produce, such as grain, on the return trip. The arcs of 30-

mile radius from quarries on the Mad Mole Line shown on Figure 2

do not show the economic limit of truck transport from those quarries.

Indeed stone is trucked much farther. But the arcs do show how much

of northern Indiana lies beyond what would be the normal marketing
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area of existing quarries, if other low-cost sources of crushed limestone

were available.

French (in press) reports that the charges for truck transport “are

approximately 5 cents per ton-mile for the first 6 miles, 5 cents per ton

mile for the next 18 miles, and 2J4 cents per ton mile thereafter,” in

addition to a base charge of 25 cents per ton. If our transportation net-

work were largely four-lane, divided, limited-access highways the average

truck transport cost would probably be less and predictable. But such

is not the case, and French (in press) reports that a truck haul of 9 or

10 miles in an urban area can double the price of stone f.o.b. the quarry,

which in Indiana was an average SI.27 per ton in 1968.

Perhaps the most useful cost figures that can be presented here are

those obtained orally from various distributors of crushed stone. One
distributor in LaPorte County reports that crushed stone trucked from

the Thornton quarry in Illinois (Figure 2) retails for $4.35 per ton in

LaPorte but that it can be trucked there in large quantities and sold

for only $3.50 per ton. An aggregate producer reports that truck trans-

portation from Pulaski County to the town of LaPorte costs about $2.00

per ton, giving a bulk price of about $3.50 per ton in LaPorte.

Crushed stone that retails for $1.25 to $1.40 per ton, depending on

size, in Cass County and is trucked into southern St. Joseph County retails

for $3.50 at the stockpile. Crushed stone brought in by rail from Allen

County retails at $4.30 per ton in South Bend in northern St. Joseph

County.

One dealer in southern Elkhart County lists crushed stone brought in

from Grant County (just south of Wabash County, Figure 2) at $6.00

per ton at his stockpile, but he indicated that in large amounts crushed

stone may be sold as low as $4.00 per ton in the county.

In summary it appears that if a new source of crushed stone is found

in most of northern Indiana, it could gain much of the existing market

even if its production costs were much higher than that of the present

competition. New sources of crushed stone might be found outside In-

diana but probably would not alter drastically the present status. For

example, crushed stone might be shipped via Lake Michigan into north-

western Indiana but it probably could not compete with a local source,

even an underground mine, for more than a few miles inland. New
quarries in northeastern Illinois would offer competition to quarries

now active in northeastern Illinois but probably would not affect In-

diana producers, especially east of Porter County. Because of the great

depth to carbonate rock, the probability that quarries or underground

mines will be opened in southwestern Michigan or northwestern Ohio

appears small.
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EXPANDED SHALE

Any examination of the total mineral aggregate potential of northern

Indiana must take into account the possibility of producing expanded

shale aggregate in northern Indiana.

Expanded shale could probably be produced only where shale crops

out or is covered by thin overburden. In a recent report on the light-

weight aggregate potential of the New Albany Shale in northwestern

Indiana (Rooney and Sunderman, 1964), the two areas singled out as

having the most potential are: (1) a part of southern Jasper County

(Figure 2) where the New Albany Shale crops out, and (2) a part of

southern LaPorte County (Figure 2) where the Antrim Shale, the ap-

proximate stratigraphic equivalent of the New Albany Shale, is covered

by less than 30 feet of glacial drift. In this study of the limestone re-

sources of northern Indiana, we mapped part of northern Jasper County

where the Antrim is also covered by thin drift. The area in southern

Jasper County, however, must be considered much more promising than

the areas in northern Jasper and southern LaPorte Counties.

Tests on samples from the area in southern Jasper County indicate

that New Albany shale bloats readily but that the shale is hard and

fissile and contains so much organic matter that it ignites. A detailed

description of its potential as a raw material for lightweight aggregate

is contained in the report cited above (Rooney and Sunderman, 1964) .

A lightweight aggregate plant reported to be under construction about

90 miles north of Gary on Lake Michigan near Grand Haven, Mich.

(Oberschmidt, 1969, p. 61) must also be considered a source of aggregate

for northwestern Indiana. The major competition in northwestern In-

diana for expanded shale is expanded slag.

NEW SOURCES OF CRUSHED STONE

OPEN-PIT QUARRIES

Areas of glacial drift less than 50 feet thick in northern Indiana are

few and small, and areas of thin drift covering carbonate bedrock suit-

able for exploitation as crushed stone are rare. Within the twelve-county

area, limestones and dolomites of Silurian and Devonian age form the

bedrock only in southern Lake and Porter Counties and elsewhere are

covered by a thick blanket of Devonian and Mississippian shale (Figure

4) , as well as glacial drift. Potential locations for surface quarries thus

are confined primarily to Lake County and the adjoining parts of Newton

and Jasper Counties (Figure 2)

.
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Within those counties, only two areas having less than 50 feet of

drift have been recognized (Wayne, 1956, pi. 1), and one of these lies

beneath the streets and buildings of East Chicago. The other is in

southern Lake County near the Kankakee River. To define better the

extent and thickness of unconsolidated materials in the Lake County

area, we made a detailed isopach map of southern Lake County and parts

of adjoining Jasper, Newton, and Porter Counties using all available

seismic data, water well records, and petroleum test information in the

files of the Geological Survey and the Division of Water, Indiana De-

partment of Natural Resources. Before constructing the final map (Figure

5) ,
we augered in and near the Kankakee River valley to delimit further

the extent of the thin overburden.

Of particular interest is an area centered U/2 miles east of U. S. Rt. 41

and 4 miles southwest of Lowell in Lake County (SW 14 sec. 10, T. 32 N.,

R. 9 W.) ,
where bedrock was encountered at a depth of 17 feet in one

auger hole. A core of the bedrock 2y2 miles northwest of the auger hole

(Figure 5) taken by industry some years ago contained 180 feet of gray,

fossiliferous dolomite. Although an eleven-foot cherty zone is present in

the lower third of the interval, most of the dolomite appears to be

suitable for class A aggregate. A core also taken by private industry

some years ago about 9 miles southeast of the auger hole in Newton

County (Figure 5) ,
recovered dolomite that is cherty and argillaceous

in part.

In May, 1969, the Survey took a core (Survey drill hole 191, Figure

5) about 1/3 mile north of the auger hole and encountered bedrock

17 feet below the surface. The upper 9 feet of bedrock is brown dolomite,

which has been tentatively identified as part of the Salina Formation

(Silurian) but which also resembles a rock unit of Devonian age found

elsewhere in northern Indiana. Below the brown dolomite, light-gray,

vuggy dolomite—characteristic reef rock—was cored to a total depth of

230 feet interrupted only by a bed of white quartz sand less than 2 feet

thick at 168 feet depth. Almost complete recovery of the core was possible

and circulation of drilling fluid was not lost.

Although no physical or chemical tests have been made, the appearance

of the reef rock appraised in the light of other reef rock in northern

Indiana leads us to believe that it would make class A aggregate and

possibly fluxstone. The size of the Lowell Reef is unknown but may be

as much as 300 feet thick. The core from Survey drill hole 191 as well as

the two other cores discussed above are on file at the Indiana Geological

Survey.

Fine-grained sand, a small amount of gravel, and some clay bands

make up the bulk of the alluvium in the Kankakee River valley (Figure
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5) . The water table in the valley is close to the surface, no more than

6 or 7 feet deep in most auger holes, and surface drainage is poor. Control

of water and unstable sand would present some operational problems

in a surface quarry; however, any market found for the sand would help

offset stripping costs (two sand and gravel pits are active in southern

Lake County)

.

Evaluation of prospective quarry sites in the Kankakee River valley

would require additional drilling to provide a detailed knowledge of

the thickness and composition of the unconsolidated materials, coring to

determine the quality and reserves of rock that might be quarried, and

a careful evaluation of the water problem.

A quarry here should find a ready market for crushed stone in much
of Lake and Porter Counties and in parts of Newton and Jasper Coun-

ties. The nearest quarry is, about 20 miles west (Figure 2) near Kankakee,

Illinois, but much of the crushed stone presently used in the southern

Lake County market area is supplied by the Thornton quarry near

Chicago and quarries along the Mad Mole Line more than 20 miles to

the south and southeast.

Even though most of the bedrock beneath the drift in northern In-

diana is shale, detailed studies of drift thickness in areas where carbonate

rocks are present at the bedrock surface may uncover other prospective

quarry sites. Much basic data are available at the Indiana Geological

Survey that can be used for studies similar to the above. The amount

of time and effort required for such studies is not great, and the rewards

are definitely worth seeking.

UNDERGROUND MINES

Areas of Maximum Potential

The cumulative thickness of the limestone and dolomite underlying

northern Indiana averages more than 1,000 feet. But in most of the

area it is covered by unconsolidated materials more than 200 feet thick

(Wayne, 1956, PI. 1) , and in part of the area it is also covered by other

rock types, mostly shale (Figure 4) . The stratigraphically highest car-

bonate rock unit thick enough to warrant mining is the Traverse Forma-

tion and that part of the Detroit River Formation (both Devonian in

age) just above the Detroit River evaporites (Figure 6) . Older carbonate

rocks lie near the surface south of the Traverse subcrop but have little

potential for underground mining because the subcrop belt lies near the

Mad Mole Line where open-pit quarrying is possible.

Depth to the Traverse Formation ranges from less than 100 feet near

its subcrop (Figure 4) to more than 1,000 feet in extreme northeastern
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Figure 4. Map of northern Indiana showing bedrock geology and structure

on top Devonian limestone (Traverse Formation) (Bedrock geology

by Stanley Keller).

Indiana. The approximate drilling depth can be estimated by subtracting

the altitude of the Traverse shown on Figure 4 from the ground altitude,

which ranges in the twelve-county area from 581 feet in Lake County to

1,200 feet in Steuben County (Mallot, 1922, p. 81-82) and averages about

800 feet. The average altitude in LaPorte County is 855 feet and in

Marshall County is 680 feet (Malott, 1922, p. 81) .

These depths do not rule out technically an underground limestone

mine anywhere in the twelve-county area, and underground mining of
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limestone and dolomite may be practical. But it so happens that the

Traverse Formation is deepest where the population density is lowest

and that it is shallowest near the quarries along the Mad Mole Line.

Figure 5. Isopach map and geologic cross section of southern Lake County

and parts of Porter, Jasper, and Newton Counties, Ind. showing

thickness of unconsolidated deposits.
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Thus, without benefit of a detailed cost and market analysis, we believe

that the underground mining of limestone in Steuben, LaGrange, Elk-

hart, and St. Joseph Counties, as well as parts of adjoining counties, will

not be undertaken at this time. In much or all of Lake, Porter, Starke,

Kosciusco, Noble, and DeKalb Counties, underground mining is prob-

ably uneconomic because the quarries in Illinois and along the Mad
Mole Line are too near, a relationship shown by the arcs of thirty-mile

radius in Figure 2. But in LaPorte and Marshall Counties and part of

Starke County the Traverse Formation is at relatively shallow depth, at

considerable distance from the Mad Mole Line, and near the population

centers of northwestern Indiana.

These facts in themselves might make it economical to mine limestone

for aggregate in LaPorte, Marshall, and Starke Counties if a company

were willing to assume unknown risks always entailed in a new mining
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venture. The discovery of thick gypsum beds in LaPorte and Marshall

Counties (Figure 7) in the early 1960’s (Rooney, 1965), however, made
such a mining venture far more attractive. If a large deposit of gypsum
is present near LaPorte, for example, limestone could be mined as a

co-product of gypsum mined for wallboard. Large deposits of anhydrite

have been proved in southeastern LaPorte County, and, if extraction of

sulfur from anhydrite continues to become more generally economic,

anhydrite might also be a co-product. Thus, the areas of maximum
potential for mining limestone at the present time lie near LaPorte and

Fish Lake in LaPorte County and near Linkville in Marshall County

(Figure 7) , where thick gypsum beds have been cored or inferred.

The arcs of twenty-mile radius from the potential mines shown on

Figure 2 do not show the economic limits of truck transportation from

those sites. Rather they provide scale and a graphic comparison of the

average marketing radius of underground and open-pit mines based on

an assumed two-thirds higher production cost in the underground mine

and a trucking cost of 5 cents per mile. The actual difference in under-

ground and surface mining cost is probably somewhat less.

In the LaPorte, Fish Lake, and Linkville areas, the limestone ranges

from about 80 to 140 feet thick (Figure 8) and is covered by shale about

75 to 225 feet thick (Figure 9) , as well as about 200 feet of unconsoli-

dated materials (Wayne, 1956, PI. 1) . The Traverse Formation in the

LaPorte, Fish Lake, and Linkville areas is composed largely of limestone

and dolomitic limestone, whereas most of the rocks being quarried along

the Mad Mole Line are dolomite and calcareous dolomite. The Detroit

River Formation above the evaporites (Figure 6) in the LaPorte, Fish

Lake, and Linkville areas is also composed dominantly of limestone, and

the carbonate masses within the gypsum and anhydrite units in the Fish

Lake area (the carbonate masses in the LaPorte and Linkville areas have

not been studied in detail) are dominantly limestone, a significant plus

with regard to the economic extraction of sulfur from anhydrite. Detailed

descriptions have been made of more than 20 cores through the gypsum

deposits of these areas, and a description of a representative core is

included as Appendix 1. Detailed chemical analyses have been made of

seven cores (Appendix 5) ,
and detailed physical tests have been made

of five cores (Appendices 2, 3, and 4)

.

Physical Testing

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. (NIPSCO) cores AL-7, AL-9, AL-

17, AL-18, and LW-84 (Appendices 2 and 3) through the Traverse and

Detroit River Formations in LaPorte and Marshall Counties (Figure 8)

were split, described, and sampled for physical testing: soundness, re-
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Figure 7. Isopach map of northern Indiana showing thickness in feet of Detroit

River evaporites (modified from Rooney, 1965, Fig. 3).

MICH

EXPLANATION

• Cores used for physical tests

and/or chemical analyses

5 0 5 10 Miles

l ll l l l I I

Contour interval 20 feet

Figure 8. Isopach map of LaPorte, St. Joseph, Starke, and Marshall Counties,

Ind. showing thickness of carbonate rock in the Traverse and Detroit

River Formations above the Detroit River evaporites.
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sistance to abrasion, absorption, and specific gravity. Procedures recom-

mended by the American Association of State Highway Officials

(AASHO) were followed in all tests, except that the 2]/s inch diameter

of the cores prescribed the largest dimension of the material tested. Only

bulk samples of limestone and dolomite from quarry ledges are accepted

by the Indiana State Highway Commission for classification tests, but

the data presented in this report are believed to be comparable to those

derived from quarry samples and should serve as an indication of the

quality of rock that can be mined in the areas of interest.
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Soundness

Cores AL-7 and AL-17 from LaPorte County were tested for sound-

ness by use of the sodium sulphate method (AASHO, 1966, p. 460-464).

In this test aggregate samples are soaked in a saturated solution of

sodium sulphate and then thoroughly dried for a specified number of

cycles. The sodium sulphate crystallizes in the voids and on the surface

of the samples during each drying period. The force of crystallization

tends to disrupt the rock, and the amount of sample loss caused by the

disruption provides some measure of the rock’s soundness and suscepti-

bility to freezing and thawing. By use of the percentages of loss recorded

for basic sizes in the test, computations can be made to determine the

percentage of loss for any commercial material composed of one or more

of the basic sizes. Percentages of loss are shown in Appendix 1 and on

Figure 10 for commercial size No. 5. This size is widely used in Indiana

for concrete mixes.

The AASHO freeze-and-thaw test for soundness (AASHO, 1966, p.

457-459) is less rigorous than the sodium sulphate test. Should a rock

show more than an acceptable loss on the sodium sulphate test (15 per-

cent for class A aggregate in Indiana)
,
the more time-consuming but

more suitable freeze-and-thaw test should be substituted because it will

normally give lower loss values.

Qualitative observations were made on more than 900 carbonate-rock

fragments from the two cores from LaPorte County to determine some

of the causes of physical breakdown of the aggregate material in the

soundness tests. Four major types of rock failure were observed: 1) split-

ting along shale and clay laminae and along bedding in argillaceous

carbonate rocks, 2) separation of chert fragments (both earthy and por-

celaneous) from carbonate matrices, 3) separation along stylolites, and

4) disintegration of sucrosic-textured, friable (loosely cemented) dolo-

mites. The fine-grained, dense carbonate rocks tended to show the least

amount of loss during the tests.

Clay laminae in the upper 19 feet of Traverse limestone in core AL-7

contributed to the sample losses, which were near or exceeded the Indiana

class A loss limit for the No. 5 size. The remaining 73 feet of limestone

directly above the Detroit River evaporites had losses of less than 7

percent on the soundness tests. All carbonate rocks above the evaporite

beds in core AL-17 had losses within the class A limits, although one

limestone unit 25 feet thick had a loss of 14.8 percent.

(In July, 1969, the loss limits for the sodium sulphate soundness test

were reduced to 12 percent for class A aggregate, 16 percent for class B,

and 20 percent for class C after the test and figures for this paper were

prepared. As in the past, aggregates failing the sodium sulphate test

may be approved if they pass the freeze-and-thaw test) .
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Resistance to Abrasion

Carbonate rocks from three cores in LaPorte County and one core in

Marshall County were tested for resistance to abrasion by use of the

Los Angeles machine (AASHO, 1966, p. 454-456). A cylindrical drum
charged with steel spheres was loaded with a specified amount and size

of aggregate. The aggregate wear caused by rotation of the drum and
the tumbling of the spheres is expressed as a percentage of sample loss.

All the Traverse and Detroit River carbonate rocks above the evaporite

beds had losses of less than 40 percent (the class A limit in Indiana) in

the three cores tested in LaPorte County
(
Appendix 3 and Figure 10) .

In Marshall County, more than 100 feet of limestone and dolomite from

this interval had losses within the class A limit. Small amounts of

gypsum were present in the 15 feet of dolomite directly above the

evaporite beds in core LW-84. Samples from this interval had losses of

42 to 43 percent, which would grade this stone class B in Indiana. Of
the total 367 feet of Traverse and Detroit River limestone and dolomite

tested in the four cores, only 22 feet had sample losses of more than 40

percent.

Absorption and Specific Gravity

Absorption and specific gravity values were determined for samples

from four cores in LaPorte County (Appendix 4) . None of the samples

tested for absorption exceeded the three-percent Indiana limit for Class

A and Class B coarse aggregate to be used for cement concrete or for

mixing with bituminous materials. All specific gravity values were above

2.5. Indiana has no specification limit for the specific gravity of lime-

stones or dolomites although all chert with less than 2.45 bidk specific

gravity is considered deleterious.

The AASHO absorption test (1966, p. 453-454) includes immersion

of the sample in water to find its saturated weight and its weight in

water. Argillaceous material can slough off during this procedure which

results in misleading values. Suspect values were omitted from the

appendix.

Figure 10. Graphs showing results of soundness tests (AASHO No. T1 04-65)

on samples from Northern Indiana Public Service Co. cores AL-7

and AL-17, LaPorte County, Ind. and graphs showing results of

abrasion tests (AASHO No. T96-65) on samples from Northern

Indiana Public Service Co. cores AL-7, AL-9, and AL-18, LaPorte

County, Ind. and LW-84, Marshall County, Ind. (After these graphs

were prepared, the loss limit on the sodium sulfate test was reduced

to 12 percent for class A aggregate.)
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Chemical Composition of Limestones

Virtually no chemical analyses of limestones in the subsurface of north-

ern Indiana have been previously published. From the analyses given

in Appendix 5, it is apparent that the average composition of the Traverse

and upper Detroit River rocks is a dolomitic limestone. In some areas,

however, a significant thickness of rock may be suitable for the manufac-

ture of portland cement. The core recovered from Survey drill hole 137

(Figure 8) has a single minable unit of low-magnesium limestone 63.5

feet thick (but only 90 percent recovery) at a depth of 290 feet. This is

the thickest unit of low magnesium limestone in the northern half of

Indiana that has yet been analyzed.

The core from the NIPSCO No. 1 Bollenbacher (LW-85) has a single

minable unit of limestone 53 feet thick averaging 93.9 percent CaC0 3 ,

1.6 percent MgCOg, and 3.0 percent SiOo. In the core from NIPSCO No. 1

Barthel (AL-17)
,
two units of limestone, each about 23 feet thick, average

5.5 percent MgC0 3 . The upper unit averages only 3.1 percent MgC0 3

and includes one unit of limestone 16 feet thick that is 98.7 percent

CaC0 3 , making it one of the purest limestones analyzed in Indiana. The
only other unit of high-calcium limestone in the north half of the state

for which we have a record is 11 feet thick and found in the France

Stone Co.’s quarry east of Logansport, Cass County (Figure 2)

.

Costs and Technical Feasibility

We have made no attempt to estimate the cost of opening an under-

ground mine in northern Indiana. In their review of the mineral aggre-

gates potential of the Indianapolis area, French and Carr (1968, p. 99)

reported that the cost of mining limestone underground has been esti-

mated from $1.21 per ton to almost two dollars compared to an average

cost of $0.98 per ton for open-pit quarrying. We estimate the mining

cost to be less than $1.50 per ton, perhaps as low as $1.10 per ton at 1968

costs. Our assumption that an underground limestone mine is economic

is based on the facts that both gypsum and limestone mines have proved

economic at similar or even greater depths elsewhere. Relevant examples

are: the gypsum mine near Sperry, Iowa, where the stratigraphy is simi-

lar to that near LaPorte, and the depth closer to 600 feet; the gypsum

mines near Shoals, Indiana, that operate at 350 to 500 feet depth; the

limestone mine near Carntown, Kentucky, reportedly at a depth of

about 600 feet.

The major unknown factor that could cause a serious problem is

water. Water from the unconsolidated glacial materials should be effec-

tively sealed from the limestone by a thick cover of shale (Figure 6)

.
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Some surface water undoubtedly moves downdip from the Traverse and

Detroit River subcrops; otherwise, part of the anhydrite would not have

been altered to gypsum nor part of the gypsum have been dissolved

along the updip gypsum front. The pertinent questions are: how much
water moves downdip and how is it distributed? We do not know the

answers. Core loss was not a serious problem in most of the holes that

have been drilled in LaPorte County, but losses did occur near the mar

gin of the evaporite body. Cavern systems are most likely to be found

at the updip limit of the gypsum (as indicated on the zero-line shown

on Figure 8) . For example, only 53.0 feet of the 63.5 foot limestone

unit of cement-raw-material quality was recovered from Survey drill

hole 137 located on the zero-line. If mining does not proceed too close

to the updip limit of the gypsum, insurmountable water problems might

be avoided.

CONCLUSIONS

We believe that it is economically feasible to develop indigenous

sources of limestone in northwestern Indiana, specifically in Lake and

LaPorte Counties and, less probably, in Marshall County. This stone

would help provide some of the mineral raw materials most needed by

the most populous part of Indiana and in doing so would compete with

stone being shipped into Indiana from neighboring states.

In Lake County carbonate bedrock is at depth shallow enough to

permit economic consideration of open-pit quarrying. Our investigations

show that less than 20 feet of alluvium covers a dolomite reef in the

Kankakee River valley near Lowell. A quarry there would fill a pro-

duction vacuum in much of Lake and Porter Counties, an area now
supplied by the distant quarries along the Mad Mole Line and in north-

western Illinois. Further detailed studies of drift thickness in Lake and

possibly northern Jasper and Newton Counties could reveal other po-

tential quarry sites.

In LaPorte County and, less probably, in Marshall County, crushed

stone could be produced at a depth as shallow as 300 feet either for

itself or as a co-product of gypsum. The existing price structure would

probably permit a profit even if the cost of mining the stone was 100

percent higher than the average cost of quarrying elsewhere. As agri-

cultural limestone, the limestone would offer an alternative choice to

the dolomite currently used as well as compete on a cost basis. Ultra-

high-calcium limestone, which is now imported from southern Indiana

and commands a price of $11.50 per ton f.o.b. the stockpile in Porter

County, could be produced selectively for high-specification, high-profit

markets.
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Even though further work may prove out a large deposit of low-mag-

nesium limestone such as that found in core AL-17, we have not attempted

to investigate the economic feasibility of a portland cement plant at

LaPorte. If sulfur or sulfuric acid is produced from anhydrite, however,

with cement as a by-product, perhaps this low-magnesium limestone could

be used to supplement the CaO obtained from the anhydrite. Thus,

production and sale of cement, essential to the economic extraction of

sulfur, would not have to be tied to the production of sulfur.

In fact, a large mineral complex in northwestern Indiana, specifically

LaPorte County and, less probably, Marshall County is possible. Lime-

stone, gypsum, anhydrite and, less probably, shale could be mined from

the same mine or mines. From these raw materials, the following prod-

ucts might be produced: sulfur, sulfuric acid, wallboard and other gypsum

products, crushed stone, agricultural limestone, ground ultra-high-calcium

limestone, and portland cement. Expanded shale is even a far-out pos-

sibility, especially since mines opened in shale as well as gypsum could

ultimately be used for waste disposal.
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APPENDIX 1

DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL CORE

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 1 E. Barthel (AL-17)

LaPorte County

Depth Thickness

Unit in feet Sample No. Description in feet

PLEISTOCENE SERIES

1 0 Drift (driller's log) 188

MISSISSIPPIAN AND DEVONIAN SYSTEMS

Ellsworth and Antrim Shales

188 LR68-81

(291-294.5)

LR68-82

(294.5-302)

Shale (driller’s log to 291, top of core)
;
two 114

units were sampled for chemical analysis:

black fissile shale from 291 to 294.5 and

greenish -gray shale grading downward to

argillaceous dolomite from 294.5 to 302.
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Thickness

in feet

DEVONIAN SYSTEM

Traverse Formation

Depth

Unit in feet Sample No. Description

3 302

4 304.2

5 327.7

6 331.5

7 35E1

LR68-83

LR68-84

(304.2-311.5)

LR68-85

(311.5-327.7)

LR68-86

ER68-87

LR68-88

(351.5-356.0)

LR68-89

(356.0-363.0)

LR68-90

(363.0-366.5)

ER68-91

(366.5-376.7)

Dolomite, calcareous, brownish gray, me-

dium grained, skeletal, pyritic, brecciated

in upper 3 inches; vuggy porosity; oil

stain.

Limestone, very light brownish gray, me-

dium to coarse grained, peppered by large

dolomite crystals and dolomitic fossil frag-

ments; rounded irregular dark mottling

in upper 2 feet and somewhat laminated

below. Much of lower part has rounded

coated grains. Soft, porous, somewhat

like Salem Limestone. Corals scattered

throughout.

Dolomite, root beer brown, medium crys-

talline, vuggy, oil stained; 4 inches of

limestone as above near base.

Limestone, dark gray to root beer brown,

very dolomitic, medium to coarse grained,

very fossiliferous with large (from i/% inch

to 2 inches) well developed colonial corals

(hexagonal) , some horn corals, much or-

ganic matter, contorted bedding and dark

argillaceous laminae.

Limestone, (somewhat arbitrary break here)

dark gray, medium to coarse grained, very

argillaceous in part; fewer corals and other

large fossils in middle of unit; contorted

black shale laminae. Sample 89 taken from

unit that is peppered by dark gray, argil-

laceous limestone fragments or shale. Sam-

ple 90 is very dolomitic.

2.2

23.5

3.8

20.0

25.2

DETROIT RIVER FORMATION
8 376.7 LR68-92 Limestone, brown, micritic, with line-grained 9.6

skeletal debris, slightly dolomitic, (but in

upper 2 feet light gray, very fine grained,

speckled with dolomite rhombs and fine-

grained fossiliferous debris) ; no large fos-

sils as above; some regular black laminae

and beds (up to 2 inches thick) of shale.
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Unit

Depth

in feet Sample No. Description

Thick ness

in feet

9 386.3 LR68-93 Limestone, mixed micritic and fine-grained

limestone.

3.3

10 389.6 LR68-94 Limestone, as above with gypsum. 6.4

11 396.0 Gypsum and anhydrite (not described for

this study) .

20.5

12 416.5 LR68-104 Dolomite, gray, fine grained, argillaceous,

porous in upper 6 inches; dense, lami-

nated with black organic-rich shale for

next 8 inches; gray, slightly vuggy, faintly-

bedded near base.

4.3

13 420.8 LR68-105 Dolomite, gray, fine grained, cherty, pin-

point porosity, faintly bedded; texture of

chert suggests that it has replaced car-

bonate.

7.6

14 428.4 LR68-106 Dolomite, brownish gray, fine grained, cal-

careous, argillaceous with (4 inch black

shale bed; conglomeratic from 332.9 to

333.9 (with trace gypsum) and from 441.5

to 442.1; intercrystalline porosity.

14.9

15 443.3 LR68-107 Limestone, light brownish gray, very dolo-

mitic, very fine grained; much of it is

conglomeratic with contorted black shale

so abundant that limestone may not make

good aggregate.

6.6

16 449.9 LR68-108 Dolomite, light brownish gray, very fine crys-

talline, calcareous, very similar to lime-

stone above; some hollow black spheres;

pinpoint vuggy porosity; at least one

small brachiopod; conglomeratic at base.

10.4

17 460.3 LR68-109 Dolomite, medium gray, fine grained, calcar-

eous, argillaceous; partly intraconglom-

eratic, gypsiferous (2 inch nodule at

461) ; rather dirty and speckled appear-

ance, speckling caused in part by white

skeletal (?) fragments; some very fine

quartz silt.

4.0

18 464.3 LR68-1 10 Gypsum (90 percent pure) with some dolo-

mite as above and finely-laminated dark

gray shale (not sampled for L.A. abra-

sion test) .

3.3
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19 467.6 LR68-111 Dolomite, medium gray as above but con- 10.4

tains more quartz sand; breccia of brown-

ish-gray micritic dolomite at top; lower

2 feet of evenly-laminated, brownish-gray,

micritic- to-very-finely-c rystalline; dolo-

mite; numerous dark gray shale laminae

and a few thin beds (less than 1 inch

thick)

.

478 Total depth to base of last sample.

Total length of core sampled 187

APPENDIX 2

SOUNDNESS TESTS
AASHO TEST NO. T104-65 (SODIUM SULPHATE)

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 1 Harry G. Meyer (AL-7)

65 feet FSL and 390 feet FEL SE NW SE Sec. 7-36N-1W Elev. 719 feet

LaPorte County, Ind.

Depth

in feet

Actual percentage

Thickness of loss of sample

in feet tested

Weighted percentage

of loss, commercial

No. 5 size (see note

)

Antrim Sh. and Traverse Fm. (dolomite)

307.0 5.0 16.01

Traverse Fm. (limestone and dolomite)

312.0 8.0 11.2 14.8

320.0 6.5 16.6 15.3

326.5 5.5 1.62

332.0 23.0 3.3 3.7

355.0 6.5 3.4 4.7

361.5 14.0 1.0 1.9

Traverse and Detroit River Fms. (limestone)

375.5 8.5 5.1 5.3

Detroit River Fm. (limestone)

384.0 16.0 3.1 6.8

1 Only samples retained on s/
8 inch and No. 4 sieve were available for testing.

- Only samples retained on No. 4 sieve were available for testing.
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Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 1 E. Barthel (AL-17)

200 feet FSL and 1 10 feet FEE SE SE SW Sec. 17-36N-1W Elev. 709 feet

LaPorte County, Ind.

Depth

in feet

Thickness

in feet

Actual percentage

of loss of sample

tested

Weighted percentage

of loss, commercial

No. 5 size (see note)

Traverse Fm. (limestone and dolomite)

304.2 27.3 4.7 11.0

331.5 20.0 15.0 12.5

351.5 25.2 10.9 14.8

Detroit River Fm. (limestone)

376.7 12.9 12.8 10.9

Note: The following sample sizes and weight percentages were used for computing

results for the commercial No. 5 size.

Sample size Percentage by weight

y4 inch— li/^ inch 28

% inch—34 inch 52

No. 4 sieve—34 inch 20

APPENDIX 3

RESISTANCE TO ABRASION TESTS
AASHO TEST NO. T96-65

(LOS ANGELES MACHINE)

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. I E. Stichter (LW-84)

400 feet FNL and 330 feet FWL NW NE NE Sec. 31-35N-3E

Elev. 812 feet

Marshall County, IncL

Depth
in feet

Thickness

in feet Percentage of Loss

Traverse Fm (limestone)

377.0 15.2 35.4

392.2 6.1 33.4

398.3 6.9 37.1

405.2 5.8 28.5

411.0 6.6 31.9

417.6 6.6 33.7

424.2 6.0 33.9
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Depth

in feet

Thickness

in feet Percentage of Loss

Detroit River Fm. (limestone and dolomite)

430.2 8.7 32.2

438.9 9.1 32.4

448.0 7.4 31.5

455.4 7.7 28.9

463.1 0.3 (shale, not tested)

463.4 5.1 40.3

468.5 6.5 37.2

475.0 9.0 38.8

484.0 8.8 42.1

492.8 6.6 43.4

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 2 F. and R. Van Dierndock

(AL-18)

50 feet FNL and 20 feet FEL NE NW SW Sec. 20-36N-1W Elev. 709 feet

LaPorte County, Ind.

Depth Thickness
in feet in feet Percentage of Loss

Traverse Fm. (limestone and dolomite)

294.7 9.1 34.9

303.8 6.2 28.9

310.0 6.6 24.8

316.6 18.4 33.5

335.0 7.0 29.0

342.0 13.2 29.2

Detroit River Fm. (limestone)

355.2 11.8 28.5

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 1 Harry G. Meyers (AL-7)

65 feet FSL and 390 feet FEL SE NW SE Sec. 7-36N-1W Elev. 719 feet

LaPorte County, Ind.

Depth Thickness

in feet in feet Percentage of Loss

Traverse Fm. (limestone and dolomite)

307.6 4.4 27.1

312.0 8.0 33.2

320.0 6.5 32.8

326.5 5.5 29.4
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Depth

in feet

Thickness

in feet Percentage of Loss

332.0 23.0 24.7

355.0 6.5 30.1

361.5 14.0 29.7

Traverse and Detroit River Fms.

375.5

(limestone)

8.5 27.6

Detroit River Fm. (limestone)

384.0 16.0 25.8

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 1

616 feet FNL and 360 feet FEL NE NE NE Sec.

LaPorte County, Ind.

James Leroy (AL-9)

13-36N-2W Elev. 714 feet

Depth
in feet

Thickness
in feet Percentage of Loss

Traverse Fm. (limestone and dolomite)

342.5 4.0 28.4

346.5 6.3 29.3

352.8 4.3 30.3

357.1 5.3 31.5

362.4 5.9 39.9

368.3 8.3 28.6

376.6 4.9 33.9

381.5 4.7 31.0

386.2 5.9 25.0

392.1 5.4 30.1

397.5 6.4 35.4

403.9 6.9 35.3

410.8 4.5 28.0

Detroit River Fm.

415.3

(limestone)

7.7 28.0
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APPENDIX 4

ABSORPTION AND BULK SPECIFIC GRAVITY
AASHO TEST T85-60

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 1 Harry G. Meyers (ALT)
65 feet FSL and 390 feet FEL SE NW SE Sec. 7-36N-1W Elev. 719 feet

LaPorte County, Ind.

Depth Thickness Percentage Bulk
in feet in feet absorption specific gravity

Traverse Fm. (limestone and dolomite)

307.6 4.4 1.68 2.68

312.0 8.0 0.78 2.64

320.0 6.5 1.64 2.58

326.5 5.5 0.90 2.71

332.0 23.0 — 2.76

355.0 6.5 1.08 2.67

361.5 14.0 0.85 2.62

Traverse and Detroit River Fms. (limestone)

375.5 8.5 0.63 2.68

Detroit River Fm. (limestone)

384.0 16.0 0.38 2.70

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 1 James Leroy (AL-9)

616 feet FNL and 360 feet FEL NE NE NE Sec. 13-36N-2W Elev. 714 feet

LaPorte County, Ind.

Depth Thickness Percentage Bulk
in feet in feet absorption specific gravity

Traverse Fm. (limestone and dolomite)

342.5 4.0 0.89 2.75

346.5 6.3 1.35 2.70

352.8 4.3 1.65 2.62

357.1 5.3 1.09 2.65

362.4 5.9 2.13 2.58

368.3 8.3 0.90 2.67

376.6 4.9 — —
381.5 4.7 1.50 2.59

386.2 5.9 2.09 2.56

392.1 5.4 0.91 2.65

397.5 6.4 2.46 2.56

403.9 6.9 0.86 2.64

410.8 4.5 0.90 2.65

Detroit River Fm. (limestone)

415.3 7.7 1.73 2.59
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Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 2 F. and R. Van Dierndock

(AL-18)

50 feet FNL and 20 feet FEL NE NW SW Sec. 20-36N-1W Elev. 709 feet

LaPorte County, Ind.

Depth
in feet

Thickness

in feet

Percentage
absorption

Bu Ik

specific gravity

Traverse Fm. (limestone and dolomite)

294.7 9.1 0.37 2.74

303.8 6.2 0.20 2.76

310.0 6.6 0.93 2.73

316.6 18.4 1.00 2.69

335.0 7.0 0.82 2.69

342.0 13.2 0.56 2.74

Detroit River Fm. (limestone)

355.2 11.8 0.88 2.68

Northern Indiana Public Service Co. No. 1 E. Barthel (AL-17)

200 feet FSL and 110 feet FEL SE SE SW Sec. 17-36N-1W Elev. 709 feet

LaPorte County, Ind

Depth
in feet

Thickness

in feet

Percentage
absorption

Bulk
specific gravity

304.2 27.3 1.82 2.57

331.5 20.0 1.31 2.62

351.5 25.2 2.25 2.63

Detroit River Fm. (limestone)

376.7 12.9 1.07 2.70
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LANCE MEADE, White Pigment Corporation, Proctor, Vermont

Industrial minerals and the community-an alienation

gap

ABSTRACT

How can an industry, which has been the supplier of the raw

materials that have enabled our present day, technically advanced

society to develop, allow itself to be faced with possible extinction

by this same society. The fact remains that this is the case, and in

the name of conservation, zoning, pollution, and beautification, legis-

lative controls are being enacted which will, and in some cases already

have, seriously limited the supply of many mineral commodities.

This situation is primarily due to the fact that the general public

and the communities which harbor mineral producers are in most

cases more aware of the possible dust and noise than of the signifi-

cance of those mineral commodities in their everyday lives. In short,

we have not educated the outside community in our importance and

there is a resulting alienation gap which, unless it is bridged, could

seriously limit the utilization of our industrial mineral reserves.

INTRODUCTION

As our civilization developed into the industrialized society that we

have today, we have grown away from the direct relationship with the

earth that our rural dwelling ancestors had. With most ol our popula-

tion involved with supplying goods and services, in this age of synthetics

and plastics, very few of our people realize their continuing dependence

upon the products of the earth. By continuing to have less daily contact

with the earth and isolating ourselves in our steel and glass urban

centers (Committee on Rapid Excavation)
,
we tend to alienate our-

selves from an understanding and awareness of our natural, physical

surroundings (Bennett, 1969) . It is really no wonder then that the com-

munity planners are apt to be quick in trying to zone out of existence

“.
. . unsightly gravel pits” or limit the expansion of a limestone quarry

on to lands held as an available source of reserves so as to keep to mini-

mum “.
. . land laid to waste.”

With the associated glamour and easy wealth attributed to gold and

oil, I am sure that most residents of a town would be overjoyed if either

225
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of these mineral commodities were discovered in their community, but

these same people would probably become quite antagonistic if a stone

quarrier were to initiate operations. After a rather extensive exploration

effort, the White Pigment Corporation is developing a new area in Ver-

mont as a source of a high grade, white calcite marble for whiting. After

the Corporation acquired the necessary lands and initiated quarry opera-

tions, we found citizens committees and “neighbors” (some of whom live

on the opposite side of the town) protesting the existence of this opera-

tion in their community. An attempt to limit quarry activity was made
by introducing restrictive zoning regulations. By working with some of

the more rational members of the community, much grief has been

averted.

The interesting thing is that these same people applauded a business

forms corporation when they built a plant in the same area—even though

the building, which is an atrocious edifice of brick, steel and plastic and

located on the main highway, is out of context with the white frame

houses of this small New England college town. Apparently in this day

and age a quarry, even if it is away from the main roads and is nearly

completely unobtrusive, is a noxious thing to have associated with a

community.

With the increased use of automation and the decrease in plant, quarry

and mine personnel, very few members of the communities know what

goes on inside of the mine or mill. At the turn of the century and in

the pre 1940’s, most of the people of West Rutland, Proctor and Pitts-

ford, Vermont, were associated with the marble industry. The men of

the communities either worked in the mills, shops or quarries. Now, in

the 1960’s, very few families are associated with the marble industry and

most have no idea of what goes on within our walls. It is only through

the contact that we have with the people of these communities that they

will become aware of the importance of our products to their lives.

There is an alienation gap that has developed because of the lack of

local involvement, and unless those of us directly associated with the

exploration and utilization of our industrial minerals become more in-

volved with the communities in which we have our operations, this gap

will broaden and the local, state and federal regulations imposed on our

operations will become more rigid.

DISCUSSION

In the proceedings of the third forum on the Geology of Industrial

Minerals, Verne E. Dow of the Marietta Corporation presented a good

workable approach to zoning regulations. By cooperation with the com-
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munity officials before these regulations are enacted, many problems can

be avoided (Dow, 1967) . The major point with zoning regulations

should be provisions for the proper utilization of the land; and with the

increasing urbanization around our large population centers, this ques-

tion becomes more critical.

At the moment, the State of Vermont is experiencing the biggest land

boom since the 1840’s. Many people from the large urban areas of the

east coast are coming up to Vermont seeking vacation retreats or retire-

ment homes. These people for the most part want to preserve the “na-

tural beauty” of the hills and valleys and conserve the pristine view from
their picture windows. These same people become quite vocal when
anything tends to threaten their domain. This short-sighted point of

view generally fails to take into account the economy of the area and
that there still are some people in the region that need to earn their

“bread and butter”.

At our York, Pennsylvania, quarry the growth of the city has increased

to the point where the quarry property is becoming surrounded by

housing developments. Fortunately the quarry is situated quite out of

sight due to the topography, and the crushing operation puts out less

dust than the nearest farm roads. (See Figure 1) . In reality, not all of

the potential sites of mineral commodities are situated in such favorable

Figure 1. White Pigment plant and quarry, York, Pennsylvania.
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Figure 2. Quarry sign used at entrance to marble quarry. West Rutland,

Vermont.

topographic locations. It is certainly a fortunate circumstance when this

does occur and it should go without saying that these areas should be

identified and protected for future development. Likewise, those of us

directly involved with the identification of potential mineral producing

regions should be aware of development and urbanization trends. An
area of high grade calcite marble that is structurally and chemically
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favorable for yielding a quantity of ore material, could be off limits if it

were not recognized before urban development surrounded the area. If

such a deposit would be recognized early, the mineral producer could

take such steps as acquiring enough of the surrounding lands to isolate

the deposit, or by planting certain species ot trees could within a reason-

able period of time provide a shield and make future quarry operations

less conspicuous. Such efforts on our part would certainly pay dividends

in the long range supply of our industrial mineral commodities and, in

conjunction with self-policing of our waste disposal and general house-

cleaning of our quarries and plants, enable us to enjoy less ostracism

from the communities in which we operate.

Another area that would certainly improve the future of our type of

operations would be a policy of cooperative community effort and gen-

eral education of the public as to the significance of our existence in

their communities. Stan Dayton, in a recent editorial of Engineering &

Mining Journal, said “.
. . the fit of the shoe is going to be a little tight

if we fail to find a way to influence public opinion.”

In the Burlington, Vermont area, an abandoned stone quarry was

converted into the site of a local tennis club. By similar, imaginative

utilization many abandoned quarries and pits become less of a commu-

nity liability and more of an asset and the question of restricting active

quarries by the community becomes less of a reality to the operator

(Young, 1968)

.

An effort spent on acquainting the public, in each of our operating

areas with the usage of our particular mineral commodity, would cer-

tainly repay the investment with increased community awareness of our

importance (Ruclge, 1962) . To the general public, a stone quarry has

none of the glamor and romance that is more apt to be associated with

a rare metals mine yet, certainly, the products that owe their origin to

some of our less glamorous industrial minerals are of much more im-

portance to the average citizen. Depending upon the individual situa-

tion, a community awareness effort can take many forms.

One approach to creating community awareness could be the erection

of a simple diagrammatic sign at the entrance to the plant or quarry de-

picting a generalized flow diagram of the benefaction techniques of the

quarried material and the final destination in the various consumer

goods familiar to the individual. At our West Rutland, Vermont,

quarry we have used the technique with excellent results. (See Figure

2). Such a sign would not be much larger than 5'0" x 10'0" in size

and would vary in cost from about $100 to $1000 and yet it would

familiarize the passerby with what is happening on the other side of

the gate. On the other hand, an effort on a scale of the U. S. Borax Com-
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pany with their television series of Death Valley Days acquaints a larger

segment of our population with the story of the development of the

usage of an industrial mineral. At one of the Vermont Marble Com-
pany’s plants in Proctor, Vermont, a portion of the building has been

used for a now world famous marble exhibit. There are displays of the

regional geology, sculpture, and products that are made of marble.

There is a movie free to the public which depicts the geology, quarrying,

and finishing of the marble. Over 500,000 visitors stop at Proctor each

year to see this exhibit.

During 1968, a sculpture symposium (Figure 3) was held on the plant

property. It had tremendous success by involving the artists, tourists,

and local people with each sculptural piece and, at the same time, helped

familiarize both sculptor and spectator with marble and some of its

usage (Gingrich, 1969).

Figure 3. A few visitors at the 1968 Sculpture Symposium, Proctor, Vermont.
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SUMMARY

Those of us involved with extracting industrial minerals must learn

to talk dollars and cents to developers, total utilization and future re-

serves to planners and personal affect to individuals. We must take

immediate efforts to keep the alienation gap from expanding.

Whether a small explanatory sign is used at the quarry entrance or a

corporation sponsors a national television series, any effort made toward

making the community aware of our products and importance in the

individuals daily life will certainly diminish the so-called alienation gap

and provide a better environment for cooperation between the mineral

producer and the community in which his operations are based.
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GREGORY E. KLOSTERMAN, American Aggregates Corp., Greenville

,

Ohio

Mineral aggregates, exploration, mining and reclamation

ABSTRACT

American Aggregates Corporation is one of the largest producers

of sand, gravel and stone with over 30 plants in Indiana, Ohio and

Michigan. Production is at the rate of 25,000,000 tons annually

which consumes 300 to 400 acres of land. Reserve replacement at

this rate is a never-ending task. Exploration is generally confined

to distant rural areas, using various types of drilling equipment.

Mining and reclamation are interdependent and executed simul-

taneously. The pre-planning of all operations is based on drill data.

Methods of operation, including digging, transportation and beneficia-

tion, along with reclamation procedures, are all part of the

pre-planning program.

jurisdictional control of irreplaceable raw materials should be

placed at the state level. Control maintained at this level would
result in utilizing and conserving these natural resources in a most

efficient way.

INTRODUCTION

American Aggregates Corporation began as a small hand pit operation

at the turn of the century near Greenville in southwestern, Ohio. Under

the guidance of its founder, Mr. Fred D. Coppock, it has growm to over

30 plants in Ohio, Indiana and Michigan. It is one of the largest pro-

ducers of mineral aggregates with an annual production of 25,000,000

tons and a land consumption rate of 300 to 400 acres. Replacement of

these reserves become a difficult task, especially as these natural resources

are not renewable and are limited in extent.

EXPLORATION

Two major problems confront the mineral aggregates industry in their

attempt to replace exhausted reserves. They are (1) commercially signifi-

cant deposits represent a very minor percentage of the total land area

and, (2) available lands are mainly under the jurisdiction of local

zoning boards who usually deny mining requests. Exploration, how-

ever, continues but seldom near urban market areas. Consequently,

233
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future construction costs will necessarily increase because of the added

transportation costs.

Exploration in a particular locale is generally initiated as a result of

a market study. Locating an economic deposit of mineral aggregates

requires a considerable amount of preliminary work. A study of existing

maps and literature provides a foundation upon which subsequent steps

may be based. Water well logs and aerial photographs are studied. A
field examination is made noting on topographic maps the surface fea-

tures, cultural developments and transportation facilities. Local zoning

regulations are studied to ascertain the possibility or feasibility of estab-

lishing a plant. All this information forms the basis for outlining the

“target area” where land optioning can begin.

All our prospecting for mineral aggregates is done with drills. Various

geophysical methods such as electrical resistivity have been used in the

past with poor results and relatively high costs. Drilling is much more

reliable and definitive, providing rapid results and over-all low cost. The
auger drill, supplemented by a churn drill, is used to prospect sand and

gravel deposits. Needless to say, prospecting stone deposits requires set-

ting casing through overburden and core drilling the rock.

In detailing and outlining a sand and gravel deposit, auger drill hole

spacing is generally 400 to 600 feet. A two-man crew on a per shift basis

will drill 250 to 350 feet. Detailed records are made for each hole which

includes a drill hole log and plotting the field location on an aerial

photograph. The resulting drill hole data are reliable and definitive,

indicating quantitative as well as semi-qualitative characteristics of the

deposit. Churn drilling and sampling of the deposit always follow the

initial auger drilling to verify the results of the auger drilling and gain

additional data on the quality of the deposit. Continuous sampling is

done with a 4-inch bailer or sand pump inside a 6-inch casing or pipe.

To eliminate sampling inaccuracies caused by caving walls and heaving

in the drill hole, sampling is accomplished within the casing or pipe,

being careful to retain a “plug” of material at the bottom or drive-shoe

end. Bailed material is placed in a metal tub with small weep holes

to drain off the water. Special care is taken to obtain representative

samples from the tub. Unless a major change is encountered in the

underlying strata, samples are taken at 5-foot intervals. Churn drill

hole spacing varies widely depending on the results of the auger drill

holes. Only one hole may be required in an area of 40 to 100 acres and

is located adjacent to a previously drilled auger hole. This provides cor-

relation of data between the two holes and other auger holes in the same

general area. Cost of a churn drill hole is about six times that of an

auger hole.
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Figure 1. Reclamation work (right) and mining (left) being executed simul-

taneously at Urbana, Ohio.

Core drilling is the most expensive drilling in our prospecting pro-

gram or about ten times the cost of an auger hole. Generally, stone

deposits require relatively few holes in a given area compared to sand

and gravel deposits. One hole is usually sufficient for every 40 to 80 acres.

The “NX” size core is adequate for our sampling needs. All unused core

samples are retained in a core library for future reference and study.

After obtaining adequate quantities of representative samples, they

are carefully tested and analyzed in considerable detail. Various stand-

ard physical and chemical tests of AASHO and ASTM are made. Test

results are used as the basis for designing the beneficiation plant.

MINING AND RECLAMATION

Mining and reclamation are interdependent, being executed simultane-

ously. Consequently, all pre-planning of mining operations necessarily

includes the ultimate in reclamation. (See Figures 1, 2 and 3) . Once
the geometry and character of the deposit are established by drilling,

planning can proceed to take into account many factors, such as power

sources, overburden and waste disposal, mining methods, centrally lo-
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cated plant, natural “screens” such as hills, trees and waterways, areas

which cannot be excavated and a “planting berm” at the property edge.

(See Figures 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) . Pre-planning often results in lower costs

and better, more timely, reclamation. (See Plates 9 and 10).

Digging equipment used in our operations varies from 1 cubic yard

to 13 cubic yard draglines and shovels. Dredges have pumps ranging

from 10 inches to 27 inches and ladders ranging from 40 feet to 110

feet in length. One dredge is equipped with a 20-inch pump and a 65-

foot ladder and is capable of stripping under water.

Figure 2. Mining in foreground, reclaimed land in background, Urbana, Ohio.

Transportation equipment runs the whole gamut from rail and trucks

to pipe line and conveyors. Some conveyors are up to a mile in length.

New ideas and techniques, along with spiraling transportation costs

and zoning regulations, have resulted in a reserve re-evaluation pro-

gram at our existing plants. Obviously, additional reserves made avail-

able at existing plants temporarily negate the problems of transportation

costs and zoning. As all surface deposits have been evaluated by drilling,

the only direction to proceed is deeper into the ground which means

increased production costs. Prospecting below existing mine floors has

located some additional reserves below water. Usually a clay seam sepa-
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Figure 3. Aerial view of reclaimed land in foreground, reclamation in back-
ground, mining in background at far right, Urbana, Ohio. When
completed, 284 acres will have been reclaimed, 186 acres of water
containing 4.7 miles of shoreline.

Figure 4. Aerial view of Indianapolis Templeton plant, operating dredge and
desanding plant. Waste materials are being pumped to develop

attractive land forms for future lake front housing development.
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Figure 5. Multi-flora rose hedge planted as edge plantings along the property

line isolating mining from the public. This forms a dense, im-

penetrable barrier at maturity, gaining a height of 6 to 7 feet in

a maximum period of 5 years. It is more efficient and appealing

than a metal fence.

Figure 6. Lake front commercial development along Dublin Road, north Co-

lumbus, Ohio. Area was back-filled with waste materials, graded

and made available for commercial office buildings. Plant in back-

ground.
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Figure 7. View from plant in background on Plate 6 to commercial develop-

ment along Dublin Road, north Columbus, Ohio.

Figure 8. Eastwood Park, Dayton, Ohio, is a unique joint venture on the part

of the City of Dayton and American Aggregates Corporation. Origi-

nally each owned about one-half the land. A long range operating

agreement has resulted in excavating the entire area conforming

to a detailed park plan including 3 miles of lakes for power boats,

sailing, canoeing and fishing. In addition, these lakes provide re-

charging basins for the city's adjacent water well fields.
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Figure 9. Aerial view of mining at Ft. Jefferson, Ohio. Reclaimed gravel
pit in foreground and mining in background.

Figure 10. Aerial view of Wayne Lakes, near Greenville, Ohio, which repre-

sents one of the older reclamation sites and is one of the earliest

attempts to develop a residential community centered around 16

lakes providing year-round backyard recreation.
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rates a surface deposit of sand and gravel from a lower deposit. This

clay seam can be removed within certain economic limits with a dredge,

or after dewatering, with power shovels. Core drilling below existing

quarry floors has indicated additional reserves, some of which may be

mined underground. In some cases, it is not economical or practical to

mine these underlying areas, but our current operations are being

planned in such a way that future mining operations will be able to

reach these underlying deposits when economic conditions warrant. Go-

ing deeper into the ground for bulk materials has its economic limita-

tions and represents only a short-term stop-gap measure.

ZONING

With ever-increasing demands on the industry for mineral aggregates,

zoning jurisdiction controlling irreplaceable raw materials should be

considered at the state level. Control at the township level is inadequate

because local or neighborhood pressures tend to disregard the long range

view and the needs of the entire community. It is conceivable one or

two townships could control all of the available mineral aggregates in

an entire county. However, with zoning jurisdiction at the state level,

the overall picture can be recognized and result in an orderly, efficient

utilization and conservation of our irreplaceable natural resources.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Replacement of mineral aggregate reserves at or above the depletion

rate of 300 to 400 acres per year is a difficult task. Commercially signifi-

cant deposits are limited to a small percentage of the total land area and

are frequently preempted by zoning regulations and cultural develop-

ments.

Exploration for economic deposits of mineral aggregates requires a

considerable amount of preliminary work which outlines the “target

area.” Drill data determine the character and geometry of the deposit

and is used as the basis for pre-planning mining and reclamation pro-

cedures. Sample test results are used as the basis for designing the

beneficiation plant.

Mining and reclamation are executed simultaneously. All pre-plan-

ning of mining operations necessarily includes the ultimate in reclama-

tion and often results in lower costs and better, more timely, reclamation.

Zoning jurisdiction controlling irreplaceable raw materials should be

placed at the state level. At this level, the overall picture can be recog-

nized and our natural resources could be efficiently utilized and con-

served in an orderly manner.





C. J. LIBA, Consultant, Westport
, Connecticut

Industrial mineral distribution by unit train.

INTRODUCTION

Can Industrial Mineral Production survive urbanization and conserva-

tion? Obviously it must, for as the increased demands for the minerals

over the recent past indicates, the mineral industry is vital to continuing

economic growth. The question should rather be: Can the industry

survive the economic pressures caused by the two factors? Here again,

it has to for only with a profit-making enterprise can it generate the

efficiencies that will keep the cost of the minerals within the range sup-

portable by the consumers.

Thus, by necessity it can be derived that urbanization and conserva-

tion are going to cause an acceleration of the existing trend toward

concentration in the industry. This trend toward high production capac-

ity plants will help reduce costs, but attention must also be placed on

distribution, an equally high cost factor.

Railroads offer a largely untapped potential in this area, for they have

the technology of efficient volume movers. By borrowing some of the

recent advances in service and pricing developed by the railroads and the

coal industry, it should be possible to adapt unit trains to mineral

distribution.

In this way, distribution could be streamlined to generate lower costs

and/or wider marketing areas that will complement and, in some cases,

make feasible the high production capacity—low cost quarry operation.

All that may be required, if high volume consumers are already present,

is material handling systems and the arrangements with the railroad.

Otherwise, a revision in the organization for, and marketing of, such

materials as crushed stone, sand and gravel will be necessary to generate

the volumes required for unit train operations. This paper will discuss

some of the parameters and requirements for unit train operations.

CURRENT RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION

Railroads are not now, nor have they been in the recent past, the

prime movers of stone, sand and gravel. An analysis of their market share

indicates that it has been in decline for many years, from 23.5% in 1952

to 8.7% in 1967. This decline has apparently resulted more from the

decentralized market growth segment and lack of participation therein
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than from a dramatic decline in tonnage. Within the Northeast quad-
rant of the U. S., for example, there are now about 600 million tons of

stone, sand and gravel consumed, with less than 10% being moved by
rail.

However, 60 million tons is still a sizable amount of traffic. An analysis

of the traffic and market indicates why rails do not move more. A por-

tion of the traffic analysis, drawn from the ICG’s 1% waybill sample

study for 1965 is illustrated in Figures 1 to 3 and provides a good starting

point for this discussion.

Figure 1 illustrates the payments made to railroads for the transpor-

tation of stone, sand and gravel in 1965. It is not an illustration of a

tariff but rather a composite of several used for the rail transport. Since

it is drawn from waybills, it indicates the actual dollars spent by rail

customers. To update it to current levels, translate the plot upward by
about 14% to reflect rate increases granted the railroads in 1967, 1968,

1969.

Table 1. Stone, sand and gravel rates vs. mileage (Official territory— 1965).

Mileage Blocks Revenue Tons = Rate

1 $1,317,900 2,516,200 $0.52/Ton

50 3,191,600 2,837,700 1.12/Ton

100 6,523,200 3,743,600 1.74/Ton

150 2,304,400 898,200 2.57/Ton

200 1,241,000 459,000 2.70/Ton

Table 2. Revenue vs. mileage (Official territory— 1965).

Mileage Blocks Revenue

1 $1,317,900

25 3,219,500
$4,537,400

50 3,191,600

75 5,496,300
$8,687,900

100 6,523,200

150 2,304,400

200 1,241,000

250 755,000

300 —
350 471,300
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Figure 1. Rate vs. mileage in Penn Central official territory for stone, sand
and gravel. (Source: ICC 1% waybill statistics— 1965).

Figure 2. Rate distribution for stone, sand and gravel in Penn Central official

territory. (Source: ICC 1% waybill statistics— 1 965).
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CURRENT RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION

Figure 2 indicates reception of the railroad pricing scheme by illus-

trating what tonnage levels are moved by the varying rates. Although

the rate levels have increased and tonnage has decreased in the years

following the 1965 ICC waybill sample, the distribution of the traffic

has probably not changed appreciably. From Figure 2 one can see that

almost 30% of shipments incurred charges of less than $1.00/ton with

another 25% at less than $1.50/ ton. Note the sharp drop-off in accep-

tance of charges in excess of $1.50/ton. This reflects the ceiling on the

combined costs of the material, transportation and handling that the

minerals’ customers are willing to accept. Any increased use of rail must

reflect a cost structure that remains below that ceiling.

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of rail traffic by mileage blocks,

with Figure 2 being a by-product of this data. It again reflects the ceiling

placed upon rail mileage by its rate structure and acceptable total

costs.

Overall the three illustrations indicate changes necessary for rails to

expand their traffic in stone, sand and gravel and thereby to be of benefit

to themselves and the mineral industry. In short, they must develop

profitable service which allows both lower costs and longer hauls.

Lower costs are necessary to support the related investments required

to use rail, that is the loading and unloading equipment and labor.

The longer haul is required for both the encouragement of large, efficient,

Figure 3. Tons vs. mileage for stone, sand and gravel in Penn Central official

territory. (Source: ICC 1% waybill statistics— 1 965).
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centralized mineral production plants and the location of those plants

further away from the urban centers of consumption.

UNIT TRAINS

The profitable service that can be developed through rail company
and mineral industry producer-consumer cooperation is called the unit

train. Basically, a unit train is defined optimally as a set or fleet of

dedicated cars, sometimes privately owned, with assigned locomotives

moving in a shuttle operation between a single origin and a single des-

tination for each trip. The unit train concept gains its economy by the

following methods:

1. Increased utilization of investment:

a. Land and Track

b. Cars

c. Locomotives

2. Increased productivity of labor

3. Reduction or elimination of switching and terminal expenses

in each direction at:

a. Origin

b. Enroute

c. Destination

4. Reduction in other cost centers:

a. Billing

b. Car Control

c. Loss and Damage

d. Management

5. Further cost savings possible through use of shipper furnished

cars

To elaborate on these savings, which can be sizable and sharable, con-

sider the following:

1. Conventional operations move cars in trains about 10% of the

time. This means that cars average only 2
i/2 hours of movement a

day. Empty movement accounts for 40% of car movements, so

that only 60% of the 21% hours per day, or 1.5 hours, is spent

in revenue producing service.

2. A railroad car averages only 52 miles per day as a result ol poor

utilization. Of the time spent standing still, 40% is in customers

yards awaiting loading and unloading and 50%, is in railroad

yards awaiting classification for movement.
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3. Unit trains are in movement 50 to 90% of the time, depending

on mileage and loading/unloading arrangements. They bypass

yards and terminals moving directly from loading to unloading

points.

4. Railroad cars are designed for as great a multiplicity of uses as

possible. This results from the lack of long term contract inherent

in the railroads’ normal marketing (pricing) systems. A unit

train operation limits the likelihood of a necessary diversion to

other use in the event of changing transportation demands. The
fullest limit on -the costs created by compromising optimum de-

sign for multiple use is obtained through shipper furnished

cars. Here the entire cost element is normally traded off by

railroads for the assurance that the investment provides.

As a result, the unit train produces a cost-oriented priced service, not

bound by traditional considerations. However, each segment and opera-

tion of rail systems produces its own particular costs. In order to produce

the lowest or optimum costs in a unit train operational scheme, close

cooperation between the railroad and its customers is required. The
more one knows of the others needs, the better the resultant operation

can be in meeting those needs. Each operation when warranted is de-

signed to fit its particular circumstances. The basic parameters as a starting

point are listed below.

UNIT TRAIN PARAMETERS

Examples

Minimum Train

Maximum Weight Per Car

Loading Allowance

Unloading Allowance

Single Origin

Annual Guaranteed Volume

— 7,000 Payload Tons
— 263,000 Lbs. Gross

— 4 Hours Free Time
— 4 Hours Free Time
— Single Destination

UNIT TRAIN OPERATIONS

Obviously, the closer the adherence to the above parameters, the

greater the potential of significant cost savings. While in theory the

utilization of an operation between single origins/destinations, with no

intermediate handling or intra-inter train switching of cars, running on

a continuous shuttle basis appears feasible, in practice it is often not.

Very few market conditions lend themselves to these refined require-
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ments. Therefore, Figure 4 illustrates possible operational variations, on
unit train runs.

The single origin-alternate destinations variant pictures a quarry

serving customers in several market areas or several customers (such as a

chain of readi-mix concrete dealers) in a single market area. The train

of whatever optimum capacity, discussed later, would run to one desti-

nation one day, another on the following trip and still another or others

on succeeding trips. The frequency depends upon the storage capacity,

consumption rate, number of desinations and other related considerations.

The single origin-multiple destinations variant pictures a quarry serv-

ing several customers, none of whom have the storage capacity or con-

sumption rate to warrant receiving an entire train. Instead, it is pictured

that the train would leave a block of cars for unloading at each point

in turn, await the unloading time at the most distant and then return

for each block of cars at the intermediate destinations.

Each of the variants could be turned around or combined, i.e., a

number of quarries serving several markets, or alternate quarries serving

multiple destinations. Obviously, as the concept is modified it may lose

some of its cost savings devices. However, each alternative should be

studied to find the optimum solution to the distribution problem.

It is also conceivable that what a single producer cannot do, a co-

operative of producers could . . . such as generating the volumes required

for the annual guarantee. At the destination end, the consumers may

either not have rail sidings of adequate capacity or a high enough con-

sumption rate to warrant unit train volumes. Here there may also be

a place for a cooperative or for a new business—a break bulk distributor.

Created by his ability to generate a high throughput volume, the break

bulk distributor could earn his function and profits by performing a

service for the mineral industry:

1. Justify the economies of unit trains;

2. Have adequate track and storage capacity to unload the trains;

3. Have the equipment and facilities to unload, handle and move

the materials efficiently;

4. Deliver the material in truckload lots within the marketplace.

The operating revenues for the service could be created by a trade-off

on savings the operation would generate for the mineral producer and

consumer:

1. Less storage space required at the consumer, hence less taxes,

maintenance, protection, insurance, etc. expenses;

2. No track or rail unloading equipment and manpower require-

ments and expenses;
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3. Less onhand or intransit inventory, hence less capital require-

ments;

4. More efficient material handling with less equipment and man-

power.

These, together with the economies or market capabilities the unit train

operation generates, should be able to provide a comfortable and profit-

able base for distributor operations in forthcoming years.
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UNIT TRAIN REQUIREMENTS

Noted in the typical parameters for a unit train operation are the

minimal loading/unloading free time allowances. This requirement is

dictated by the need for better equipment and labor productivity basic

to the desired economics. In order to achieve the goal of loading or un-

loading a trainload within the allotted time, or at a minimal surcharge,

special track and material handling systems must be devised. A summary
of thoughts on these follows:

Track Layouts

While the detail on this will vary with the local conditions,

volumes, loading/unloading systems, etc., the desire for econo-

mies in operations should be kept in mind. Ordinary sidings

will not necessarily suffice for a unit train. Switching of cars,

breaking of trains into blocks, handling of trains by switch en-

gines is to be avoided. Optimally the train should remain intact.

That is with the line-haul locomotive delivering the train. Then
it may either wait with it while it is loaded/unloaded or return

for servicing/fueling with its caboose during the process. The
same locomotive would then handle the train back to origin/

destination.

At the very minimum, a double ended siding may suffice. It

has to be double ended to reverse the position of the locomotive

and caboose. The length will vary with the length of train and

material handling system used. As a minimum, one complete

train length (about a mile for a 7,000 ton payload-50 feet per

100 ton cap. car plus locomotive, caboose and track clearance

requirements) would suffice for a loading situation using front

loader equipment. A double ended siding for unloading would

require two train lengths, one either side of the unloading

position. Figure 5 illustrates the double ended siding situation.

High volume throughputs will require in-motion loading and

here, when located on a branch line or far removed from the

main line, it may be useful to consider a loop track for turning

the train. Figure 6 illustrates this concept. The radius of the

curve is critical with respect to both operating speed and differ-

ing equipment types. A 500 foot radius will allow speeds of 1 to

15 MPH and will pass most equipment configurations.

It is important that the railroad (s) with whom the shipper and

consignee will be working be contacted very early in the planning

stage.
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The railroad may not allow its locomotives on privately owned
trackage without special agreements. This point may be costly,

for the shipper or consignee may then have to provide their own
car handling devices (locomotives, trackmobiles, car pullers,

etc.) . Utilization may also be lost.

Because of the space requirements for the differing track layouts,

consideration for this must be given early in the planning stage.

The location of a quarry or distributor, in extreme cases, may
be dictated as a result by track availability or railroad access to

the site as well as track space.

Loading

By far the easier of the material handling stages inherent in

unit train operations, loading can be done easily with a station-

ary train by a front loader type of system. It could operate from

the feed pile, quarry or bank with the simpler materials. De-

pending upon the length run and material, this system can

operate at up to 500 tons/hour per loader.

As considerations for quality as well as quantity grow, it may
be necessary to load from a surge bin (s) , fed by conveyor from

the processing plant. Each bin should hold not less than 1.5 X
car capacity with a feed rate equalizing the loading rate. Cars

would be fed from the bin above the track as they move under

the loading point, in a flood loading technique. The road or

private locomotive could handle the train, or if a longer deten-

tion is called for, a car haul system can be used. This system

loads up to 2,500 tons per hour.

Unloading

Generally because the cars must be unloaded or handled indi-

vidually, unloading systems require train movement to have

subsequent cars in position for unloading. The cars would be

unloaded into hoppers beneath the tracks which feed to con-

veyors which, in turn, feed to either storage piles or trucks.

Standard drop bottom hopper cars are generally used and aver-

age 2 minutes to unload if the material flows easily. It may be

necessary to provide vibrators to help the material flow. An
unloading rate of 1,000 to 1,500 tons per hour can be generated

with a single unloading system. Up to 2,500 tons per hour with

a dual system can be attained.
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Due to its High capital requirements, rotary dumper operations

are not considered feasible for normal stone, sand and gravel

distribution. However, in the case of extremely high volumes

and high productivity levels, as in the Oroville Dam construction

in California, rotary dump operations are feasible. A continuous

rate of 3,000 tons per hour, or more, can be generated and is re-

quired for payback purposes. As in most considerations for

physical distribution, all the alternatives must be examined and

weighed to find the optimum economic solution to fit the local

situation.

SUMMARY

As a common carrier, railroad technology and willingness for unit train

operations is available where the volume opportunities are present. They

can provide a means for the Mineral Industry to escape the economic

pressures forced upon them by urbanization and conservation. In those

cases where single producers have single customers generating over

250,000 tons of annual sales, a unit train operation can and probably

should be established in order to optimize the distribution structure. In

other cases, it may be possible for a producer who has a large and

efficient plant to serve a number of customers with a unit train operation

variant providing multiple destination service either on a single train

drop-off or on alternate train destinations. There appears to be a market

for a break bulk distributor in the Mineral Industry, and he too can

capitalize on unit train operations.

In the near future, it will be possible for mineral industry producers

to develop sources that were once considered too far from markets but

which are otherwise optimum to product or market demands. Geologists

seeking new deposits should keep in mind the fact that the material

must move to market and so should examine those deposits which have

rail access. Contact with the railroad serving the quarry and markets

should be established as soon as possible so that the optimum operation

and price can be achieved.
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Symposium On

Industrial Minerals, Land Use

And Conservation Problems

(A Panel Discussion)

PANEL MEMBERS:

Dr. Arthur A. Socolow, Moderator

Mr. George E. Allen

Mr. James R. Coxey

Dr. James R. Dunn

Mr. Frank A. Masland, Jr.

Dr. L. John Minnick

Moderator Socolow: We are interested and involved in the inter-rela-

tionship of industrial minerals, land use, and conservation problems, a

subject which today is receiving a great deal of attention. It is a healthy

thing that the geological community is paying attention to this subject,

because the very nature of geology is to deal with the environment, and
it must be involved with protecting, preserving and maintaining a bene-

ficial environment on this planet Earth which has become more and more
crowded.

Let us hear first from Mr. George Allen, who is involved in conservation

and land use programs in the Washington, D.C. area.

Mr. Allen: LTrbani/ation steadily has encroached upon the supply of

industrial minerals and this is particularly true in some of the major
market areas around Baltimore and Washington. Some of these supplies

are being exhausted; in fact, the prediction is that in some areas near
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Washington, ten years will be the outside limit. Now, we have a public

that is more aware of its environment. It is becoming more and more
involved in the processes of government, particularly regarding land use

and the environment. We do have scattered over our environment

derelict or abandoned surface mine operations which do no credit to

anyone.

We have before us existing and pending legislative reclamation

measures for this type of industry. There is a push by scientists and

others lor an ecological balance of nature, and that has many ramifica-

tions for this industry and the subject under consideration. There is the

desire of some groups to maintain the natural environment. I think

there is a general lack of understanding by the public of the need to

preserve the low-cost industrial minerals and to manage them for the

benefit of all. Then, too, there are environmental problems inherent in

the operations of the extracting industry.

There has been a general failure to include resource development

planning and plans in the comprehensive planning process. There has

been failure to plan for the re-use of exhausted operations, and I think

in this highly competitive industry, it resulted in a degree of secretiveness

that has inhibited future development. It is my contention that com-

prehensive planning is probably the best potential tool for the manage-

ment of industrial mineral resources for the benefit of both private and

public sectors.

I said, “best potential tool”. I do not believe it is yet being used

effectively, but if it is to be an effective tool the planners will need a

thorough knowledge of the location of economically recoverable re-

sources. Here is where our geological friends come in. Along with

master plans for highways, parks, and recreation, there needs to be a

resource program to develop priority areas of potential extraction and/or

preservation and exploitation. We need extensive programs for the ex-

tractive industry, and the final restoration of these lands for their ulti-

mate use. We need strong guidelines for protecting all interests during

operations and restoration.

Moderator Socolow: We will now have comments from James Coxey,

Technical Director of Haws Refractories Company, Johnstown, Pa. He

has been actively involved with geological and mineral matters both in

the laboratory and the field.

Mr. Coxey: We are facing one of the worst problems that our nation

has ever had to tackle—that of competition for land. Thus far it must be

said that we have done our job very poorly because we who are pro-
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fessionally trained to lead in the solution to this problem have apa-

thetically and indifferently sat by and allowed others who are poorly

trained to offer ill-conceived, poorly planned, often politically inspired

solutions that have only served to deepen the problem.

It is a national disgrace that in a country as talented and affluent as

America we should lack a clearly defined concept for the well-being of our

natural resources—a concept that could be accepted and uniformly applied

to all levels of government, by all of industry and by all of our people.

But the root of the problem obviously is a simple word that has been

misused, misconstrued, misapplied far more than it has been properly

used. That word, of course, is conservation. Unless and until a definition

can be found for this word that all can accept, we shall continue to

worsen the problem of competition for land. Presently, the term has no

good definition; everybody vaguely believes it means “saving” and since

saving is generally considered to be desirable, it has become the in-thing

to be for conservation.

Politicians have found that next to mother, God, and country, one of

the safest things that one can be vocally in favor of is conservation.

It appeals to the Sunday driver into the beautiful countryside, to our

people who are sure we are going to run out of water, air and food-

raising soil, to that huge body of sportsmen—a dubious term to say the

least—all of whom have in common the great crusade for the enlarge-

ment of leisure. These people do not want trees cut, they do not want

excavations made, they do not want anything put into the air or water,

but somehow or other they want the economy to flourish.

America did not grow to get to be the most powerful nation on earth

through the revenue from its national parks, and I do hope that after the

kind of conservationists that we hear most about have converted the

entire nation into a giant national park that they may have some plan

for earning a living.

What conservation does mean is:

(1) Total exploration, assuring that minerals will be obtained from

the best locations, thus minimizing the amount of surface that must

be defaced in the form of stripping, deep mining, quarry roads, trees

cut down and polluting of air and water. It is a shame to deface a

thousand acres to get a quantity of minerals that could have been

obtained a few miles away from only 500 acres.

(2) Mineral extraction assuring that every last bit of useful mineral

is obtained before going to another location, thus again miminizing

the total area defaced.
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(3) Efficient utilization, requiring that industrial processing be of

the best that modern technology makes possible, thus assuring that the

minerals found and extracted are processed to win their total available

yield. Such processing efficiency greatly reduces the size of slag piles

and gangue dumps.

(4) Useful restoration, this may mean reforestation, back-filling,

leveling for housing development of park areas.

As professionals, we must define and agree to the meaning of con-

servation and then become aggressively involved in the planning func-

tion to guarantee that plans evolved reflect the scientific perimeters

within which a healthy industrial economy can survive. I ask that

we accept my four-point definition of conservation and crusade for

it by lending our talents to planning bodies who understandably

are not always as aware as we are that it is the Gross National Product

that allows us to enjoy our national parks, not vice versa.

Moderator Socolow: Now we will hear from Dr. James Dunn, Professor

of Geology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, who has been actively in-

volved in many aspects of planning and programming.

Dr. Dunn: As geologists, Which many of us are, we would like to practice

geology and spend our time out in the woods and fields. However, it

rather soon becomes evident that our job as geologists is not finished

when we find a deposit and evaluate its quality and quantity.

One thing we might have to do is help acquire the land. Then we

may have to talk to local people who may be concerned about the un-

sightliness of an operation; we may find that we have to learn about

rehabilitation of the land. We have to think of multiple land use. We
have to think in terms of mineral conservation, of balancing conserva-

tion between the various factors involved.

Conservation balance brings up other problems, such as aesthetic

values. How do you achieve a balance, for instance, in the case of scenic

mountains covered with beautiful pine trees which happen to hold un-

minecl copper deposits, as Mount Ranier is?

We have evolved into the area of working with computers in trying

to figure the balanced mineral resource aspect of land use into computers.

But numbers still do not mean too much when balanced against aesthetics.

Ultimately all land-use planning may be on computers and the aesthetic

aspects also will be given numbers.

What is the value, for instance, of a row of trees? The row of trees

can be purchased, but how can we evaluate the resource—the pleasant

value of a drive to work in the morning as against a drive past a garbage
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dump? These are the types of values that I think can be translated into

efficiency, and happiness can be translated into efficiency. Aesthetic

values can be translated into human efficiency. A good vacation can be

translated into human efficiency.

Recreational resources obviously have a numerical value depending

upon the location and the type of beautiful scene in Antarctica which

has one value, when the same scene outside of New York has another

value. So, therefore, these things can be given numbers. Ultimately,

when they are given numbers I think our whole land use program will

go on to computers. I think this is not in the very far distant future.

Moderator Socolow: Here is Mr. Frank Masland, Chairman of the Gov-

ernor of Pennsylvania’s Advisory Board on National Resources and

Beauty.

Mr. Masland: I think 1 ought to introduce myself as sort of a hybrid,

a conservationist grafted on an industrialist. I am a purist at heart, but

not in practice. I serve on the Geological Survey Advisory Board. 1 think

all the other members are extractors, and perhaps the best thing I can

say for myself is that we are still speaking to each other.

With regard to the tourist industry mentioned earlier, it largely is

traceable to the national park program that we have in this country

which is a $4 billion industry with 100 to 150 million visitors. Now,

I would be the first to admit that it would not be this large if it were not

for our GNP.
I am a conservationist primarily because I am worried about our en-

vironment as a whole. I am not as pessimistic as that chap whose epitaph

on his tomb read, “I expected this and I am here”, but I am concerned.

When this country was discovered it was beyond question as beautiful

as any in the world. On our western prairies millions of acres of rich

grasses waved shoulder-high, rivers throughout the land ran clean and

clear, teeming with fish.

In a short 300 years, over one-third of the immense forests are gone

forever. So little of the prairies grasses are left that it is hoped to preserve

a segment as we would a vanishing wildlife species within a sanctuary.

Many of the rivers that were once sparkling waters are now dark and

muddy, polluted with the waste of factories and the soil from eroded

farms.

When America was first settled our top soil averaged 9-inches deep.

Today the average depth is only 6 inches. In many areas, as the result

of unwise strip mining practices, it is gone forever. In less than 300

years we have already destroyed one-third of that on which we depend

for life.
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Every year two million more Americans are born. This exploding

population demands more clean water for drinking, industrial use and
irrigation—and yet every year more of our water becomes unusable.

By 1980 it is estimated virtually all water will be reused. Europe does

not have a severe problem yet. Those countries have been using water

for several thousand years and we have been using it only for several

hundred years. Why? The answer is waste—a very significant word in the

social or economic life of our country and one that all of us should

consider when we think of the question of how we relate conservation

to the use of our natural resources.

The great storage beds for water are not man-made dams; they are

the aquifers underlying most of the United States. There are two—one

shallow, one deep. The shallow aquifer holds 3,600 times as much water

as is present in all the rivers of the world at any one time; yet these

aquifers are slowly going dry. Underground water took centuries to

accumulate. Water is being mined just like oil or gas. All over the

country the water table is falling. From Texas to California there has

been an average drop of 40 feet in groundwater levels. In the Milwaukee

area a drop of 400 feet has occurred in 80 years. Atlantic Coast wells

that once flowed at sea level are now 85 feet below it. Many wells,

particularly in states like Florida, that once were fresh are now salt.

Man can go a month or more without food, but he might last a week

without water and perhaps ten minutes without air. The food supply

is expandable. Water and air are non-expandable. We have today the

same amount of each that has been present from the beginning. What
we have is all there is.

We can purify polluted water. We cannot purify polluted air. We
cannot clean it. It is as clean as it will ever be and we know that for

many of our cities polluted ail has rendered them almost uninhabitable.

In the United States the 1960’s have been a period of unprecedented

awakening to the values and needs of conservation. The public con-

science has been stirred to the realization that the powerful advances of

technology, far from providing the keys to Utopian abundance, have

themselves created fresh problems. Modern society, luxuriating in un-

precedented affluence, has for too long been conditioned to believe that

science can resolve all things. I am not sure that we will, after listening

to the comment with respect to the computer.

There has been a naive acceptance of the comforting conviction that

science can always cover up man’s mistakes and provide solutions in the

form of fresh alternatives and new resources. The truth is now dawning

that the impression of limitless abundance is illusory, and that neither
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science nor all the ingenuity of mankind can re-create a species that has

become extinct, nor irrigate the deserts once they have taken charge.

Basic to the need of all species is the preservation of habitat. Most

of the problems facing man’s ability to live happily and survive are

concerned with his environment, which is allied to his renewable re-

sources. His ability to obtain enough food, clear water and clean air

along with his needs for leisure, recreation and aesthetics involve sound

ecological understanding and action. Ecology and economics both derive

from the Greek word Oikos and have much in common. Both deal with

income and expenditure, ecology with income and expenditure in terms

of energy cycles in communities of plants and animals. Since the total

environment includes all manner of physical factors such as climate,

physiography, soil, water, all the extractives and all the flora and fauna

including man, the matter of conservation of non-renewable resources

and wisely managed utilization of renewable resources is of vital im-

portance to his survival. I wish that every extractor of renewable or

non-renewable resources had an ecologist on his payroll.

What is the relationship between conservation and industry? It is a

totally compatible one. In my opinion, I think conservation embraces

the wise use of natural resources. My friend said that he knew of no

adequate definition for conservation and then provided us with one.

I have one that is a bit more general—wise use is considered to be that

which is of primary benefit to society as a whole. Wisest use may involve

no alterations other than through the action of natural forces, but where

use involves alterations or consumption, prior plans should be developed

and approved for converting the altered or exhausted resource to a state

that will enhance the environment and when possible provide public

use and enjoyment.

The total environment approach to planning would insist that all

side effects be evaluated before any decisions are made. No swamp

would be filled, no new jetport sited, no nuclear power plant built, no

surface stripped until the alternatives have been weighed and until it

has been determined that all possible actions had been taken to make

the proposed development compatible with order and beauty. I do not

think it is impractical to live with that definition. We must define

humanistic as well as technological goals.

Technology is our tool, for better or for worse; how we use its power

depends on how successful we are in setting goals and in implementing

our social efforts to achieve them. President Howard W. Johnson of

MIT said recently “Technology is at once our blessing and our base, the

well spring of our inspirations, yet the threat to our well-being. Tech-

nology is both social benefactor and social calamity”.
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Man has used more of his basic natural resources over the past thirty

years than in all the previous history of this world. Needed is fresh and

useful information on new sources of supply for the metals and minerals

that underpin this nation’s growth and on the characteristics and be-

havior of geologic materials to guide the use of our most important

resource—the land itself.

In all instances, whether resources be renewable or non-renewable,

industry should be concerned with the impact of use upon the face

of the land, upon aesthetic qualities, and upon helpful recreational

opportunities. These things have a very important bearing upon the

cultural level, and consumer demand and the level of consumption are

inextricably related to the cultural level.

Minerals and fuels are indispensable to many local and regional econo-

mies and to the natural economy as well. They support directly the pro-

duction of goods and services representing about 40 percent of our Gross

National Product; indirectly minerals and fuels are the basis for nearly

75 percent of the GNP.
These vital substances are non-renewable. Even when domestic deposits

are enormous, they are still limited and ultimately will be exhausted.

We are consuming these irreplaceable resources at steadily increasing

rates because there are ever greater numbers of us to feed and to clothe,

to transport, to house, and to keep warm.

Helping to conserve and stretch our limited resources, encouraging

their wise and efficient use for the benefit of all our people, is a joint

responsibility of the extractors of industrial minerals and of the con-

servationists.

Moderator Socolow: Our final panelist is Dr. L. John Minnick, Technical

Research Director, G. Sc W. H. Corson Company, also actively involved

in land use and mineral problems.

Dr. Minnick: In a recent talk with a major airport manager, he told

me the facts of life of airports. They usually start out by selecting sites

many miles from the city. By the time the plans are laid and the ground

is purchased, private houses begin to appear around the site. By the

time the airport is in operation, hundreds of houses surround it. Then,

as the big planes begin to fly, the airport manager starts to get complain-

ing telephone calls. Soon a citizen’s group is formed and legislation

results.

While it is easy to get angry at those people and to point out they had

no right to move in and then complain, the airport manager said it

actually is the responsibility of the airport to make life acceptable for

the community that has encroached on the airport. In talking to some
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very responsible management in various phases of industry, and many
industrial representatives, I find that there are more and more individuals

who recognize that we must do something about re-forming and operating

and conducting our operations so that they are commensurate with the

needs of society and our environment.

The only problem is that this sort of thinking may have arrived a

little bit too late. When I read some of the legislation and the current

regulations, I really get shocked at what people who have not properly

understood industry’s problems can bring about.

Let us talk about air pollution, for example. The State of New Jersey

has provided laws on air pollution which are completely unrealistic

from the standpoint of surface emissions. The same regulations are being

promulgated today in the State of Pennsylvania. These ambient air

quality standards, etc., that are being proposed are almost a death blow

to the coal industry in the State of Pennsylvania and yet responsible

industry does not get far when it attempts to make recommendations.

Industry that is involved with environment problems is in a difficult situa-

tion today.

What has this got to do with conservation? I think the previous

speakers have indicated that people who try to define conservation think

in terms of conserving our water supply, so that it is not polluted. They

think in terms of keeping our air supply clean, so we do not kill off the

vegetation and human life and so on, but in turn they think in terms

of what I call the recoverable type of resource. In other words, you can

replant a tree. You can replenish the soil and so on. But when you get

involved with the subject of these resources that are not renewable, it

takes on a different light.

Obviously, you cannot re-grow a rock. It has taken millions of years

to put the coal there, and yet when we dig this material out of the ground

we find ourselves with, “an unsightly hole” they say, “and who wants that,

you are destroying the forests and you are destroying the scenery and

you are taking away the opportunities that we have in terms of the

use of our natural resources”, and so the non-recoverable material gets

pushed behind the eight-ball.

Pennsylvania is a state blessed with an abundance of mineral reserves.

We are the largest stone producer of any state in the Union. We have

tremendous coal resources. We export lime and limestone to sixteen

states, the District of Columbia, to Canada, to South America. There

is so much of this mineral in the State of Pennsylvania that the con-

servationists and the planners say, “Well, why worry? We can zone this

particular area out for recovery, and we can put setbacks along your

property and what is a few million tons of this rock mean to you”?
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This situation is aggravated by the great number of areas in Pennsylvania

where extraction is occurring, there are over 220 major quarries and

115 sand and gravel pits. Thus, we have a problem of harassment.

Something has got to be done to rectify the situation from the stand-

point of industry “as well as the community”. I would like to make three

recommendations.

First, I think it is about time that industry acknowledges its respon-

sibility in this field. Of course, industry is producing air pollution. Of

course, industry is creating the problems that have been discussed here.

It is about time that industry overcomes the lethargy produced by its

own expertise and leadership.

Second, there has been some discussion of the definition of conserva-

tion. “Conservation is living in harmony with land”, is the best one

I have been able to find, as described in a bulletin from Penn State.

Third, I would like to suggest that we undertake a study of this prob-

lem from the engineering standpoint, via a “systems approach”.

As an example, suppose we have a deposit of pure calcium carbonate.

We should provide that this material can be recovered in its entirety.

We should then consider that the remaining hole is a resource.

Waste disposal is now a staggering problem. Instead of causing the

extractor to pay a tax for the privilege of taking out his aggregate, and

forcing him to fill that hole afterwards, why not permit the community

to take advantage of this new resource and pay the owner of the hole

for the right to fill it with waste. This would be a more economical

plan than spending $16 a ton to barge waste to the ocean, for example.

It would provide facilities for the total utilization of that land in a way

that will be beneficial to all society.

Thus, planners should evaluate the broad range of these problems in

arriving at solutions.

Moderator Socolow: With the excellent and diverse set of statements by

the panel, I have the feeling that I very much would like to take this

panel, and, like a jury, lock the members up in a room and tell them,

“Do not come out until you have a solution”.

Mr. Allen: I would like to raise a question about the concept of maxi-

mum exploitation. With regard to coal, we suffer subsidence on our

highways, we lose houses, we are polluting streams, mine drainage is

going to the streams which must be removed before industry can use it,

so I question if this is what is meant by “maximum exploitation”.

Mr. Coxey: By total exploitations I would propose that minerals be

obtained from the best locations, thus minimizing the amount of surface
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that must be defaced. In Pennsylvania our surface mining operators buy

four or five times more land than they have any need for simply because

they know that to work a little harder to get a little more out of any

given location will cost them more than if they just skim off the top. This

is how we wind up each year using lower-grade materials. By total ex-

ploitation I had in mind locating the best spots that will give us the

highest yield for the minimum amount of defacing.

Dr. Minnick: My point is that we should recognize these mineral re-

sources are precious reserves. They are not replaceable. Certainly we

do not want to extract any mineral if it is a hazard to the safety of the

community or any citizen. Certainly we should never encourage the use

of any practice which cause subsidence or problems of the type that

were mentioned. Unfortunately, you know, these things have happened

so often that it has created a poor image of industry and industry, there-

fore, is expected to perform this way in the future. Yet there is no

reason why you cannot conduct an economically feasible extraction

which is in conformity with what the public should be expected to have.

Thus, the mineral industry should not be inhibited from extracting

minerals in the future because of problems in the past.

No one is going to underestimate the problems, but these things do

not necessarily have to affect the future opportunities of the mineral

industries.

Mr. Masland: As I have said, I wear two hats and my sympathies are

just as much with the problems confronting industry as they are with

the objectives of conservation. The statement has been made that it

may be late; this is very pertinent because it is awfully late. It is a fact;

these forces called conservation exist from border to border and from

coast to coast. This business of our pollution is so very important that

industry has got to become involved in two phases. One is research

in an effort to correct these conditions and the other is the legislative

process. It is because of what has happened in the past, just as it is in

so many things that we are “paying for” in this country, that we are

faced with this situation today. Industry is going to have to recognize

it, and it is going to have to find solutions and become involved in

legislation which is practical.

Dr. Dunn: There are some industry-wide answers which we are using in

New York. One of them is a plan which is a cooperative program be-

tween the New York State Department of Conservation and the Sand

and Gravel Association. These people got together for a symposium

on land use and on planning and rehabilitation. The plan here is that
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the Conservation Department will reward companies for a good job,

for good plans and for good action, and this award will take the form

of a large sign which can be put up in front of the company saying that

they are in a cooperative rehabilitation program with the New York

Conservation Department, and they have done the following things.

This does not require a lot of thought or time. But it helps the com-

panies to think about their problems and get a little bit of credit for

what they have done. These are more or less short-range answers. The
long-range answers, I think, come from the planners, and I do not see

very clearly how the best planning in the world can be translated to

activity as far as the mineral industry is concerned, because it seems

to me the planners as a group do not have a great amount of power,

and local legislation is a need here.

Mr. Allen: They cannot plan to protect and develop these resources if

they do not know where they are and this has been the problem. Re-

gional planning unfortunately is a paper operation in many areas with

no teeth in the planning process.

Moderator Socoloiu: Mr. Allen, in your experience, does the mineral

producer come forward expressing his desire to work with the planning

commission in total planning and especially as to setting aside lands for

future exploitation of mineral resources?

Mr. Allen: Yes, to the limits of their self-interest, and I am not saying

that facetiously. There was a desire and an effort to get with the

planners, but these generally were the larger operators.

Dr. Dunn: I would like to make the comment that the position of each

geological survey is really quite critical in some ways. In the case of

New York the Geological Survey is basically science oriented, but the

viewpoint of a geological survey will vary as it is put in different de-

partments. Geological work can be done with many points of view.

Moderator Socoloiu: The Pennsylvania Geological Survey is very cog-

nizant of the many different elements of our Pennsylvania society and

economy that have interests in conservation and related legislation. We
have been approached for aid and information by both sides of the

fence, by citizens groups who are anxious to develop local regulatory

statutes, and by mineral producers who are anxious to counter those.

Our position is one that we are particularly anxious to develop geo-

logical information so that any positions taken by the different parties

be based on factual information rather than emotionalism. As a geologi-

cal survey, we hope to utilize our geological expertise by making all of
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these interested parties aware of the nature of the mineral resources, their

limited or extended distribution as the case may be, and their impact on
society.

In closing, I would like to charge each of you that we are involved

in an ongoing program that we all must contribute to. We cannot for-

get this complex situation until it is resolved.
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